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INTRODUCTION.

Basketry, one of the most important and interesting of the
textile arts, reached in California a very high state of perfection,
connected probably with the fact that the California Indians led
sedentary lives in a country abounding in a great variety of vege-
tation, upon which they depended chiefly for food and shelter,
and which at the same time provided many tough pliable fibers
which might be woven or coiled into articles of use. The Cali-
fornia Indians taken together had a very great variety of mate-
rials, forms, methods of manipulation, and ornamentation of
basketry. By certain of them, of course, only a limited number
of materials, techniques, and designs were used but among others
a greater variety was found.

Among no other California people was there so great a variety
in basketry as among the Pomo, who occupied the greater part
of Sonoma, Mendocino, and Lake counties, and vicinity. It is
with the basketry of the Pomo, and particularly with its designs
and other ornamentation, that the present paper has to deal.
Information upon the general features of Pomo basketry, and
to a certain extent upon their designs, was collected during some
years of residence in the Pomo region, but it was not until 1904
that an attempt was made to systematically collect and verify all
information possible concerning Pomo basketry and basket de-
signs. This work was conducted as part of the investigations
of the Ethnological and Archaeological Survey of California
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maintained by the Department of Anthropology of the Uni-
versity of California through the generosity of Mrs. Phoebe A.
Hearst.

The general method pursued during the work was to question
informants of three dialectic groups mentioned below, concerning
the eight hundred and forty patterns shown on the photographs
of three hundred and twenty-one Pomo baskets. Of this number
seventy-one are photographs of baskets selected from the collec-
tions of the Museum of the Department of Anthropology of the
University of California, one hundred and two are of a collection
of baskets now the property of the K6nigliches Museum fur
V6lkerkunde of Berlin, forty-one are from illustrations by Pro-
fessor R. B. Dixon in his "Basket Designs of the Indians of
Northern California, '1 and the remainder are photographs of
baskets seen among the Indians and from other miscellaneous
sources. At the same time the Indians were also questioned
concerning the designs on baskets they had, whenever this was
possible. By securing good clear photographs of baskets it was
found that informants had no difficulty in recognizing the de-
signs, and that they were able to name them as easily as when
they had the actual baskets before them. In this manner it was
possible to obtain a greater range of information than otherwise
could have been secured.

In all there are seven distinct and quite different dialects
spoken by the Pomo, but of these only three, the Northern,
Central, and Eastern, are to-day spoken by any considerable
number of people. It is by the people of these three dialectic
groups that basketry is most made and used at the present time,
and it is chiefly from them that the information concerning
basketry and basket designs was obtained.

With these people basketry in aboriginal times took the place
of almost every sort of utensil, for the gathering, transporta-
tion, storage, grinding of vegetable products, cooking and serving
foods, and for ceremonial and mortuary purposes. In short,
from birth until death a Pomo used basketry for every possible
purpose.

1 Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist., XVII, pt. 1, plates 27 to 36, 1902.
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MATERIALS.
FIBERS AND RODS.

The materials used by the Pomo in basket making may be
divided into two classes, those from which the basket proper is
made and which are selected on account of their strength, and
those materials which are used entirely for ornamentation and
serve no essentially useful purpose. Almost all Pomo baskets,
whether coiled or twined, are made upon a foundation of slender
willow stems. The only other material so used is hazel, the
slender stems of which are employed in the same manner as those
of the willow. This material was used only in the northern part
of the territory occupied by the Northern division of the Pomo
and is probably attributable to contact with the Athapascans to
the north who used hazel exclusively. About these stems, except
in certain coarse open-work baskets, are coiled or twined pliable
dressed fibers of several sorts, differing in color, so as to produce
different designs, thus combining both the qualities of strength
and ornamentation. To the second class of materials, those used
entirely for purposes of ornamentation, belong the beads and
bits of shell, and particularly the various feathers, which are
found so frequently on Pomo baskets of the finer and ceremonial
types.

The simplest kind of basket is that made entirely of slender
willow or hazel stems, either peeled or unpeeled, these being used
not only as the warp elements, but also being twined about as
woof. Only the coarser open-work baskets, such for instance as
fish and quail traps, coarse burden baskets, plate-form or hemi-
spherical baskets used for sifting and as general receptacles, and
seed-beaters, are made in this way. In these baskets the same
method of manipulation, namely, plain twining, is found as in
the brush fences built to snare or entrap deer, elk, rabbits, and
quail, or in the brush wiers built across the streams for the trap-
ping or spearing of fish. One type of seed-beater is also made
in wickerwork. All baskets other than the coarse open-work ones
above mentioned are made of two or more materials, the slender
willow or hazel stems always being used as the foundation
material.
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There are several pliable dressed fibers which serve as wrap-
ping material in coiling or as woof in twining. The most com-
monly used and most important of these materials is the root of
the sedge, Carex barbarae. This plant, which grows about many
of the springs and streams in the mountains but more particu-
larly on the margins of lakes and ponds, produces a very lorng
root stock the center of which is a tough woody fiber. This is
gathered by means of a digging stick, and the outer covering
having been removed is split into two long filaments, which are
then, along with others, coiled into a roll and stored until needed.
It is then moistened and dressed down to a size suitable for the
kind of basket for which it is intended. The fine woody fibers
of this root make it possible to dress these sewing elements down
to a size hardly larger than that of fine thread, and it is from
this material that almost all the very finest Pomo baskets are
chiefly made. It is the material most used as the white back-
ground in all Pomo basketry, particularly the finer twined and
coiled work. Among the Eastern Pomo who live in the vicinity
of Clear lake where sedge and carex are abundant, another
species of sedge called by them katsa'-kuihulm was mentioned as
producing a similar white material. It would appear, however,
that this plant is very little used, as almost none of the material
was seen among any of the Pomo.

The material of next importance is the bulrush, Scirpus mari-
timus. This likewise is obtained from the root stock of the plant,
which grows chiefly in the mud of the lake shore, usually at some
distance out in the water. The round central fiber of this stock
is when gathered of a light pink color, but is changed to a jet
black or to various shades of brown by being buried in a mixture
of the rich black mud of the lake shore with ashes. The degree
of blackness varies according to the length of time the fibers are
allowed to remain in this mixture, but the intention is always
to produce a jet black material and it is not very often that the
roots are removed before they have reached this stage. This
material is used chiefly on the finer coiled baskets and on fine
twined baskets, though it may of course find use on coarser ones

of both types. When used, it is almost invariably this material
that is employed to make the design itself, the white material
being usually considered by the Indians as the background.

1371908]
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Next in importance to the bulrush as a basket material is
redbud, Cercis occidentalis, from which two colors are obtained.
The bark of this shrub is of a reddish brown color when gath-
ered in the spring of the year. It, like the other materials, is
split into long strips and made into coils which are stored until
needed. Its chief use is as a red material, the outer surface of
the outer bark being the part used in working out the design.
There is also an inner bark, or more properly what is commonly
called the sap wood, which produces a white material, which
although not much used is occasionally found. The inner
surface of the outer bark may also be brought into view
instead of breaking this material off and inserting a new element
of an ordinary white material. This may be considered a second
white material obtained from the redbud. Also, upon soaking,
the reddish outer surface of the bark changes to a dead black.
These last two materials, however, are very rarely met with
among the Pomo, though the first is frequently found among the
Yuki to the north of the Pomo. The redbud when used as a
red material is chiefly employed in designs on twined basketry,
though it is also occasionally found upon coiled.

There are two other white materials which are in general use,
one being the small inner fiber of the root of the willow, Salix sp.
So far as has been found there seems to be no very great prefer-
ence for any one of the several species of willow which abound
in the Pomo country, the slender roots which grow out into the
water of lakes and-streams being taken from all. Some maintain
that the best fiber is obtained from the root of the same willow
the stems of which are used as the foundation material. This
material is sometimes used in the finer coiled baskets, but is
chiefly used in twined or in coarse coiled work. It must, how-
ever, be counted as one of the materials more rarely used and is
said by the Indians themselves to be much inferior to sedge or
pine root on account of its brittleness when dry.

The other white material found in use among the Pomo of
these three divisions, is the root of what is commonly called the
digger pine, Pinus sabiniana. Various sized roots of this pine
are dug, and after being heated in hot ashes or by holding them
directly over the fire, are split into long coarse fibers, which are
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coiled and stored for use. By wetting, these, like the other
materials, become pliable and may be split into fibers of almost
any desired size. They find use almost exclusively in the making
of large twined baskets, and while not so much used as the sedge
are quite often found. In addition to these two white materials
there is still another obtained probably from the root of the
juniper, Juniperus occidentalis. This, however, appears to be
very little used. Its preparation and uses are the same as those
of the digger pine.

There is a second black material, the root fiber of the bracken,
Pteridium aquilinum. Within the root of the bracken there are
several flat fibers sometimes reaching a width of three-eighths of
an inch. These are when gathered a light brown in color, and
are usually made into coils and stored until needed, though they
may be treated to blacken them immediately. This is done by
boiling them for a short time, and here again the length of time
they are treated governs the blackness of the fiber, so that it
sometimes happens that baskets are found with this fiber in
various shades of brown instead of black. It is, like the bulrush,
used entirely as a material in which to work basket designs on a
background of various white materials, and finds use chiefly in
the finer twined baskets or in coarser coiled work. It is also
noticeable that this material is, at the present time at least, more
frequently used upon the immediate coast than in the interior
valleys, though it is quite frequently found there also.

The above mentioned constitute the materials used for making
Pomo baskets in general. There are, however, two other mate-
rials which find special uses in basketry. One is the sap wood of
the grape, Vitis californica. The sap wood of the grape is a very
tough pliable fiber and found general use among the Pomo as a
binding material, being used for everything where a twisted
string or rope of strands of twisted fiber was not absolutely
demanded. It thus found use to a certain extent in the making
of brush fences for the capture of various kinds of game, it was
used to bind rafters, stringers, and posts in the making of the
large ceremonial earth lodges, and in all other cases where a
strong pliable binding material was required. In connection with
basketry it finds use in binding the hoop which is always placed

1908] 139
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about the opening of a conical burden basket or about the upper
opening of a mortar or milling basket, and occasionally about the
opening of a basket of the openwork sifter type.
A second specialized material is the tule, Scirpus. The long

stems of two species are used, one, Scirpus lacusthis var. occi-
dentalis, with a circular cross section; the other, Scirpus robustus,
with triangular cross section. As might be expected, these ma-
terials were not found throughout the Pomo region, but were
chiefly confined to the vicinity of lakes and ponds, and it was
only in such regions as the vicinity of Clear lake that they were
used to any extent. They were employed for making certain
plain-twined baskets, but from the nature of the material no fine
work could be done with them. Their chief use was in the vicin-
ity of Clear lake, where, in addition to baskets, boats were made
from the first mentioned, and mats and house thatch from the
second.

In addition to the slender willow stems above mentioned, used
in almost all cases as foundation material, and the root, used as
a weft or sewing material, the willow provides one other material
used in connection with basketry, namely: the heavy hoop bound
about the opening in the conical burden basket, and about the
upper opening in the mortar or milling basket, as also about the
opening of some baskets of the openwork sifter type.

FIBER MATERIALS.

English Northern Central Eastern
Sedge kfihuilm kfihui'm kuihu'm
(Carex barbarae)
Sedge kadi' kuihuim katsa'-kflhulm
(Carex sp.)
Bulrush tsiwi'c tsiwi'e tsiwi'e
(Scirpus maritimus)
Redbud mille kala'ia disa'i
(Cercis occidentalis)
Redbud (inner bark) millb-to'i kala'ia-kato disai-t5'ts,

taci'ma
Digger pine kale'-ce kale'-ce kale'-ce
(Pinus sabiniana)
Juniper catco'm cate'p
(Juniperus occidentalis)
Willow root kala'l-yem, mna'-ce gaii'-ce
(Salix) ma-yem
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English Northern Central Eastern
Bracken bi's-yem mao'do-kit ll'bItsits
(Pteridiuim aquilinum)
Grape ciyi'n ctin ctin
(Vitis californica)
Tule2 badjo' batco' bag' 6'
(Scirpus lacustris var.

occidentalis)
Tule2 gica'l guica'l
(Scirpus robustus)
'Willow stem kala'l, bam kala'l tsuilbaha
Willow hoop dako' dako' dako'
Hazel bat!
(Corylus rostrata var.

californica)

FEATHER AND SHELL MATERIALS.

One of the most noticeable and characteristic features of
Pomo basketry, and the feature which did much to bring it into
great favor with collectors, is feather decoration. Certain other
peoples, the Yuki, the southern Wintun and perhaps others in
northern California, and the Yokuts and Shoshonean tribes and
perhaps others in south central California, used feathers to a
very limited extent on certain specialized forms of baskets, but no
other California people appear to have used feathers to entirely
cover their baskets as was done by the Pomo. In recent years
the Yuki, the southern Wintun, the Yukian Wappo and the
portion of the Moquelumnan stock living north of San Francisco
bay, all of whom were immediate neighbors of the Pomo, have
made some attempt at elaborate feather decoration but so far as
can be learned no such decoration was practiced by them in
aboriginal times, and very few if any good specimens of elab-
orately decorated baskets are now made by them. The Pomo,
on the other hand, have so far perfected this form of decor-
ation that they are able to cover their baskets completely with
feathers, and good basket makers can so place them that the
surface of the basket has almost the smoothness of the breast of
a bird itself. Such feathered baskets are shown in pl. 21,figs.
1, 2, 4, 5. Some of the older basket makers maintain that in
aboriginal times they used only the feathers from the top of the

2 The first of these species of tule has a stem with circular cross-section,
while the stem of the second has a triangular cross-section.
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head and from the throat of the redheaded woodpecker, those
from the head of the mallard duck, and the top-knot of the quail.
Others however state that the feathers of several other birds were
also used, and at the present time feathers from the following
species are employed.

From the bright red crest of the redheaded woodpecker,
Melanerpes formacivorus, small feathers are obtained which are
used in various ways in basketry, chiefly in the making of the
red feathered basket which has become known to the whites as
the "sun basket," though it is not so called by the Indians them-
selves. In addition to this basket, the surface of which is entirely
covered with red feathers from the head of the woodpecker,
various other baskets are decorated with these and other feathers.
Some are covered completely while others are covered only par-
tially as is shown in pl. 19, fig. 4, where the red feathers of the
woodpecker are scattered at intervals over the surface of this
boat-shaped basket except where the pattern itself appears.
Often they are used with other feathers in such a manner that
very effective patterns like those made in basket fibers are worked
out. No very elaborate patterns however are attempted in
feathers. Upon the throat of this same bird there is a patch of
feathers of lemon color which are also used in basket decoration.

Next in importance to the red feathers from the woodpecker
are the jet black plumes from the top-knot of the California
valley quail, Lophortyx californicus. These, while they are
never used as the complete covering of a basket, are much em-
ployed to ornament the borders of feathered baskets as is showr-
in pl. 21, fig. 2, or to scatter over the surface among other feath-
ers. They are also often used even upon the finer twined baskets
without other feathers as is shown in pl. 16, fig. 6. The plume
of the male is much longer and is more highly prized than that
of the female, but both are used. Occasionally also, though it
occurs so rarely that this can hardly be counted as one of the
regular basket materials, the long slender black plume of the
Callornia mountain quail, Oreortyx pictus, is used in the same

manner as the shorter club-shaped plume of the valley quail.
The green head of the mallard duck, Anas boschas, also pro-

vides an important material for ornamenting baskets. Baskets
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are entirely covered with these green feathers in the same manner
as with the red feathers of the woodpecker, and by analogy this
basket has become known to the whites as the "moon basket,"
although here again without any valid reason, as the Indians do
not call it by any such name.

Another bird, the feathers of which are considerably used, is
the meadowlark, Sturnetla magna. The yellow feathers from
the breast of this bird are at present frequently used.

The feathers of the bluebird, Sialia, are occasionally used, as
are also the feathers of the California jay, Cyanocitta californica.

The oriole, Icterus bullocki, provides feathers of an orange
color which are used with the lighter yellow feathers of the
meadowlark.

The feathers of the varied thrush, Ixoreus naevius, commonly
called the mountain robin, which has a dark brown breast, are
often used at the present time and produce a very pleasing effect.

The feathers of the ordinary robin redbreast, Merula migra-
toria, are used, at least by some basket makers, to a very limited
extent.

The red feathers from the shoulder patches of the red-winged
blackbird, Agelaius phoeniceus, are sometimes employed in bas-
ketry. The black feathers of this bird are more rarely used.

One other kind of feather which has upon one or two occasions
been noticed in use is that from the black head of the brant,
Branta canadensis.

All these feathers except the quail plume are used only upon
coiled baskets and among these chiefly upon baskets of three-rod
foundation.

Together with the feather ornamentation goes the ornamen-
tation with shell and magnesite beads, and with variously shaped
bits of iridescent abalone shell. The disk beads of clam-shell,
Saxidomus nuttallii, are used about the opening of a basket as a
border, being placed in a continuous line, as is shown in pl. 21,
figs. 5, 6, or in groups of usually three or four beads at three
or four equidistant points about the opening, as is shown in pl.
19, fig. 4. They are also made into ornamental handles, such as
those shown on the baskets in pl. 21, by which the finer, particu-
larly feathered, baskets are hung, and are also used for making
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pendants which are suspended from the border of the opening
or from various points over the surface of the basket, as is shown
in pl. 21, fig. 2. The red magnesite disks are but rarely found on
baskets, but when used are employed in the same manner as the
white clam-shell beads. Variously shaped, usually triangular,
bits of iridescent abalone shell are placed at the ends of the
pendant strings of beads as is shown in pl. 21, figs. 1, 2, and pl.
19, fig. 5. For the fastening of these beads and abalone pendants,
as also for the making of the bead handles and for the fastening
of the beads about the border of the basket, native string of milk-
weed or other native fiber was used in aboriginal times. How-
ever in some cases where beads are attached singly at intervals
over the surface of a basket, as is shown in the large lattice-
twined storage basket in pl. 17, fig. 2, they are fastened with the
sewing or twining fiber itself. Beads, like feathers, are rarely
used on twined basketry, and their chief use is together with
feathers on coiled baskets of three-rod foundation, though they
are often used without feathers upon both three-rod and single-
rod foundation baskets.

FEATHER AND SHELL MATERIALS.

English Northern Central Eastern
Redheaded woodpecker kata'tc kata'k karalte
(Melanerpes formacivorus)
Mallard kaia'n kaia'n kaia'n
(Anas boschas)
Quail, valley caka'ka caka'ka cag' a'x
(Lophortyx californicus)
Quail, mountain koho'i koho'i
(Oreortyx pictus)
Lark djici'l cilglcli
(Sturnella magna)
Oriole ka'iy6yii kaiyoi tsaga'tsagaui
(Icterus bullocki)
Red-winged blackbird bill'ya tsill' tsui'Li
(Agelaius phoeniceus)
California Jay tsai tsai tsai
(Cyanocitta californica)
Bluebird kalitc6'tc6 ta'-tsakat kael'ltslya
(Sialia3)

3 Two species of bluebird, the Western bluebird, Sialia mexicana, and the
Mountain bluebird, Sialia arctica, are found in this region.
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English Northern Central Eastern
Robin tsito'ktok tsat6't6 tsit6tto
(Merula migratoria)
Varied thrush or mountain

robin sl'wa si'wa si'wa
(Ixoreus naevius)
Yellowhammer or red-

shafted flicker batsi'ya katsi'ya tlya'l
(Colaptes cafer)
Brant
(Branta canadensis)
Shell beads ka'ia talW'ya ca'tan!
(Saxidomus nuttallii)
Magnesite beads po po pol
Abalone shell te'm-gata wil
(Haliotis)

TECHNIQUE.

TWINING.

In the matter of technique Pomo basketry shows great variety.
The Pomo probably possessed a greater number of weaves than
ainy other people in California. They had one weave, lattice
twining, possessed by no other people, so far as is now known,
except the Yukian Huchnom, whose small territory joined that
of the Pomo on the north and who, while entirely distinct in
language, are in culture very similar to the Pomo. Excluding
from consideration temporarily the special weaves used for fin-
ishing borders of baskets, the Pomo have five distinct forms of
twining :4 plain-twined, diagonal-twined, lattice-twined, three-
strand-twined, and three-strand-braided. Of these twined weaves
the first three are in common use, while the two three-strand
weaves are chiefly used in starting the bottoms of baskets and
in finishing the borders. Three-strand twining is sometimes used
throughout an entire basket such as is shown in pl. 25, fig. 6.
Three-strand braiding is almost never so used.

The plain-twined method of weaving is on the whole the most
used. It is employed for all forms of twined basketry, including

4 The terms used in connection with weaves in the present paper are those
so well and completely described and defined in Professor Otis T. Mason's
"Aboriginal American Basketry," Ann. Rep. Smith. Inst., pp. 221-278, 1902.
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some which are never made in other twined weaves. Basketry
among the Pomo, as among almost all aboriginal peoples, is essen-
tially a woman's art, and all of the coiled and practically all
twined baskets are made by the women. The men employ only
the plain twined and the three-strand twined weaves. The first
they use in making fish traps of five forms, shown in pl. 27, figs.
2-6; quail traps, pl. 28, fig. 3; and occasionally coarse openwork
burden and storage baskets, pl. 26, though the burden baskets
are sometimes also made by the women. Three-strand twined
weaving is only used occasionally in an openwork burden or a
hemispherical openwork basket of the sifter type, such as is
shown in pl. 25, fig. 6. Diagonal and lattice twining are also
much used in the making of cooking baskets, like those shown in
pl. 16, fig. 3, and pl. 17, fig. 4; plate-form baskets used for win-
nowing, parching, etc., like those shown in pl. 23, figs. 1, 2; and
large tightly woven storage baskets, like that shown in pl. 17,
fig. 2. Lattice twining also finds frequent use in the making of
hemispherical or plate-form openwork baskets (pl. 25, fig. 3),
used as sieves and general utensils. On the other hand this weave
is never used in making conical burden baskets, while diagonal
twining is very frequently so used (pl. 22, figs. 1-5).
A special weave related to lattice twining is employed in the

making of one form of basket, the cradle. As in lattice twining,
there are rigid elements running both vertically and horizontally;
and like it also, the pliable weaving elements are two in number.
The single horizontal rigid element is in all respects the same as
that used in lattice twining except that in some cases at least it
is semicircular instead of circular in cross-section. The two
pliable weaving elements are, however, usually some form of
string, though the ordinary weaving fibers are sometimes used.
In the case of lattice twining these pliable elements are manip-
ulated as in plain twining, except that in the twining they include
not only the vertical elements but also the horizontal one. In the
special weave used in cradles, however, these two pliable elements
are woven together in a very intricate fashion, the details of
which may be seen in pl. 15, fig. 7.

In the exact manipulation of the elements used in the various
kinds of weaving there are certain differences to be noted. All
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tightly woven baskets are made with a downward turn5 of the
woof strands and nearly all openwork baskets are made with an
upward turn of these elements.

Since the men make no tightly woven baskets, and the women
make very few openwork baskets, it may be said in general terms
that the upward turning of the woof is employed by men and the
downward by women.6 Since the women use plain twining,
diagonal twining, lattice twining, three-strand twining, and
three-strand braiding, all these are made with the downward turn
of the elements. The men use only plain twining and three-
strand twining and these, therefore, are the only ones which are
made with an upward turn of the woof strands. Up-turned
plain twining is found only in openwork burden baskets, fish
traps, and flat baskets of the sifter type, and three-strand twining
only in burden baskets and sifters, both of which, however, are
rarely so made. No openwork diagonal-twined baskets are found,
and lattice-twined openwork baskets are made only by women,
and have the downward turn of the woof strands. The special
weave used in making the cradle and illustrated in pl. 15, fig. 7,
above referred to, is another technique employed by the men.

Both three-strand twining and three-strand braiding are
always so woven that two of the strands appear on the outside
and one on the inside of the basket. In almost all cases both
these are so woven that each strand passes over two warp sticks
on the outside of the basket, and over one warp stick on the
inside. Exceptions occur only in the three-strand weaving imme-
diately about the starting knots upon the bottoms of baskets. In
such cases the number of warp sticks included in each turn may

5By downward turn is meant twining which progresses in such a manner
that when it is viewed from the end and in the direction toward which it
progresses, the strands revolve about each other in a clockwise direction.
Thus, when the outer surface of the basket is viewed, each woof strand, as
it emerges from behind a warp stick takes a downward turn and passes be-
hind a succeeding warp stick on the lower side of the line of twined woof
strands. By an upward turn is meant, of course, the opposite of downward
turn, and in this method of weaving the woof strands appear, when the outer
surface of the basket is viewed, to pass from the lower side of the line of
twining upward, and to disappear behind the warp sticks on the upper side
of the line.

6 The only exception to the latter part of this statement is in the case of
openwork burden and openwork flat baskets of the sifter type, which are
made by both men and women, though chiefly by men.
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be doubled, thus making each woof strand pass over four stems
outside and over two stems inside the basket. In the ordinary
three-strand twining and three-strand braiding the inner surface
of the basket presents the same appearance as a basket of plain
twined weave, while in cases where the woof strands pass over
twice the usual number of warp sticks the appearance of the
inside is that of diagonal twining. The outer surface in the
latter case appears quite different from the surface of ordinary
three-strand weaving. The woof strands appear to overlap each
other much more, by reason of their passing over four instead
of two warp sticks, and therefore covering a greater segment of
the circle of twining. Further, as these methods of twining are
only used near the starting knots of baskets, these circles are
naturally quite small, which further accentuates the overlapping
appearance of both these weaves with double warp. These two
weaves appear to be used only upon baskets made by women and
in all cases have a downward turn of the weaving elements.

As before stated, three-strand twining and three-strand braid-
ing are both used chiefly as border finishes and in the bottoms
of baskets. The ordinary form only of each of these two weaves
is used as border finish, and it is much more commonly used
upon the bottoms of baskets than is the one where the woof
strands include four warp sticks. However, none of the three-
strand weaves are in very common use, even as border finish or
upon the bottoms of baskets. Probably not more than half of
the tightly woven twined baskets have borders or bottoms in
which one of the three-strand weaves appears. Among openwork
baskets on the other hand the bottoms have no special weaves.
The borders are of quite a different nature, being in almost all
cases of the warp-turned-down order, with now and then a basket
of the sifter type possessing a border bound with a hoop.

TWINING.

English Northern Pomo Central Pomo Eastern Pomo
Twining djama' tcama'ii, cee't ki'cki
Plain twined bam-tfl'c bam-tfilc xai-xa'll, bam-tfl'c
Diagonal twined cise't bam-sa'i cuisa's
Lattice twined t!I' haine'du tciga', tfiiga
Three strand tw. cItsi'n cwi'tki ciwi 'ri
Three strand br. citsl'n cwi'tki ciwi'ri
Wickerwork djama'l itil't duika'l
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Starting Knots.

The Pomo have four general methods of starting the foun-
dations of twined baskets: warp sticks crossed in pairs, warp
sticks crossed in threes, warp sticks crossed in fours, and sets of
warp sticks bound separately with plain twining and the sets
crossed. All the knots formed by these various methods, as well
as those used in making coiled baskets, are called by the Northern
Pomo bulm or sili', by the Central Pomo bulm or ptsat, and by the
Eastern Pomo sili'x.

Of these various methods, the one in which the warp sticks
are crossed in pairs is the one most frequently employed. All
plain-twined, openwork baskets, except such long cylindrical fish
traps as have no bottoms made of the regular warp sticks used
in the sides, and most of the openwork baskets of other weaves
are made with this knot. The greater number of closely woven
twined baskets are also made with this knot.

There are three methods of manipulation of this particular
knot which have thus far been observed. The simplest of these
is the one shown in pl. 15, fig. 3, in which the two pairs of warp
sticks are crossed without being bound together or wrapped in any
way except as they are held together by the regular twining of
the weft elements. In a second method the two pairs of sticks
are simply crossed and wrapped so that the weft elements pass
diagonally across the whole set and through the angles formed
by the two pairs of sticks, as in the center of pl. 15, fig. 1. Some-
times also the wrapping fiber passes between the sticks of each
pair, thus forming a cross whose arms are parallel to the pairs
of sticks, as in pl. 15, fig. 2. The most complicated method, the
one most commonly found in use on tightly twined baskets, is the
one in which part of the wrapping passes diagonally across
through the angles formed by the pairs of sticks, and another
part of the wrapping goes across one of the pairs of sticks and
parallel to the other pair, as shown in pl. 15, fig. 1. This makes a
small square about the diagonal cross of wrapping fiber. It is
by this last wrapping that the points of newly inserted sticks are
bound, thus making a radial bottom upon which the twining is
commenced.
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The foundation in which the warp sticks are in sets of three
(pl. 15, fig. 6) has so far been found in but few baskets. The
wrapping in this case is all done on lines parallel to the one set of
sticks and at right angles to the other, thus forming a square of
the binding material and holding the sticks of each set closely
together and making a very tightly drawn cross of the two sets.
In at least some instances of this binding, most of the first few
rounds of twining on the bottom of the baskets are of diagonal-
twined weave, the remainder of the basket being in lattice
twining. In the first round of diagonal twining on such baskets
two of the three crossed sticks are bound together between two
woof elements, the third, together with a newly inserted warp
stick, being included in the next turn of the two-woof strands.
This newly inserted warp stick, of course, occupies the angle
between the two sets of three warp sticks. The next turn of the
woof strands therefore includes two of the other set of three warp
sticks, and the next turn again includes the remaining one of the
three with another newly inserted warp stick, and so on until
the whole round is completed. In some cases the first round
of weaving is plain twining, but this is followed by the diagonal
twining as above described. Warp sticks crossed in threes may
also be used without the above mentioned binding, in which case
the twining proceeds as in the case of the warp sticks crossed in
pairs shown in pl. 15, fig. 3.

The third method of making the foundation for twined bas-
kets is by means of warp sticks crossed in fours. These sets of
warp sticks may be bound at right angles to each other by fibers
passing diagonally over the warp sticks and through the angles
of the cross formed by these sticks. These fibers may be passed
through one or both sets of diagonally opposed angles. The pairs
of each four are then bound together with continuous twining
fibers, thus serving to further bind the whole eight sticks more
securely together. This produces such a foundation as is shown
in pl. 15, fig. 5. In addition to this method there is usually another
binding in which a single fiber passes at right angles to one set
of fours and through the successive spaces between the other set
of fours, the rods of which are of course at right angles to the
first set and parallel to the direction of this fiber itself. This
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gives a binding of three strands of fiber which pass entirely
around one set of the fours and parallel to the other set. The
appearance is that of very long stitches. As this fiber comes
from between the last two of the sticks of the one set of four it
passes over the side of the outer one and down on the outside of
this set. This may complete the binding, or the same fiber may
then be passed in a similar manner between the successive sticks
of the other four and thus run at right angles to its former
course. Still further binding is sometimes done by passing fibers
diagonally across from a pair of one set of fours to the adjacent
pair of the other, thus enclosing the two pairs in the same bind-
ing. When completed this produces a square the sides of which
are at angles of forty-five degrees to the warp sticks. This sort
of starting knot may be further complicated by the addition
outside of this of another square of binding fiber the sides of
which are at right angles to one and parallel to the other set of
warp sticks, thus forming angles of forty-five degrees with the
sides of the last mentioned square. This same framing of squares
about one another while perfectly possible is rarely found in the
other knots.

Another method of laying these foundations for twining,
related to that just described, is by the use of four sticks in two
pairs on the outside of the basket, and a single pair on the inside,
as is shown in pl. 15, fig. 4. The outer four sticks are so bound
that they appear as separate pairs, while the whole six are bound
together with a cross of fibers, and this enclosed in a square of
fibers as was described in speaking of the most elaborate of the
methods of binding the foundation made of warp sticks crossing
in pairs.

As in the case of warp sticks crossed in pairs (pl. 15, fig. 3),
the twining upon a foundation of warp sticks crossed in fours
may proceed directly without any special binding, though this is
rarely found.

The method in which warp sticks are bound together by plain
twining and two of these sets of warp sticks are then crossed
and bound together with plain or diagonal twining is shown in
pl. 15, fig. 9. Sets of four and sets of five of these warp sticks are
employed in this manner, though both are of very rare occur-
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rence. Thus far they have been found in use only upon open-
work baskets of lattice-twined weave.

One other method of starting is employed in making the
specialized form of sifting basket shown in pl. 23, fig. 6. Here
a short stick about half an inch in diameter is split into several
small rods or welts at one end, the other end being left entire.
The woof fibers are then twined about these small rods or splints
in the same manner as though they were ordinary warp sticks.

Border Finishes.
In twined basketry the Pomo have a number of methods of

finishing borders all of which weaves are called by the Northern
Pomo tsawa'm, by the Central Pomo mto't and tsawa'm and by
the Eastern Pomo tsawa'mk. In fact almost all twined baskets
have some kind of a border finish which is quite different from
the weave of the body of the basket. Now and then, however, a
globose twined cooking basket is found which has no special bor-
der finish weave, and quite a number of plate-form baskets lack
any finishing weave about their borders. One of the character-
istic features of Pomo basketry is that in almost all cases, whether
the borders are finished with a special weave or not, the ends of
the warp sticks are cut off so that they project quite perceptibly
above the last course of twining. In most other types of bas-
ketry, such as that of the Yurok, Karok and Hupa of North-
western California these warp sticks are cut off just even with
the last course of twining.

In the closely woven baskets of the various twined weaves
several of these border finishes are found, but no one appears
to be confined to baskets of any particular weave. In some cases
the change of weave at the border is quite a simple one. For
instance, baskets of lattice twining or diagonal twining are fre-
quently found with simply a few rows of plain twining at the
border. In other lattice-twined or diagonal-twined baskets the
borders may be finished with a few rows of plain twining and
above these one or two rows of three-strand twining or three-
strand braiding, and over this again there may be one or more
rows of plain twining. Either three-strand twining or three-
strand braiding may also be used alone as a border finish.
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Diagonal twining is occasionally found as a border finish of lat-
tice or plain twined baskets. Lattice twining on the other hand
is almost never found alone as a border finish.
A set of very commonly occurring weaves used as border

finish, while essentially the same as plain twining, differs from
it in that the twining is upon dual or multiple warp as shown
in pl. 15, fig. 8. In these multiple warp weaves the weft elements
may include two, three, or four warp sticks about which the twin-
ing proceeds in exactly the same manner as though they were
single warp sticks instead of groups. In this manner the effect
of a set of square or rectangular blocks is produced in the space
immediately at the rim of the basket. These blocks are some-
times all of the same color, but usually they are alternately red
and white, or black and white, thus producing a row of rec-
tangular figures commonly called by the Pomo here treated,
"finishing design." This weave is found occasionally about the
border of a cooking or a plate-form basket, and may be at the
very rim of the basket or may have above it one or more rows
of one of the common weaves. It appears most frequently in
those baskets which are bound with hoops.

The baskets bound with hoops are, conical burden baskets,
mortar baskets, and occasionally shallow openwork baskets of the
sifter type; the last having hoops only when they are of the
lattice-twined weave. The hoop is bound on by a process of
sewing the same as is used in coiled basketry, the spiral made by
the sewing fiber including the uppermost row or two of twining
in the basket itself and passing entirely around the hoop. It is
so closely bound about the hoop in most cases as to completely
hide it. Illustrations of this hoop binding are seen in the plate of
burden baskets (pl. 22). The appearance of the inner part of
such a hooped rim is shown in the mortar basket illustrated in
pl. 23, fig. 4. Just below this hoop in almost all burden baskets
there is a row of the above mentioned small squares of plain-
twined weave including two, three, or four warp sticks. This
row may be immediately below the hoop or it may be separated
from it by one or more rows of plain or diagonal twining. It
very rarely happens that a basket bound about the rim with such
a hoop has not immediately below it a few rows of some weave
which is different from that of the remainder of the basket.
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Openwork twined baskets have border finishes of two general
types. The simplest of these is what may be termed the plain
twined bundle warp border. The warp stems are bent sharply
over, usually in pairs, and are twined about the succeeding pairs.
These stems, as the twining progresses, form two bundles be-
tween which are included in each case the succeeding pairs of
upright stems. Each pair of these stems is at the same time
bent down, joining that bundle of stems which passes to the rear
or behind the other bundle, the outer surface of the basket being
in view. This gives a simple plain twining of two bundles of
warp sticks with no vertical projection of warp above the twined
border as shown in pl. 30, fig. 1. It sometimes happens that
a basket maker will not use both of each pair of warp stems, but
will cut off one, thus reducing the size of each bundle used in
twining. This has been noticed for instance in such large open-
work granaries as the one shown in pl. 26, fig. 3.

While this same principle of manipulation is involved in the
majority of the borders found upon openwork burden baskets
and upon flat or hemispherical openwork baskets of the sifter
type, many of these differ in having more than one row of twining
warp stem bundles, and in having more than two stems in each
group. Most have their warp stems gathered in groups of threes
and bent into three rows of warp-twining as in pl. 26, figs. 1, 2;
but baskets with as many as four rows of twining and four warp
stems in each group have also been found. The essential features
of all these methods are the same, but in some, for instance the
border with three rows of twining and with warp stems grouped
in threes, there is considerable variation in the exact manipulation
of the stems. Each group of three warp stems is included be-
tween the two bundles of twining lowest down. Into this lowest
row of twining bundles, however, one of the stems is often in-
corporated. A second may be taken up in the next row and the
third in the top row. This is the most usual though not the
universal method. The other methods found are as follows: All
three warp stems may be carried up to the second or even to the
top row. In the first case the second and third stems are carried
up to the top row and usually the second is here incorporated,
the third being cut off even with the top or rim of the basket,
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though both may be incorporated into the top row of twining
bundles. On the other hand it may be that neither is incor-
porated but both cut off even with the rim. So far no case of a
border in which two of the warp sticks are incorporated in the
second row of twining bundles has been found. In case all the
sticks are carried up to the top row, one only may be incorporated
with that row, the other two being cut off, or two may be in-
corporated into the top row and one cut off. No case of all three
being incorporated into the top row has as yet been found. In
the instances where the warp stems are carried up to the second
or to the top row, the lower rows are formed of bundles of weft
stems inserted like the ordinary weft elements in the body of the
basket.

Though the most usual method is the one first mentioned, in
which one stem disappears into one of the twining bundles in
each row, and ordinarily a basket has but the one border ar-
rangement, there are certain cases in which nearly all of the sev-
eral methods mentioned are found on the same basket. Further
there are often placed close together just below the rows of
bundles of warp sticks twined about each other, several rows of
plain twining as is shown in pl. 30, fig. 1. This on an openwork
basket, where the spaces are comparatively large, gives the region
about the immediate border a very different appearance from
that presented by the remainder of the basket, though in reality
there is no different principle of weaving involved.

The second general type of border used on openwork baskets
is what may be termed the braided and twined warp border as
shown in pl. 30, fig. 2. As seen from the outer surface of the
basket, this is a border in which two, three, or four warp sticks
are together bent over sharply toward the right and passed in
front of or outside the next group of the same number, then
inside or behind the following group. As they pass behind this
second group they join one of the two bundles of stems which
are being twined about these groups of warp sticks, these bundles
being simply the bent-over ends of former groups of warp sticks.
Having joined the bundle they pass diagonally downward and
reappear in front of the next group of warp sticks, this bundle
being twined with the other so as to include the successive groups.
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Thus by this plain twining of these bundles each disappears be-
hind one group of warp sticks and reappears in front of the
next group, giving the appearance of the twining of two large
bundles of stems just below the rim of the basket, which itself
has the appearance of being bordered with braided groups of
warp sticks. In reality this is not a true braiding, though super-
ficially it has the appearance of such a manipulation. This is
chiefly used as the border of fish traps such as are shown in pl.
27, figs. 2, 4.

Upon the double fish trap shown in pl. 27, fig. 6, the same
general method of manipulation at the border is shown. This
border, however, differs from the one just described in that there
are really two separate baskets which must be united by this
border weave into one. To accomplish this the alternate warp
sticks of each basket are cut off at the rim. This being done in
both the large outer and the small inner basket, two of each set
of our warp sticks are left in each case. The two on the outer
larger basket and the corresponding two on the inner smaller
one are united and form a set of four sticks which are then
manipulated as has just been described.

In both the ordinary twined bundle warp border and the
braided and twined warp border there are two methods of dis-
posing of the ends of the warp sticks which remain after the
last round of twining is finished. They are usually simply
bound down to the edge of the rim of the basket with a willow
stem or a piece of string, as is shown in pl. 25, figs. 5, 6, and pl. 26,
fig. 3. They may, however, be braided together and the braid
bound down in a similar manner, or the braid may be passed
down below the lowest row of twining bundles and then passed
two or three times in and out among the warp sticks in order to
secure it. One notable exception to this careful securing of the
ends of the remaining warp sticks to the rim of the basket is
found in the double fish trap above referred to. Here these ends
are simply bound securely together but are not fastened to the
rim itself (pl. 27, fig. 6). At the same point on the basket also
the inner and outer parts of it are not attached by having the
warp sticks woven into a common border as was above described.
On the contrary each has a separate border of bundles of warp
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stems twined together, thus leaving a section of the border eight
or ten inches in length along which the two parts of the basket
are not attached. As elsewhere explained in the present paper,
this fish basket is set as a trap in a brush wier built across a
stream, and the fish swim into it through the small opening in the
center of the inner conical basket. Once within they rarely find
their way back through the same small opening. It would also
be very difficult, if not quite impossible, for a fisherman to empty
the trap through this opening in the center. Emptying the trap
is, therefore, provided for by the open section at its border.
When the trap is set, the edges of this open section together with
the projecting bundle of stems above referred to are bound to-
gether to prevent the fish from spreading them apart and es-
caping. When it is desired to empty the trap this binding is cut
and the trap turned bottom upwards so that the fish fall out
through the opening at the border.

Another form of border finish used upon openwork baskets,
but very rarely met with, is that shown in pl. 30, fig. 3. This
may be called a simple turned down warp border. In this border
the warp stems are turned sharply over and pass on the outer
surface of the basket to the third warp stick on the right. Here
the end of the stick which is being turned down is included be-
tween the strands of the topmost row of the plain twining of
which the whole basket consists. The end of each one of these
warp sticks after being bound in this manner is cut off, only a
short projection being left on each below this last row of plain
twining.

WICKERWORK.

Wickerwork, which has heretofore not been reported from
California, is found among the Pomo as the weave of a single
kind of basket, the handled seed-beater of the form shown in
pl. 24, fig. 1. This is the only occurrence of this weave among
the Pomo, but it is almost always employed in making this par-
ticular form of basket. Plain twining is however sometimes
used in seed-beaters, especially the form shown in pl. 24, fig. 4.
This twined seed-beater is made only in the northern part of the
territory occupied by the Northern division of the Pomo, and is
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apparently due to the influence of contact with Athapascan and
Yuki peoples to the north.

COILING.

The Pomo practice two methods of coiling, that upon a single-
rod foundation and that upon a three-rod foundation. In point
of numbers neither of these methods can be said to predominate,
but the finest baskets and those most prized by the Indians are of
the three-rod foundation. Feather decoration above mentioned
is seldom used in connection with single-rod coiling, but is much
used with the three-rod foundation. Coiled basketry is chiefly
confined to certain forms: elliptical or so-called boat-shaped, such
as is shown in pl. 20 and pl. 19, figs. 4-6; forms approaching
more or less closely to globose, examples of which are shown in
pl. 18, figs. 3-6; one which may be termed hemispherical, found
in the so-called sun basket and in such baskets as the one shown
in pl. 19, fig. 3; and a flaring funnel or truncated cone form,
such as is shown in pl. 19, figs. 1, 2, and pl. 18, fig. 2.
A coiling on two-rod foundation was reported by certain in-

formants, who stated that only one individual ever made baskets
of this sort. Upon finding and questioning the basket maker
herself, however, it was found that the idea was original with her
and that she had made only two or three baskets of this type,
so that so far as the Pomo in general are concerned coiling upon
a two-rod foundation does not enter seriously into consideration.

Likewise coiling upon a rod and welt foundation is not a
typical Pomo process. This method is practiced only by the
Pomo of the Northeastern division and is undoubtedly due to the
association of these people with the Yuki to the northwest, where
this form of coiling is the typical one. Owing to fhe small num-
ber of survivors of this group opportunity has been afforded of
examining but a very few of these baskets. Foundations of three
rods and one welt, and foundations of two rods and four welts
have been found.

In connection with coiled basketry the method of starting the
foundation should be noted. In nearly all baskets where the
coiling proceeds in concentric circles, that is, in all coiled bas-
ketry except the elliptical or so-called boat-shaped form, the
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foundation is begun with a small bundle of sedge or other pliable
fibre. The rigidity of the willow stems used as the regular foun-
dation material makes it impossible to bend them so sharply as
is necessary for the first few circles of the coiling. To start a
basket in this manner the maker simply takes several pieces, say
eight inches or so in length, of the flexible fibre, and ties them into
a simple knot in the middle. She then begins the coiling of a
bundle made by bringing the portions of the fibres lying outside
the knot together about it, at the same time wrapping the suc-
cessive coils with the flexible sedge, bulrush, or other fibre, just
as is done in the coiling with willow stems. Having reached the
end of this small foundation bundle of flexible fibres, the ends of
the first willow stems are trimmed to proper points and inserted,
and with these the coiling then proceeds. The laying of the
foundation in this manner is the nearest approach to a multiple
rod or splint foundation in basketry used by the Pomo, except
those of the Northeastern division, who made a rod and welt
coil after the manner of the Yuki, as above mentioned. In addi-
tion to this method the Pomo also start coiled baskets by means
of small twining knots of one of the several forms used in starting
regular twined ware. Particularly they use the methods shown
in pl. 15, figs. 1, 5, except that each of the rigid rods shown here
is replaced by several small sedge or other fibers. They also make
a more elaborate knot the outward appearance of which is that of
a square composed of a set of four smaller squares. The project-
ing ends of the pliable fibers are usually manipulated as described
above and form a coil, or they may be treated as warp elements
and other fibers twined about them in plain or three-strand
twining, or in three-strand braiding. This makes a small disc
of twining to which the first round of the coil of willow rods is
sewed. In very recent years another method of starting these
circular bottoms has been used. A disk shell bead is taken and
wrapped with fibers, the perforation in its center serving to ad-
mit the fibers and produce the same effect as the sewing or wrap-
ping of a coil of fibers or rods. Upon this wrapped bead as a
center the rods are coiled in the manner above described.

In starting the coil for a basket of the elliptical or so-called
boat-shaped form, on the other hand, no pliable material is
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needed. One or four rods of willow, according as to the basket
is to have a single or three-rod foundation are cut off the exact
length desired for the first coil of the basket, and are laid as the
beginning of the foundation. In the case of a single-rod founda-
tion basket the sewing or wrapping of the first coil is done di-
rectly upon the single short stick which forms the keel, so to
speak. In the case of the three-rod foundation basket of the
elliptical form, however, the four short rods selected are ordin-
arily first wrapped completely with sedge or other flexible fiber
to form a compact bundle, and it is upon this bundle of four rods
that the first coil of the basket is made, the sewing or wrapping
of the coil being done in the same manner as in the case of the
single-rod foundation.

The process of this sewing or wrapping of the coils has been
described in detail by Professor Mason,7 but it may here be noted
that the basket maker always makes the opening which is to re-
ceive the sewing fiber by a thrust of the awl from the outer toward
the inner surface of the basket. The sharpened free end of the
sewing fiber is then inserted and pulled through to the inside
of the basket. It is then pulled very tightly and binds firmly
the rods of that particular row of coiling. The insertion of a
new sewing fiber is made by passing the end of it under the one
or three rods of the coil and drawing the fiber inward toward the
inside of the basket until the end is just hidden from view from
the outside. The sewing element already in use is then passed
for the last time through the coils in the regular way. This ele-
ment includes all the rods of the coil which is just being added
and also one rod of the coil next lower so that as it binds the new
and the old coil together it holds the newly inserted element very
securely between the two coils. The old sewing element is then
cut off just even with the inner surface of the basket, the newly
inserted sewing element is taken up, and the coiling and sewing
progress as before. The insertions as a result of this process are
in many cases scarcely discernible on the inner surface and never
so on the outer surface of a basket.

So far as the finishing of Pomo coiled basketry is concerned,
the last coil about the opening is made in the same manner as all

7 Op. cit., pp. 250-253.
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others and shows at this place no new manipulation and no special
attempt at ornamentation. It is noteworthy, however, that the
ends of the rods in this last coil are in most cases trimmed down
in such a manner as to give a tapering effect to the end of the
coil, thus avoiding an abrupt ending. The only exception to
this is in the case of baskets made by two or three excellent
workers, who are able to finish the last coil at the opening in
such a manner that it is practically impossible to find where the
coil ends. The exact method by which this is accomplished has
not yet been determined.

COILING.

English Northern Central Eastern
Coiling cibfi' cbui', ctul kibui'k
Single-rod foundation tsai, balm-tca tsai, ha'i-tati tsai, xa'i-kali
Three-rod foundation ba'm-sfibui kala'l-sibo xa'i-x6mka

ha'i-sibo

In connection with manipulation in Pomro basketry, it should
be noted that as one looks at the outer surface of the bot-
tom of a basket, twining always progresses in a clockwise direc-
tion, while coiling progresses in a counter clockwise direction.
These are apparently the most logical methods of manipulation.
Since the actual handling of the pliable fibers in either
twining or coiling is done with the right hand, the left hand
being employed in holding the rigid elements about which the
flexible ones are being twined or coiled. In the case of twining,
in which the progression is clockwise, the left hand is free to
grasp the basket firmly and to hold in place the two or three warp
sticks about which the weft elements have just passed, thus pre-
venting the drawing of these out of alignment by the tension on
the weft elements and at the same time not causing the left hand
to interfere with the right as would be the case if the progression
was counter clockwise or in a direction toward the left hand.
Correspondingly, in coiling the fact that the progression is coun-
ter clockwise and that the unwrapped foundation sticks conse-
quently project toward the left where the left hand can most
easily grasp them firmly and hold them in position at the same
time it is holding the basket securely seems to be a logical pro-
cedure. However, while these are the directions of progression
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found among the Pomo, it must be remembered that they are
not the universal ones, but that considerable variation is shown
among different peoples, as has been pointed out by Professor
A. L. Kroeber in his "Ethnography of the Cahuilla Indians."8

FORMS.

Pomo baskets show great variety of form. Among the larger
baskets the conical form is found chiefly in burden baskets de-
signed to be carried upon the back by means of a woven net, the
weight being supported by a band passing over the forehead.
These baskets are made in tightly woven plain twining and
diagonal twining, as shown in pl. 22, as well as in openwork plain-
twining, shown in pl. 26, figs. 1, 2. One specimen also of a three-
strand twined burden basket has been found, but this is very
exceptional. Coiled basketry is never made in this form.

The greater number of Pomo burden baskets do not approach
so nearly the form of a perfect cone as do the burden baskets
of certain other California peoples, for instance the Miwok of the
southern Sierra region. There are, to be sure, Pomo burden
baskets which are almost perfectly conical, but in most cases the
bottom of the basket, that is the point of the cone, is very con-
siderably rounded. Further, one side of the basket is also flat-
tened, this being the side designed to rest on the back. By some
informants it is said that this flattening is intentional and that
the baskets are woven thus, but by other informants it is said
that the flattening comes through use. Inasmuch, however, as in
most new baskets this flattening appears, it seems probable that
the former explanation is the correct one.

Forms approaching a truncated cone are quite common among
the coiled baskets, but do not occur in twined ware. This form
may vary from a true truncated cone to forms with very much
incurved and others with very bulging sides. In all cases these
truncated cones rest upon the smaller end as a base, the upper,
larger end being entirely open. Examples of baskets of this
general form are shown in pl. 18, fig. 2, and pl. 19, figs. 1, 2.

Hemispherical baskets of several kinds are also found. In
this form both coiling and twining are used. Most notable among

8 Present series, VIII, 49, 50, 1908.
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the hemispherical coiled baskets is the three-rod so-called sun
basket, which is entirely covered with red feathers and orna-
mented with bangles of clam and abalone shell. An example
of an ordinary three-rod coiled basket of this form is shown in
pl. 19, fig. 3. Large open-work baskets of the hemispherical form
used for sifting and as general utensils are made in plain twin-
ing, lattice twining, and three-strand twining, as shown in pl.
25, figs. 1, 3, 6. Also a small basket used especially for the
purpose of sifting acorn meal is made in forms varying between
the hemispherical and the plate-form. This basket may be either
provided on the bottom with a string loop (pl. 23, fig. 5) which
passes around the hand and serves to hold it firmly, or with a
small wooden peg (pl. 23, fig. 6), which is grasped between the
second and third fingers for the same purpose. This small sifter
is most frequently made in plain twining. With this hemi-
spherical form should also probably be classed the mortar or
grinding basket, examples of which are shown in pl. 23, figs. 3, 4,
though it varies from a true hemisphere to a truncated cone.
This basket, used with a pestle for grinding all kinds of vegetable
foods, has a large upper opening, bound and strengthened by a
heavy wooden hoop, and a smaller opening at the bottom, which
rests upon a flat stone.

The most commonly occurring utensil is the basket which may
be termed plate-form, shown in pl. 23, figs. 1, 2 and variously
known as pan, plaque, etc. It is made in plain, diagonal, and
lattice twining, and serves all the useful purposes of a pan among
the whites. Baskets of this form range in size from very small
to very large, the latter being used chiefly for parching seeds by
means of hot coals. Upon rare occasions a coiled basket, usually
of single-rod foundation, is made in this plate form, but such
are said by the Indians not to have been extensively used in
aboriginal times. They are probably patterned after the basketry
of the Wintun immediately to the east.

The more or less cylindrical basket, examples of which are
shown in pl. 17, figs. 3, 6, and used chiefly for the purpose of
cooking acorn mush and other foods, is also very cornmonly found
among the Pomo. Baskets used for this purpose are invariably
of the three more commonly occurring twined weaves. Coiled
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baskets such as that shown in pl. 18, fig. 6, which approach the
cylindrical form, are like all other coiled baskets, never used by
the Pomo for purposes of cooking. The Maidu, Wintun, Yuki
and other California peoples to the south, except the Pomo, use
coiled baskets almost exclusively for cooking purposes. The
greater number of the large openwork baskets, such as the one
shown in pl. 26, fig. 3, and used for the purpose of storing acorns
or other foods are also of the cylindrical form, though they some-
times approach the spherical. Smaller openwork baskets, such
as the one shown in pl. 25, fig. 2, are used for storing small objects
like basket materials, bone awls, etc.

Passing through all gradations of this cylindrical type with
its rounded bottom, a spherical form is reached, such as is shown
in pl. 16, fig. 3, pl. 17, fig. 4 and pl. 18, fig. 5, in which the only
deviation from an almost perfect sphere is the comparatively
slight flattening of the bottom necessary to make a surface upon
which the basket may rest, and the comparatively small opening
at the top. Baskets of this kind are frequently found in plain
and diagonal twined weaving, and also in both forms of coiling.
The coiled and many of the twined baskets of this type are used
for ceremonial or other purposes not strictly governed by utility.
The same is true of the spheroidal form (pl. 16, fig. 2, and pl. 18,
fig. 1), which with very much flattened top and bottom grades
almost imperceptibly into the spherical. The spheroidal form is
made in the same weaves as the spherical.
A special form of basket is that resembling the spheroidal,

but with a decided narrowing just above the flat base, so that it
presents the effect of a spheroid slightly raised from the support-
ing surface. But very few of these baskets have been seen and
these were all in three-rod coiling. The Indians say that this
form is not an aboriginal one, but has been made at the request
of the whites. The same is true of one or two baskets seen which
had a pedestal or foot resembling that of a goblet or cake stand.

Elliptical or so-called boat-shaped baskets, such as those shown
in pl. 20, and pl. 19, figs. 4-6, occur in the two methods of coiling
and in almost every variation of form, from globes with slightly
compressed sides to very narrow and long baskets. In some the
opening, always elliptical, is almost as large as the body of the
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basket itself, but in most it is much smaller. This particular
form of basket, although made quite commonly among the Pomo,
is very rarely found elsewhere. They seem to have been used
as gifts or, particularly in the case of those of very large size,
as ceremonial baskets and as storage baskets for ceremonial and
all other important objects, except foods.

Fish-traps, all of which are made by the men in coarse plain-
twined weaving, present certain specialized forms. One, illus-
trated in pl. 27, fig. 3, somewhat resembles a half cylinder. This
trap is used in shallow streams for catching small fish. Another,
shown in fig. 5 of the same plate is used only in the vicinity of
Clear lake, and has the form of a truncated cone with openings
at both ends. This trap is used in shallow muddy water. The
fisherman grasps the upper or smaller end, and as he wades along
plants the trap here and there in the hope of catching the fish
unawares. As he feels the fish striking against the side of the
trap in its endeavor to swim away, he reaches through the upper
small opening and removes the fish with his hand. A third form,
shown in fig. 6 of this plate, more or less approaches the conical,
but has a small funnel set in the opening. This trap is placed
in a wier, so that as the fish swim along in their endeavor to get
up or down stream they come upon the funnel and pass in
through the small inner opening into the rear of the trap and
are unable to find their way out. The fourth form of fish trap,
that shown in fig. 2 of this plate, is a long, usually cylindrical,
one with flaring mouth, but without a retaining funnel as in the
cast just mentioned. This trap is also set in a wier in the same
manner. In addition to the long cylindrical type mentioned
above, some of these traps, such as the one shown in fig. 4, are
made in the form of a very long slender cone. Still another trap,
resembling in form the long cylindrical fish trap, is the one used
for catching quail. It is in from two to five or six sections of
six feet or so each. The one here shown (pl. 28, fig. 3) has four
sections with a total length of twenty-four feet. The diameter
of this trap varies from four to six or seven inches. It is set
in a long brush fence, toward which the quail are driven, es-
pecially in wet weather. The diameter of the trap is so small
that the quail cannot conveniently turn around when once they
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have entered. Another trap constructed upon the same prin-
cipal as that for taking quail is the small woodpecker trap (pl.
27, fig. 1). By binding this trap after dark over the entrance
to a woodpecker's nest all the birds are entrapped as they en-
deavor to come out on the following morning.

Still another basket of hemispherical form, which like the
above mentioned hemispherical fish trap is made by the men, is
the cradle or baby basket (pl. 24, fig. 2). The child is seated in
this cradle and after being thoroughly wrapped is securely bound
with the lashings shown in the figure. At the present time the
child is wrapped in ordinary cloth but aboriginally finely shred-
ded tule was used for the purpose. The hoop which projects
out toward the front serves the double purpose of a handle by
which to lift the basket and of a support for a screen to keep
off insects and the bright light. From this hoop also dangle
various objects which serve to amuse the child, whose arms are
tightly bound and who might otherwise become more restless.
The broad woven band at the rear of the basket passes over the
forehead or chest of the mother and supports the basket upon
her back in the same manner as the head band of a burden bas-
ket.

One other form of basket found among the Pomo is the seed-
beater with a handle (pl. 24, fig. 1). This is usually made in
wickerwork, the only basket made in this weave by the Pomo.
Wickerwork is of rare occurrence on the Pacific slope and has
not heretofore been reported from California. While this is the
typical form of Pomo seed-beater there is another made by the
Pomo living in the extreme northern part of the territory of the
Northern division. As shown in pl. 24, fig. 4, this is quite conical,
made in plain twining upon radial warp sticks, and with a handle
consisting of a number of sticks inserted in the interstices at
intervals from the conical point to the edge along one side of the
basket. To these are added the few warp sticks covered by and
immediately adjacent to them and the whole bundle is bound with
grape vine or other binding material. A notable feature of the
handle is the manner of this binding, which consists in all cases
of an ordinary wrapping near the base of the handle and then a
sort of spiral tying, along the rest of its length. The binding
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material passes diagonally from one to the next of the outer
sticks of the handle, in each case inclosing a single stick in a
simple wrap of the binding material. Sometimes it does not in-
close in this manner each one of the outer sticks but only alternate
ones. All of the warp sticks except the few covered by and im-
mediately adjacent to the handle are broken off at a distance of
half an inch or so from the uppermost row of twining. This
gives the basket the appearance of being bordered with a row
of projecting points. Such projection of the warp sticks is
typical of Pomo twined basketry but in this case it is of unusual
length.

FORMS.

English
Basket (generic)
Conical burden

Closely woven, pl. 22.
Openwork of peeled

rods, pl. 26; 1
Openwork of unpeeled

rods, pl. 26; 2
TI,runcated cone, pl. 18; 2,

pl. 19; 1, 2
Hemispherical, pl. 19; 3
Openwork, sifter type,

pl. 25; 3
Culinary, pl. 25; 4-6

Plate-form, pl. 23; 1
Plate-form, small, pl. 23; 2
Plate-form, sifter, pl. 23;

5-6
Cylindrical, pl. 17; 3
Cylindrical, small
Spherical, pl. 17; 4
Elliptical or boat-shaped,

pls. 20, and 19; 4-6
Cylindrical fish trap,

pl. 27; 2, 4
Conical fish trap, pl. 27; 6
Truncated cone fish trap,

pl. 27; 5
Half-cylinder fish trap,

pl. 27; 3
Quail trap, pl. 28, fig. 3
handled seed-beater,

pl. 24; 1
Open-work storage,

pl. 26; 3

Northern Central Eastern
plka' 6'nma ca'di, cat

bidji' ptel
bito'i-tsoi, tsoi ika'l

ha'i-duikal teama'fi

iyi'l-to etui'-ptci

bati'baomstui
caka'n-tin sa'l-stin

caka'n
dala'
dala'kan

too'-pika
dem
plka'-tcad6l
cllo'

ka'koi

buika'l

sal
nasfl'
tolu
sui'kan

buigu'
tso'i

tsoi

tirl'-bfigii

cala'p

dala'
te'ii

talkan
cee't
cee't-tcibitcibui gfumui'Lui
kalaecfina xala'cflna

ba'iya-hak6 xa'x6i

haWkU
ca'-mtce

tsada't

buixa'l
ca'-midje

tsada'r

caka'ga-hakoi eaka'ga-hak6i cag' a'x-hak6i
batil' batfi' bat6'
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English Northern Central Eastern
Openwork storage, small tso'i bitsii'l
Mortar, pl. 29; 3, 4 midje' mtce midje'
Cradle, pl. 24; 2 sika' xa'i-kat6li
Feathered basket (any ta'-pika, i'pika ta'-st6l ta'-sit6l

form) yii'-cat

ORNAMENTATION.

The ornamentation of Pomo basketry may be placed under
two general heads, the first comprising all designs and patterns
worked into the basket proper by the use of different kinds and
colors of fibrous materials, the second comprising what may be
termed auxiliary ornamentation or the various forms of decora-
tion produced by means of feathers, beads, and bits of abalone
shell. The subject of auxiliary ornamentation has already been
spoken of under the head of basket materials, where, in connec-
tion with the sources of the various feather and shell materials,
their use upon baskets of certain forms and devoted to certain
uses, and the general method of their manipulation have been
treated. In passing, however, it should also be mentioned that
in a great measure, except where the surface of the basket is
entirely covered with feathers, no attempt is made to work out a
pattern in the feathers themselves, their use being chiefly sec-
ondary to the pattern worked out in the fibre. Often the red
feathers of the redheaded woodpecker are scattered at frequent
intervals over the white part, or what may be considered the
groundwork of the basket; they thus outline and bring more
prominently to notice the pattern which is worked out in black,
or sometimes red, fibre material. At other times these or other
feathers are scattered in this manner over the entire surface of
the basket regardless of the pattern. However, where the surface
is thickly covered with feathers the designs which are worked out
in the feathers are of course the same as the designs in the fiber
materials of the baskets, although on account of the nature of the
feathers it seems impossible to make other than simple patterns.
At any rate the more difficult pattern are never found.

Pomo baskets, as before mentioned, are made of fiber ma-
terials in three colors, white, black, and red. It is almost in-
variably the case that the white material is used as a background
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or surface upon which to work out a pattern in black or red. A
few cases, however, have been found where the portion of the
pattern made in the white material, instead of that in the col-
ored material, was named by the informant. In all such cases
the white was as much or more conspicuous than the colored, as
for instance in a case of diagonal zigzags in which the white
and black or red zigzag lines alternated. No instances have as
yet been found among the Pomo of baskets with backgrounds of
a colored fiber and with a comparatively small pattern in white,
as is quite often the case among the Yuki immediately north of
the Pomo.

DESIGN ARRANGEMENT.

One of the noteworthy features of Pomo basketry is the fact
that designs are arranged in several ways, instead of in only one
or two as is the case with most California peoples. The two
principal methods of arrangement are the horizontal one, in
which the design is arranged in a band or circle about the basket,
and the diagonal one, which on account of the curved surface of
the basket gives the appearance of a spiral. Instances of these
are shown in pl. 16, figs. 4 and 2 respectively. Less frequently
occurring arrangements are what may be termed the vertical, in
which designs are placed vertically, and the individual, without
any apparent reference to other figures upon the basket. Exam-
ples of these arrangements are shown respectively in pl. 18, fig. 5,
and in the first four figures of pl. 29. Still another method of
arrangement, the crossing, which should really be considered as
an amplification of the diagonal, is shown in pl. 17, fig. 6, and in
pl. 28, fig. 1. Closely related to this is the arrangement shown
in pl. 16, fig. 6, and pl. 22, fig. 4, where the pattern, in both
these cases of large triangular figures, is so arranged that the
corners of each touch corners of those nearest in such a manner
that the rows of figures appear either as diagonal and parallel
or as crossing. This arrangement might also be considered as
superimposed horizontal rows of figures. Very elaborate and
effective patterns are produced in this manner.

In connection with this matter of design arrangement it is
notable that certain of them are not only much more frequent
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than others, but also that the proportions in which these different
arrangements appear vary considerably, according to the tech-
nique. The following table, based upon one hundred and twenty-
three twined and one hundred and forty-three coiled baskets,
shows the approximate per cents of the various methods of design
arangement in twining and coiling respectively.

Horiz. Diag. Crossing Vertical Individ.
Twined . 70 25 5 0 0
Coiled .. -.... 40 30 10 15 5

The horizontal or banded arrangement prevails in both twined
and coiled basketry, being that found on a large per cent of the
former and on the latter in a smaller though very considerable
per cent. This arrangement is particularly noticeable on bur-
den, and cylindrical or spherical cooking baskets, both of which
are made only in the twined weaves. Practically equal per cents
of diagonal patterns are found in twining and coiling, and small
per cents only of crossing patterns are found in both. No verti-
cal or individual arrangements appear in twined basketry, and
they are rarely met with in coiling. Thus it appears that Pomo
basketry is characterized in the matter of its design arrangement
particularly by the horizontal and diagonal methods.

As regards the single and three-rod foundations of coiled
basketry no particular arrangement of the patterns predominates,
but in twining certain arrangements are more frequent on baskets
of a particular weave than upon others. Upon plain and upon
lattice twined baskets the arrangement is almost wholly horizontal.
Upon diagonal-twined it is largely diagonal, with a small per cent.
of crossing. A few have patterns covering the entire surface of
the basket. The horizontal arrangement only is found upon
baskets of the three-strand twined weaves.

In connection with their designs, particularly the horizontal
ones, the Pomo seem to have had the rather unusual custom of
purposely leaving a break or opening in the pattern, and it is
almost, if not quite, impossible to find a basket with its patterns
arranged in horizontal bands in which they all run continuously
around the entire basket. There is almost always in one of the
bands, and usually in all of them, a larger or smaller opening
somewhere about it. In some cases these openings are very small
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indeed, being marked by but a slight difference in a few stitches,
while at other times they are broad and filled with an elaborate
pattern of a kind entirely different from the general one to
either side. Instances of such openings are shown in pl. 17, fig.
3, and pl. 23, figs. 1, 3, 5. This break is called by the Northern
Pomo daul and hamaka'm, by the Central Pomo ha'mda and ham,
and by the Eastern Pomo hwa. That this opening is not left by
accident is shown from the fact that many baskets have bands of
designs which, had they been completed entirely of the same fig-
ures, would have made perfect patterns. Further, the Indians
themselves maintain that these breaks are left in the design on
account of their belief that the maker of a basket without such a
break will become blind. They also say that the first people were
instructed by Coyote, the culture hero, to leave such breaks and
that the instruction has rarely been forgotten or disregarded.
They even give legendary accounts of women who have in times
past neglected to leave such openings in their patterns and who
have actually paid the penalty of blindness. Such accounts and
explanations from the Indians must of course be taken as effect
rather than cause in considering the probable origin of this cus-
tom. There is reason to believe that the true origin of the dau
is in technique and that the explanations now given by the In-
dians accounting for its existence are entirely secondary. Hav-
ing once originated, however, such explanations would tend to
more firmly fix the custom, and to cause the dau to appear where
it might otherwise be omitted.

Upon some baskets whose patterns are arranged spirally there
appear small odd designs between the spirals or within one of
the large elements of one of them. Some informants give the
same names to these as to the breaks in the banded patterns.
Others, however, recognize no connection between the two. A
basket upon which both of these occur is shown in pl. 16, fig. 5.

Short pieces of the quill of the yellowhammer or red-shafted
flicker are found in many baskets at one or more points over the
surface. The insertion of these is also connected with the idea
of blindness and general ill-luck. They are placed in the basket
by a woman upon the approach of a menstrual period if for any
reason she does not wish to cease work upon the basket. Tradi-
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tional belief requires that a basket maker cease all such work as
well as observe many other restrictions in the matter of eating,
handling certain objects, etc., at such a time. If, however, she
wishes to continue the work upon a basket this may be done, pro-
vided first a few stitches of the quill of the yellowhammer be in-
serted in the basket at the point where she is at work. In the
majority of cases, however, a menstruating woman ceases all such
work, which accounts for the fact that not all baskets show the
small pieces of quill, and that very few baskets show more than
one or two of them.

ELEMENTAL DESIGNS.

In considering the subject of Pomo designs and design names
a very sharp distinction must be made between a design element
or simple elemental figure, and a pattern or complex figure com-
posed sometimes of a single design element repeated, and some-
times of two or more of these simple elemental figures combined
to form a complex whole. An example of the former may be
seen in fig. 1 or fig. 127, while examples of the latter may be seen
in figs. 55, 34, 36, etc. In naming designs and patterns the Pomo
themselves make just such distinctions, with the result that their
names may be conveniently arranged under the two heads: names
of design elements, and names of patterns. The former are sim-
ple names of well known natural or artificial objects, geometric
figures, and the like; while for a combination of these simple
elemental figures to form a complex pattern they give a name
which is more of a descriptive sentence or phrase-name than a
simple word, since it gives the principal, at least, of the con-
stituent elements and mentions the relation in which they stand
one to another. Of course there is a certain variability in the
names given to the same design element by different informants,
and still more is this true of the names given to the complex pat-
terns. To a large extent, however, what appears a considerable
variation in names is found upon investigation to correspond
to the differences of dialect, so that within any one dialectic group
the naming of elements and patterns is fairly uniform with all
informants, though, as would be expected, there are variations
among individuals of the same group.
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Triangular Elements.
The most frequently occurring design element is the arrow-

head, called by the Northern Pomo katca'k, by the Central Pomo
katca', and by the Eastern Pomo kaga' or xaga'. The arrowhead
design is at all times a triangle, though the exact form of the tri-
angle varies greatly. While triangles of other forms are sometimes
used the isosceles triangle predominates. The majority of these
have the angle at the apex 90 degrees. Figures 1 to 63 show the
various forms of triangles and also a few of the many combina-
tions of triangles with triangles and of triangles with other fig-
ures. To almost all of these triangular figures the name arrow-
head is given, though a few, which will be noted below, are more
often called by other names. Several of these other designations,
such as sharp points, etc., apparently carry to the Indian mind
the same general idea as arrowhead.

The design shown in fig. 1, a band of isosceles right triangles,
placed at comparatively great distances
from each other, was called by some North-

L\ L\ A~.Z ern Pomo informants dita'ska, spotted,
though by another informant it was named
dita's tcid!'yemil, spot tcidi'yemiil, and .by

still another datl'pka, sharp points. Central Pomo informants
gave in most cases katca'-dalaui, arrowhead-half. Katca'-mtil
tciltaiu, arrowhkead-slender stuck-on, was also given. Eastern in-
formants gave kaga', arrowhead, and kaca'icai kuidja, butterfly
small. Triangles arranged with such wide spacing are of rare
occurrence, but two cases being thus far noted.
A single case of pairs of isosceles right triangles arranged in

a band about a basket, in the manner shown in fig. 2, was found.
The Northern and Eastern informants
gave the unqualified name arrowhead to

A this design; but Central informants dif-
fered, one calling it arrowhead, another
arrowhead-half, katca'-dalaiu, and a third

arrowhead-half stuck-on, katca-dalau tcl'ltaii.
Bands of design made up of isosceles right triangles arranged

with short intervals between their bases and with their apexes
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pointing downward, as is shown in fig. 3, occasionally occur. In
all three of the Pomo divisions these are
called arrowhead. In the Northern they

v17 "27v 7 v\7 v7 were also called by one informant butter-
3 fly, kaca'icai, and by another turtle-back,

kawl'na-tcidik. By other informants they
were called pine-tree design, kawa'ca datol. By Central Pomo
informants they were also called arrowhead-half, katca'-dalaui,
and turtle-neck, kawl'na-iitca. By those of the Eastern dialect
they were also called arrowhead-half, kaga'-daLau-, as well as
butterfly, kaca'icai. This design is of but rare occurrence.

/7\/77 LW.AAc
4 5

Bands of isosceles right triangles arranged with their bases
touching each other and either with their apexes pointing up or
pointing down, as in figs. 4 and 5, are sometimes found. These
are called by the Northern Pomo, in addition to the common term
arrowhead, which is however not often applied to these particular
figures, butterfly, kaca'icai, and large spots, dapo'kka. One
Central informant gave these designs the name turtle-neck, ka-
win'a-fitca, at the same time, however, stating that the design
was unfinished. Eastern informants called this design butter-
fly, kaca'icai.

6 7

8 9

In figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9 four different arrangemeents of an or-
dinary right triangle are shown. By Northern Pomo informants
these figures were called design pointed, datol ditl'pka. By in-
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formants speaking the Central dialect they were called arrow-
head-sharp, katca'-mset, though by another informant figs. 6, 7,
and 8 were called zigzag-half, tsIyo'tsIyo-balail, fig. 9 being called
by her arrowhead-half band, katca'-dalaul etot. By Eastern in-
formants these figures were called kaga'-diset, kaga signifying
arrowhead and dise't meaning any objects, whether pointed or
otherwise, which project or stick up. They were also called ar-
rowhead-half, kaga'-daLau-, and arrowhead sharp., kaga'-miset.
Designs made of these figures are very rarely met with.

0 > - -11~~~~-11
One instance, fig. 10, was noted of right triangles similar to

those above mentioned but arranged in a double instead of a
single row. Two Northern Pomo informants gave the name
datol dlti'pka teacitemfil, design pointed, going-around and meet-
ing (plural). According to a Central informant it is called
katca'-dalaut ctot, arrowhead-half band. Eastern informants dif-
fer between xaga' kama, arrowhead mark, and kaca'icai, butterfly.

One case of these right triangles at considerable distances
from one another was also found, but in this case the triangles
are combined with another element so that their bases rest upon
a line. This design is shown in fig. 11. Northern informants
call it katca'k datsai-banem, arrowhead broadband (literally
broad placed or put on). One Central informant gave the name
arrowhead-sharp, katca'-mset, to this design, while another called
it eye-half (plural), !'i-balafi-ai. No name was obtained for it
in the Eastern dialect.

12 13
14

Occurring very rarely are such designs as those shown in figs.
12 and 13, in which the apex of each isoseeles triangle touches
the middle of the base of the triangle next to the right or to the
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left according as the design points toward the one direction or
the other. Designs such as these, whether arranged horizontally,
as here, or vertically, as in figs. 14, 15 and 16, usually bear the
name turtle-back or turtle-neck. All these five designs are called
by the Northern Pomo kawi'na-tcidik or kawl'na-kfi, turtle-back or
turtle-neck, the former being more often used. Among the Cen-
tral and Eastern Pomo they are called turtle-neck, kaw!'na-iitca
and kana'dihwa-kol respectively. There are however informants
who give these figures different names. Fig. 12 was called by
two Northern informants bice-yee nat datol, deer-breast nat de-
sign. Fig. 13 was called by the same informants datol datlpka

tcacdimfl, design seharp-points, going
around and meeting (singular). Figs. 14
and 15 were called by them also kawa'ca

15 datol, pine-tree design, while they gave as

other names for fig. 15 bice-yee nat, deer-
breast nat, and datlpka iT'y-il dana daienka, sharp-points upward
rub (?) placed close together in a row. Correspondingly for fig.
16 they gave yo'wil dana datlpka, downward rub (?) sharp-points.
One Eastern informant called the design of fig. 14 xaga'-miLau,
arrowhead split-open. For the design of fig. 15 the same in-
formant gave on one occasion butterfly, kaca'icai, while another
mentioned xaitsa'k kama. Xaitsa'k may be approximately trans-
lated as stretcher, since in its use it most nearly resembled a
stretcher for carrying the wounded. It was made of green
limbs woven together and was used for transporting an invalid
or anyone who might have been injured, for instance, while hunt-
ing.

Figure 16 shows one of the very few hollow figures used on
Pomo basketry. Practically all the remaining figures are what

may be called solid or filled figures. The
design shown in this particular figure has
been found so far on but a very few bas-
kets. While it is ordinarily given the same

16 name as the similar figures just mentioned,
it is worthy of note that it also has other names. For instance
the Central Pomo call it pce'-me6 kawi'na-&tca, deer-back turtle-
neck. Among the Eastern Pomo it was called by one informant
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tui'nt-ln w7nallhempke, ants crossing, by another bu'-dile winali-
hempke, potato-forehead crossing. By potato is meant what is
called "Indian potatoes," the bulbs, tubers and corms of the
many species of bulbous and tubrous rooted plants which grow
in the Pomo country. Exactly what is meant by potato-forehead
is not certain, for the Indians themselves differ in their expla-
nations of the term. Some say it refers to a protuberance on the
upper surface of a corm and of some bulbs also, while others
maintain that it refers to a protuberance on the bottom instead
of on the top. In the schematic design shown in figure 16 the
reason for these various names is not apparent.

The nature of the surface upon which this design must be
worked, the basket being built up as it is of consecutive coils,
renders it impossible to make a perfectly straight slanting line.
The best means therefore of making a slanting line is to make a
succession of small squares or rectangles, each coming in a little
nearer toward the apex of the triangle than the one below. If
these squares or rectangles are of fair size they are called by the
Central Pomo deer-back, and by the Eastern Pomo potato-fore-
head. If they are very small they are called ants by both, thus
accounting for the variation in the name of the design shown in
this particular figure. In the case of the Central dialect name
mentioned above, it is interesting to note that two names have
been combined. Deer-back turtle-neck names the small figures of
which the larger figure is composed and also the large figure as
a whole. The term wina'llhempke, crossing, used by the Eastern
Pomo refers of course to the convergence of these lines of small
squares or rectangles. The designs of figs. 12 and 13 have so far
been found in but one instance each. That of fig. 14 has been
found twice, that of fig. 15 eight times, and that of fig. 16 four
times.

Isosceles right triangles arranged diagonally, as shown in
figs. 17, 18, 19, and 20, are found fre-
quently. Only the design shown in fig. 20
is found alone as a distinct pattern. The
designs in all four of these figures are,

17 however. very frequently met with in com-
binations of elaborate patterns. In fact the most elaborate pat-
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terns of all those found in Pomo basketry have these as their chief
elements. Looking from the bottom toward the rim of a basket
nearly all spiral designs progress toward the left. Therefore the
most complex spiral patterns having any of the designs repre-
sented in these four figures as their chief elements have those
shown in figs. 18 and 20 upon the upper and lower side of the

spiral respectively. Arranged between
these two principal elements, which are in
almost all cases of comparatively large size,
may be almost any other element or com-

18 bination of elements. Such a complex
pattern is shown in fig. 55, where a zigzag element is placed
between the two triangle elements. Only one case has so far
been found of an ordinary spiral pattern having the elements
represented in figs. 17 and 19 as components, this being the

only case of an ordinary spiral progressing
upward toward the right instead of toward
the left. The designs shown in these two
figures do, however, have considerable use

19 in such complex crossing patterns as those
in pl. 19, fig. 3, and pl. 17, fig. 6. Patterns of this kind are com-
posed of two spiral designs, one progressing upward toward the
left in the ordinary manner, the other progressing upward to-
ward the right, thus causing them to cross each other. All four
of the designs shown in these figures find still another use,
namely, in what may be termed edging or bordering the large
triangles of one of these spiral patterns. Such a bordering,
employing the designs shown in figs. 17 and 19, is found in
the complex pattern of fig. 55. In addition to these uses, one
of the pairs of the four is sometimes employed as the center of
a complex spiral pattern. Such a center is shown in fig. 56,
in which the designs of figs. 18 and 20 are found. In a sepa-
rate pattern, such as is shown in fig. 56, these elements are but
rarely found. It is occasionally used however as the one filling
the central spaces between the large diagonal rows of triangles,
as is done by the zigzag in fig. 55. All these designs whether
they are used as the primary elements in a complex pattern, or
as the secondary elements in such a pattern, are called arrow-
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head by the Pomo of all three divisions under consideration,
though of course there are certain differences in naming them.

Used singly as the entire pattern of a basket the design shown
in fig. 20 is usually called by the Central and Eastern Pomo

arrowhead-half, katca'-dalaui and kaga'-
daLail respectively. By Northern inform-
ants it was called dato'i kata daienga,
design empty placed-close-together-in-a-
row. When used as the principal elements

of a complex pattern the designs shown in figs. 17 and 20 are
called by Central dialect informants inward-arrowhead, tea'l-
katca, while those represented in figs. 18 and 19 are called by
the same informants outward-arrowhead, ko'l-katca. The expla-
nation obtained from them for these names was that in weaving
such a design as that in fig. 17 or 20, where the apexes of the
triangles point upward, each triangle is made successively
shorter and shorter rows of fiber. Thus the work constantly
progresses inward to the apex of the triangle. In the other de-
signs, shown in figs. 18 and 19, -where the apexes of the triangles
point downward, the operation is reversed and each triangle is
made up of a succession of rows ever increasing in length, thus
progressing constantly outward from the apex to the base of the
triangle. Such a distinction was not made by informants of the
other two Pomo divisions, these designs being usually called by
those of the Eastern dialect arrowhead-half, kaga'-daLaft, or in
some cases butterfly, xaca'icai. By the questioned informants of
the Northern dialect they were called in most cases dat6'I kata,
design empty, or simply arrowhead, katca'k. The same names
were also given to these designs when they appeared as secondary
or auxiliary (figs. 55, 56) to the larger spirals or triangles.

As above stated, right triangles arranged as is shown in fig.
20 are occasionally used as the pattern of an entire basket, but

only one case of a double row of these tri-
angles, such as is shown in fig. 21, has been
been found. This design was called by two
Northern Pomo informants dato'l kata

21 iuyuil daienga, design empty upward placed-
close-together-in-a-row. By Central informants it was called
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arrowhead, katca', and also arrowhead slender, katca'-mtil. By
Eastern informants it was called butterfly, xaca'icai.

22 24

Similar to the above mentioned arrangements of isosceles
right triangles are found such patterns as those in figs. 22, 23,
and 24. When the design shown in fig. 20 is used as the entire
design of a basket it differs from these in that each diagonal row
of isosceles right triangles is distinct and separate from the re-
maining rows, whereas in these cases each triangle touches at its
three corners its neighbors. Thus they may be either consid-
ered as arranged horizontally or as arranged diagonally. These
patterns are found arranged in bands or circles about the surface
of a basket and vary from two to as many as four triangles in
width. As shown in these figures the apexes may point either
up or down, and they may be accompanied by a heavy bordering
line, as is shown in fig. 24. These patterns are called by the
Northern and Eastern Pomo butterfly, kaca'icai and xaca'icai
respectively, while Central informants always called them arrow-
head-half, katca'-dalaud. By one or two Northern informants
these patterns were also called dat6'1 kata, design empty. What
is in reality the same as these patterns except that the triang-
ular figures cover the entire surface of the basket instead of being
arranged in bands is showna in pl. 16, fig. 6. This pattern occurs
occasionally and, if unaccompanied by other elements, is called
by the same names as the banded triangular patterns above men-
tioned.

One of the most frequently occurring arrangements of these
isosceles right triangles is that shown in fig. 25. It rarely hap-

pens that a simple pattern exactly like that
of this figure is found, but the great major-

N7"7`\7 ':7 ity of banded or circular patterns are
25 formed upon this as a base. All sorts of

other design elements are combined to
make the complete elaborate pattern. A noteworthy feature of
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all patterns founded upon this as a base is that the apex of each
triangle is so placed that if moved upward it would just fit the
space between the two triangles above. No case has yet been
noted in which the apexes of the opposing triangles were placed
opposite each other. These large triangles, which form what may
be termed the primary elements of the pattern, may be arranged
as in fig. 25 with more or less space between their bases, or they
may be so arranged that the points of their bases touch the ad-
jacent triangles. The former is the more usual arrangement,
however. As in the case of the main elements of the diagonal
patterns of triangles, Central Pomo informants seemed to differ-
entiate more sharply between these elements than did those of
the Northern or Eastern Pomo divisions. By Northern infor-
mants both the upper and the lower triangles were usually called
dat6'i kata, design empty, and by the Eastern Pomo butterfly,
xaca'icai, or arrowhead, xaga'. Central informants, however,
named separately the two sets of triangles, those in the lower row
being called yo'-katca, lower-arrowhead, and those in the upper
row iYyii-katca, above or upper-arrowhead.

26

There are many combinations of these design elements with
others. Three examples are shown in figs. 26, 27 and 28. The
first is called by Northern informants dato'I kata dile katcak
daienga, design empty in-the-middle arrowheads placed-close-to-
gether-in-a-row, the second dato'! kata xol-tfi, datipka, design
empty on-both-sides sharp-points. By Central informants such
an exact distinction is not made, the first being called by them
katca'-dalaul lMLan, arrowhead-half in-the-center, katca'-mset ctot,
arrowhead-sharp band, or katca'-mtil ctot, arrowhead slender
band, while the second was called katca'-dalau ctot, arrowhead-
half band, or kaca'icai etot, butterfly-band. By Eastern inform-
ants the first was called xaca'icai dile gaiya xaga dz!yo'dzIyo,
butterfly in-the-middle gaiya arrowhead zigzag or simply xaga'-
miset, arrowhead-sharp, or dzIyo'dzIyo diset, zigzag projecting.
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The pattern of fig. 27 was called xaca'icai winalihempke kaluitul-
duk koldaiyauihmak, butterfly crossing striped-watersnake meet-
together or simply xaga'-daIaui, arrowheadhalf, or xaca'icai-

diset, butterfly-projecting. The design of
fig. 28 is the same as that of fig. 27, except

2f i7L that the central design element consists of
28a double instead of a single row of small

triangles which point up instead of down.
A pattern composed of large triangles combined with smaller

ones but quite different in form from those
just discussed is shown in fig. 29. Here
the smaller triangles used to border the
larger ones are made an integral part of

29 them so that each large triangle appears to
have one smooth and one serrated side.

Other examples of such combinations are shown in figs. 30
and 31. In the former the band of large triangular figures is
combined with the conventionalized design named after the club-
shaped plume from the crest of the California quail. By the

31
30

Northern Pomo this pattern is called dat6'! kata x6ltil cakaga-
keya daien, designv empty on-both-sides quail-plumes collected.
A similar descriptive, though shorter, name was given by East-
ern informants, who called this pattern xaca'icai hna caga'-
xe, butterfly and (or with) quail-plumes. By all informants of
the Central dialect this pattern was simply called quail-plume
band, caka'ga-kUya ctot. In fig. 31 a rather unusual combination
of triangles is shown. In fact this has thus far been found on
but one basket. Information concerning it is lacking from the
Northern and Eastern Pomo, but it was called by Central. in-
formants katca'-dalaul ctot lala ts!y6'ts1y6 tculwan, arrowhead-half
band in-the-middle zigzag stripe. In this name curiously enough
no mention is made of the smaller inner triangles themselves, only
the white zigzag between these small triangles being noted.
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Similar to these designs, yet different in that they lack the
upper row of triangles placed with their apexes downward, are
the patterns represented in figs. 32, 33, 34 and 35. Concerning
the first no information was obtained from Northern or Eastern

32 33

informants. Central informants, however, gave the name katca'-
dalaul katca-mset slema tcufwan, arrow7ead-half arrowhead-sharp
string stripe. Thus are named not only the large triangles and
the small ones bordering them, but also the white space between
the two which to the Indian mind forms a line called string.
The second of these patterns was called by Northern informants
dat6'I kata xoltud dati'pka, design empty both-sides sharp-points.
By Central informants it was called katca'-dalaui ctot, arrowhead-
half band, and also kaca'icai ctot, butterfly band. By Eastern
informants the name xaca'icai xaga'-daLafi, butterfly arrowhead-
half, was given, the name butterfly being applied to the large
triangles, arrowhead-half to the smaller ones. The pattern of
fig. 34 is composed of two distinct elements, the large triangle
called by the Northern, Central, and Eastern Pomo respectively,
empty, arrowhead, and butterfly, and the lines of small rec-
tangular figures along their sides. These last are variously
called, according to their size, ant and deer-back by the Northern
and Central Pomo, and ant and potato-forehead by the Eastern
Pomo.

In figs. 35, 36, and 37 are shown typical examples of com-
binations of the isosceles right triangle with other elements, but
in these cases the primary arrangement is that shown in fig. 23.
Occasionally these figures occur in bands of from two to four of

these large triangles in width, but more
often they cover the entire surface of a
basket as is shown in pl. 22, fig. 4, and pl.
16, fig. 6. In fig. 35 is seen a rather un-
usual arrangement of the secondary triang-

ular figures. They are here so placed that one point of the base
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touches the side of the large triangle instead of sides of the
small and large triangles being parallel to each other. The
names obtained for this pattern from Northern informants were
dato'I kata mina katcak, design empty over (or upon) arrowhead,
and katca'k dat6i daten, arrowhead design passing-along (plural).
By Central informants it was called katca'-dalaui u'!-balail kowal-
dakadetan, arrowhead-half eye-half following-on-the outside (plu-
ral). Also the name katca-dalaii malada tcuiwan, arrowhead-half
near stripe was obtained. By informants of the Eastern dialect
it was called bice'-to kama dile dai gadil, deer-stand-in mark
arrowhead in-the-middle along running along (plural).

In fig. 36 a combination of these large triangles with small
rectangular figures along their borders is
shown. This pattern is called by Northern
informants dato'l kata xol-tu bice'-mao
bitcuttcai, design empty on-both-sides deer-

3 back small (plural). The word small is
here introduced for the reason that the row of rectangles to be
called deer-back must be considerably larger than the very small
ones called ants. These seem, according to the informant's no-
tions, to have been part way between the two. Central infor-
mants gave the name katca'-dalaiu pce'-me6 malada kaden, arrow-
head-half, deer-back near follow-up. Eastern informants gave
the name bul-dile xaga ko'nawa gadil, potato-forehead arrowhead
on-both sides passing-along (plural). By some the design was
called merely butterfly, xaca'icai.

Fig. 37 represents a pattern which covers the entire surface
of a large burden basket. No name was
obtained for this pattern among either the
Northern or Eastern Pomo but Central in-
formants gave katca'-dalaul malada slema

37 teciwan, arrowhead-half near string stripe.
The element called string in this case is not, as in the pattern
represented in fig. 32, the white line adjacent to the large trian-
gle, but the black line at a little distance.

Figs. 38 and 39 show a pattern which is met with occasion-
ally, not only as in fig. 37, which if resolved into the smallest
possible elements will be seen to be the same as 39, but also as
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parts of other patterns and even occasionally as individual figures
such as are shown here. No special name seems to have been
given to this design by the Northern Pomo. The only informants
questioned gave such general names as dato'l katse datsiutka, de-
sign black datsfitka, and datoi datapka, design large-area. Among
the Central and Eastern Pomo, however, special significance was
attached to the lines bordering the triangle in each case. By the
former the entire design was called katca'-dalaii tiu ka'mtiltall-ul-

38 s3

kud wl, arrowhead-half side killdeer-eyebrow. The explanation
given by one informant was that the narrow line along the side
of the triangle represented the narrow line above the eye of the
killdeer. By Eastern informants designs of this kind were called
xaca'icai tsawal-misak, butterfly sunfish-rib. Here, as in other
instances, the change of the name of the large isosceles right
triangle from arrowhead among the Northern and Central Pomo
to butterfly among the Eastern is noteworthy. The angular line
about the triangle is the element called sunfish-rib. The regular
sunfish-rib design is seen in fig. 225. These designs were, how-
ever, called by one informant kalil't-lduk xacaicai, striped-water-
snake butterfly. The fact that the lines about the triangle in
this case meet in an angle was evidently neglected by this in-
formant, who gave them the name commonly applied to any
straight line, such for instance as is shown in fig. 122 or 127.
A very few instances have been noted of a pattern such as is

seen in fig. 40. By a Northern informant this pattern was called
simply design sharp, datoi ditl'p. By
Central and Eastern informants more de-
scriptive names were given. By the for-

40 mer it was called ts1y6'ts1y6 lala kalul'tcu-
wak, zigzag in-the-middle blank stripe, and

by the latter xaga'-datip dile kalii'tiiduk, arrowhead-sharp-point
in-the-middle striped-watersnake. It will be noted that in the
former case the entire pattern is conceived as a zigzag the same
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as though no break occurred through its middle, while in the
latter the two halves of the pattern are thought of as separated,
sharp pointed arrowheads. Here also the white stripe in the
middle is considered by the Central informant not as the striped-
watersnake element, but simply as a white or blank stripe. In
the majority of cases all informants named only the colored por-
tion of a design, and consequently the term striped-watersnake
is most often applied to a straight colored line. This applies to
the informants of all three dialectic divisions. Also the white
stripe or line such as is shown here is sometimes named striped-
watersnake not only by Eastern informants, as in this case, but
by others as well.

42
41

A single instance was found of the rather peculiar combina-
tion of triangular elements such as are shown in fig. 41. Northern
informants spoke of this pattern simply as pointed broad-band,
diti'pka datsai-banem. A Central informant called it ts!y6't!y6
balauI-ai ctot, zigzag half (plural) band. No interpretation was
obtained for it among the Eastern Pomo.

Only one instance has been found of the design shown in fig.
42. Northern informants called this datlpka dile datapka, sharp
points in-the-middle large-area, by which it is evidently intended
to note the wide white stripe through the middle of what would
otherwise be a completed figure consisting of two large super-
imposed isosceles triangles. By Central informants this pattern
was called simply turtle-neck, kaw1'na-iltca. By one informant
also it was spoken of as simply arrowhead, thus in both names no
mention is made of the white stripe in the middle. Eastern in-
formants called it xaLil xo'nawa xaga gadil kama, blank on-both-
sides arrowheads passing-along (plural) mark.

The following twelve figs., 43-54, except 53, have to do with
triangles whose apexes are acute angles. Figs. 43 and 44 show
a design element which occurs occasionally and which is called
by Northern informants arrowhead-sharp, katca'-miset, or arrow-
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head sharp-points, katca kase'tka. Central informants called it
both arrowhead-sharp and arrowhead-slender, katca'-mset and
katca'-mtil. By one of the same informants it was, however,
upon one occasion called zigzag-half, tsly6ts!y6-balaii. By East-
ern informants it was called arrowhead-sharp-pointed and arrow-
head-projecting xaga'-datip and xaga-diset.

7777 ill i
43 44

In almost all cases where triangles of any kind are arranged
in rows so that the apexes of one row touch the bases of the row
next above, they do so at the ends of the bases and not in the
middle. Only a single case (fig. 45) has so far been found of the
latter. No special name is given for this pattern, it being con-
sidered simply a repetition of that of figure 44.

In the main Pomo design elements are combined to form com-
plex patterns, but upon rare occasions a single triangle or other

45 47

element is found placed alone. A few cases of a single sharp
pointed triangle (fig. 46), or having even a sharper point, have
been found. The name design sharp or arrowhead sharp is usual-
ly given for this single element, as well as for those seen in figs.
43-45, where these sharp pointed triangles are combined.

A single case of the odd arrangement of sharp pointed
triangles shown in fig. 47 was found. By some informants this
was simply called a new fashioned or white man's design. By
one Eastern informant, however, it was called arrowhead-project-
ing xaga'-diset.

In figs. 48-52 are found various combinations of these sharp
pointed triangles with different kinds of large triangles. All these
except that of fig. 49 are of very rare occurrence. The design of
fig. 49, however, is found quite often. In general the names of
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all these designs are the same and mentioned the large triangle
as well as the small sharp pointed ones set upon its sides. Among
the Northern Pomo such figures are called dat6'1 kata x6lti! kat-
ca'k daien, design empty on-both-sides arrowheads collected,
dat6'I dasidasika, design scattered, or x6'lt& katcak, on-both-sides

4R 49

51 52

arrowheads. By the Central informants these figures are usually
spoken of as katca'-dalail katca-mset, arrowhead-half arrowhead-
sharp, though they may be called katca'-dalu-mset, arrowhead-
half-sharp, or the name may even be abbreviated still more to
katca'-mset arrowhead-sharp. From Eastern informants several
different names were obtained, as follows: xaga' hna diset, arrow-
head and (or with) projecting, xaga'-daset, arrowhead-barbed,
xaga-miset, arrowhead-sharp, and kama miset, mark sharp.

The design shown in fig. 53 is a combination of the arrowhead
with the quail plume and the names given
it mention both these elements. It is called

7 j ;by Northern and Central informants quail-
plume arrowhead, cakaga-keya katcak and

53 caka'ga-keya katea respectively, and by
Eastern informants arrowhead and (or with) quail-plume, xaga'
na cag' ax-xe.

The design of fig. 54 has been found in but one case. It was
called by a Northern informant design-
sharp, dato'l-ditlp, by Central informants
arrowhead-sharp, katca'-mset, and by East-

V~ 7 ern informants simply arrowhead, xaga'.
S4 This is a very unusual and apparently new

pattern, though the diagonal line of large isosceles right triangles
with many ordinary sharp pointed projections on the lower side

,to
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of the line is fairly common. Such a pattern is shown in pl. 18,
fig. 2.

In fig. 56 is represented one of the typical center designs used
in connection with such a complex pattern as that in fig. 55. This
design is but rarely found by itself as the pattern of a basket,
but frequently occurs in combination with such other elements as

compose the pattern of fig. 55, in which case this design takes the
place of the zigzag there shown. In this schematic figure the
space between the two rows of isosceles triangles has been left
blank, making of it merely a white line. In some patterns, how-
ever, this space is filled with various other design elements, as for
instance a zigzag, or small rectangular figures as is the case in the
pattern of the basket shown in pl. 17, fig. 6. Informants named
this figure as follows: Northern Pomo, katca'k dile dakikitinka,
arrowhead in-th,e-middle scattered-along-in-a-.line, and dato'I kata
dile katea'k yo-wil, design empty in-the-middle arrowheads down-
ward; Central Pomo, katca'-dalaui tatul tcu-wan, arrowhead-half
one (or single) stripe; and Eastern Pomo, xalii'tflduk hna xaga-
daset, striped-watersnake and (or with) arrowheads-barbed.

57 ss

The interesting lines of isosceles triangles shown in figs. 57 and
58 are called by similar names, notwithstanding the fact that they
are arranged in the first case with their points downward and in
the second case with their points upward. By Northern infor-
mants they were called dato'I maa mina-date'kama, design acorn
crossing, kateak mina-datekama, arrowhead crossing, and dat6i
dati'pka kana daiyekamui, design sharp-points close meet (sin-
gular). Central informants called them katca'-mtil fina'Liii,
arrowhead-slender crossing, and katca'-dalau uina'Liii, arrowhead-
half crossing. By Eastern informants they were both usually
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called xaca'icai wiinalihempke, butterfly crossing, or xaca'icai
x6ldabehmak, butterfly meet. One informant, however, while
giving the latter name for fig. 57 gave xaga'-daLail x6ldabehmak,
arrowhead-half meet, as the name for fig. 60. It does not appear
that the direction in which the triangles point in either of these
figures, any more than in other similar cases, such as figures 22-
24, establishes whether the design shall be called butterfly or
arrowhead-half among the Eastern Pomo.

59

60

In figs. 59 and 60 are shown designs which are practically
the same, the only real difference being that in the one case the
arrangement is horizontal and in the other case diagonal. Only
a single example of either of these has as yet been found. They
were both called by Northern informants datl'pka dile masa'-
kalak, sharp-points in-the-middle striped-watersnake, and by
Central informants katca'-mtil itcai, arrowhead-slender resemble.
Also by other Central informants the components of these pat-
terns were separately named kawl'na-fitca, turtle-neck, the triang-
ular portion of the figure, and msa'kale, striped-watersnake, the
line in the middle of the figure, in each case. Eastern informants
called these figures xaca'icai dile gaiya kalil't-lduk, butterfly in-
the-middle gaiya striped-watersnake. This design in its diagonal
arrangement is shown in pl. 17, fig. 2.

62 63

An unusual arrangement of triangular elements seen in fig.
61 has been found in one case as the central portion of a band of
large triangles, such as those in fig. 25. This design was called
by some informants simply arrowhead, and by others new or

white man's design.
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Also used as the central part of a band of large triangles,
the design shown in fig. 62 has been found, though its use is not
at all common. The names obtained for this were simply arrow-
head, except among the Central Pomo, where arrowhead-slender,
katca'-mtil, was mentioned by one informant.

An unusual arrangement of triangular figures, seen in fig. 63,
was found upon one large boat-shaped basket. This was called
in most cases simply arrowhead, though arrowhead-barbed, katca'-
daset, and arrowhead-sharp-pointed, xaga'-datip, were obtained
among the Northern and Eastern Pome respectively, and arrow-
head-half, katca'-dalaud and xaga-daLaui, among the Central and
Eastern Pomo. One Eastern informant also called it butterfly,
xaca'icai.

Rectangular Elements.

The Pomo have a variety of four-sided figures, particularly
rectangles. Upon the majority of twined baskets and upon many
coiled there is found about the border of the opening a band con-
sisting of a repeated rectangular figure. This is the case not
only upon baskets whose general design arrangement is banded
or horizontal, but also upon baskets the design arrangement of
which is any one of the several employed by the Pomo. These
rectangular designs are usually arranged in a single row im-
mediately about the border of a basket, and may vary greatly in
size, proportions, and arrangement. Figs. 64-72 give practically
all the various forms of these bands of single rectangular figures.
The general name applied to all these is finishing design, rendered
by the Northern and Central Pomo baiya'kafl and by the Eastern
Pomo hi'baiyax. A second term, hamaka'm, is also found among
the Northern Pomo. On account of the prevalence among the
whites of the impression that designs of this kind, particularly
when made up of small squares, have to do in some way with a
fish net, informants were especially questioned upon this subject,
and maintained that none of the three terms given have any con-
nection with a fish net. On the other hand they insist that the
names mean simply finishing design. In speaking of baiya'ka-l
informants maintained that the term is not only used to desig-
nate the design which finishes or completes a basket, but is a gen-
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eral term used in speaking of any completed piece of work, as, for
instance, the finishing of a house or a boat. Among the Central
Pomo the design shown in fig. 71 received the name baiya'ka&
kamtiltil!--lI-kilwI, finishing design killdeer's-eyebrow, on account
of the presence of two comparatively small vertical figures or
lines at the ends of the large rectangular figures. No such dis-
tinction however was made by informants of the other two dial-
ects. Of these several designs the one seen in fig. 64 is by far

02C 0 El F-O O I' '
64 65 66

67 68 oooc3o oo
69

70 71 72

the most common. The designs shown in figs. 65 and 66 are met
with quite frequently, but those of much greater length (figs.
67, 68) are rarely found except as worked into the hoop binding
of mortar and burden baskets. The design shown in fig. 69 has
been found only once, and that in fig. 70 but once as a border
finish design. Also only a single example of a border finish design
such as that in fig. 72 has been found.

Certain of the above mentioned elements are found not only
as finishing designs at the borders of the openings of baskets, but
also in bands on the body of the basket itself. These are the
designs shown in figures 64, 65, 66, 67, 70, and 72. By the North-
ern Pomo these designs are usually called dapo'kka, or large-
spots. The name bice'-o, deer-teeth, is also used. These elements
are, however, different from the ordinary deer-tooth design (fig.
74). Central informants usually spoke of these designs as deer-
back, pce'-me6, though when very small that of fig. 64 was also
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called ants, tiln'tiun. In addition to these two names certain in-
formants spoke of them as finishing designs, giving the same name
as if they had been placed upon the border of the basket, and
stating that they were intended to be the same figures as those
about the border. In the case of the design of figure 70, which
occurred several times in the bodies of baskets, all the Central
informants questioned gave it the name finishing design, baiya'-
kail. Eastern informants called these designs in most cases
potato-forehead, bu'-dile. These are not, however, the ordinary
potato-forehead designs of the Eastern dialect, which are shown
in figs. 80 and 95. By one Eastern informant the design of fig.
64 was called deer-teeth, bice'-yao.

In speaking of the finishing design it should also be noted
that these same designs, as well as those of several other kinds,
notably zigzags, such as that in fig. 139, are found quite com-
monly as the first or inital design upon the bottom of a basket,
whether the design arrangement is horizontal, spiral, or diagonal.
In such cases informants usually gave these designs, regardless
of their form, a name which is best rendered by the term initial
design. The various designs used initially are called caiy6'! by
the Pomo of all three divisions. The word appears to have cer-
tain other meanings, as follows: wedding or other presents made
by one person to another. It does not apply, however, to the
return present of equal value made, according to Pomo custom,
by the second party to the first. The term is also applied to a
prayer or wish for good luck, to the feast given to secure recovery
from illness, and to beads thrown upon the dancing floor during
a ceremony. The idea of a prayer or wish for god luck seems to
be related to its use as the name of this initial design upon basz
kets; for some, at least, of the Indians believe that if the maker,
especially of a twined basket, omits this design blindness will be
the result, a belief very closely related to that connected with
the dau or opening in horizontal or banded patterns.

A single example of a rectangular design such as that in fig.
73 has been found. Designs of such rather unusual kinds are
ordinarily spoken of as new, new style, new fashioned, or white
mans' designs. One Central informant, however, spoke of this
figure as pcE'-me6 tatil, deer-back one (or single).
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Square or other variously proportioned rectangles arranged
in patterns of two or more rows are frequently found. One of
the most commonly occurring designs is that shown in fig. 74,
where a double row of very small squares or rectangles is placed
horizontally in a band about a basket, or is used as the design for
filling the space between the rows of large triangular figures in

73 74

spiral patterns. The former is the more common use. Its posi-
tion in relation to the opening of a basket governs, to a certain
extent, its name, as in the case of a single row of squares or
rectangles. If used as a border about the opening of a basket,
it is almost always called simply finishing design, baiya'kafl, or
hamaka'm by the Northern, baiya'kaii by the Central, and h!'-
baiyax by the Eastern Pomo. By some informants this was
given the same name when used as a border about the opening
of a basket or placed farther down in the body. In the latter
position it is called by the Northern Pomo, bittui'mt-i dat6l, ant de-
sign, though it is also sometimes called, dapo'kka, large-spots or
dapo'dapoka, spotted. Another name is deer-teeth, bice-o, and
one informant also called it mosquito design, bita'mta dat6l. Cen-
tral informants usually called it tii'ntuin, ants, if made up of very
small rectangles, and deer-back, pce-me6, if made up of larger
rectangles. Eastern informants, however, gave more frequently
deer-teeth, bice'-yao, though tuintuin, ants was also used. When
the rectangles are very small, ant design is almost always the
name applied to this design by the people speaking each dialect.
Deer-teeth implies a design composed of larger rectangular, usual-
ly square, figures. Spots or large spots is more usually applied
to a design consisting of comparatively large rectangular figures
particularly if they are placed at considerable distances from one
another, though these names are not so used extensively in any
case.

Small squares or rectangles arranged in patterns consisting of
more than two rows as shown in figs. 75 and 76 are quite fre-
quently met with. In the main all informants questioned named
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these two figures the same. The Northern Pomo called them
ant design, bitil'mtft dat6l. By one Northern informant was
added the qualifying term datsa'i-banem, signifying broad-bantd.
Central informants called these designs tui'ntin tci or tuln'tiun,

75 76

ctot, ant design or ant band. Eastern informants called them
bice'-yao, deer-teeth, bice'-yao kuit, deer-teeth smrall, and tulntiun,
ants. In the case of the design shown in fig. 76, however, some
informants noted the presence of the lines bordering the band of
small rectangular figures. By one Central informant the name
msa'kale, striped-watersnake was given, and by one Eastern in-
formant, kalil'ttiduk na xam bil-dile, striped-watersnake and (or
with) among potato-forehead.
A few cases of a design consisting of rectangles such as those

in fig. 77 have been found. This design was called by Northern
Pomo informants dat6i dapo'kka datsa'i-
banem, design large-spots broad-band. By
Central informants it was called deer-back,

77 pce'-me6, to which the word band, ctot, was
added by certain of them since this design

occurs only in a horizontal or banded arrangement. Eastern in-
formants gave this design the name bui'-dile ko'nawa kalil'tflduk,
potato-forehead on-both-sides striped-watersnake. Some called it
simply potato-forehead, taking no account of the presence of the
two lines on the sides. By one informant it was called tii'ntuin
tia, ants big. In this last name appears a practice which is met
with quite frequently and which shows the prevalence of modify-
ing terms in Pomo design names. Here the word big is added to
the name of the design for the reason that the rectangles are in
this case considerably larger than those in the regular designs
called ants, such for instance, as is shown in fig. 75. In the same
manner, a line of small rectangles (fig. 74) and which would
ordinarily be spoken of by some informants as ants, might be
called by others deer-back small or potato-forehead small, they
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being smaller than the rectangles ordinarily referred to by the
names deer-back and potato-forehead.

One instance of a rectangular design such as is shown in fig.
78 has been found. Northern Pomo infor-
mant called this design bice'-mao dile daki-
kitin, deer-back in-the-middle scattered

78 a-long. Central informants called it simply
deer-back or deer-back band, pce'-me6 or

pce'-me6 etot. A name for the design was obtained from but one
Eastern informant who called it La'l-a-pa, goose-excrement. This,
however, is not the design ordinarily referred to as goose excre-
ment by Eastern informants. That design is composed of
parallelograms whose angles are other than right angles, such, for
instance, as those shown in figs. 103 and 105.

~~~~~7 80

Another rectangular design found upon only one basket is
that shown in fig. 79. By Northern Pomo informants, this was
called deer-back broad-band, bice'ma, datsai-banem or simply
deer-back, bice'-mao. Central informants called it deer-back
band, pce'-me6 ctot, or simply deer-back, pcE-me&. The name
given it by Eastern informants was potato-forehead or potato-
forehead big, biu'-dile or biu-dile ta.

The design seen in fig. 80 occurs very frequently, in fact, al-
most as frequently as that of fig. 74. The lengths of these ree-
tangles vary, and the particular rectangles here shown are only
typical of the variously proportioned ones which are consider-
ably longer than they are broad. They all bear the same names.
This double row of long rectangles arranged horizontally is most
frequently called by the Northern Pomo bice'ma6, deer-back,
though it is also frequently spoken of as large-spots dapo'kka.
The name deer-back, pci'-me6, was uniformly obtained from Cen-
tral Pomo informants, while bu'-dile, potato-forehead, was the
name usually obtained from Eastern informants. To this name
x6teagan, running-along-in-pairs, was also added by one inform-
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ant, in the case of one of the many examples of this design. By
another Eastern informant this design was called bice'-to kama,
deer-stand-in mark.

Designs consisting of two or more rows of long rectangles,

81 82

such as those shown in figs. 81 and 82, are occasionally met with.
Northern Pomo informants called these deer-back design, bice'-
mao dat6l, or large-spots, dapo'kka. Central and Eastern in-
formants gave respectively the names deer-back and potato-fore-
head, pce'-meo and biu'-dile to both designs. In the case of the
design shown in fig. 81, one Central informant added cte'ltele,
which signifies hitch.ed-together or connected, to the ordinary
term deer-back.

One case of the combined line and rectangle design or, more
strictly speaking, pattern (fig. 83) was noted. Northern Pomo
informants called this mTsa'kalak xsltil dapo'kka tcacitemfll,
striped-watersnake on-both-sides large spots going-around-and-
meeting (plural). Central informants called it pce'-me5 tcl ta-
kanma tciltail, deer-back design far-apart stuck-on. Eastern in-
formants gave the name bul'-dile xam xalil'tflduk, potato-forehead
among striped-watersnake.

In fig. 84 is represented a design based primarily upon rec-
tangular figures, arranged in two bands about a large globose
plain twined cooking basket. By one Eastern informant this
design was called simply ant mark, tui'ntfln kama. By Northern
Pomo informants, however, the more descriptive term, bitfi'mtiu
dile masa'kalak, ants in-the-middle striped-watersnake was given.
By one Central informant ant mark, tuintuin kama, was given as
the name of this design, but by others finishing-design band, bai-
ya'kaui ctot, or the more descriptive name, finishing-design string
in-the-middle stripe, baiya'kaii slema lala tcfuwan, was given.
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A single case of a rectangular design such as that in fig. 85
was found. Northern Pomo informants called this dap6'kka dile

cike'tka, large spots in-the-middle stripe.
By one informant also it was called maa-

RM1 MMMU13M ka'ttla datoi, said to signify acorn-cup de-
sign. Central informants called it pc'-
meo tatil, deer-back one (or single), though

baiya'kaii, finishing-design, was given in one case. From Eastern
informants bu'-dile, potato-forehead, and bul'dile xali, potato-
forehead one (or single), as well as bice'-yao, deer-teeth, were
obtained as names.

In fig. 86 is seen an unusual rectangular design and one of
rare occurrence. Its Northern Pomo name
is bice'-mao dile daki'tka, deer-back in-the-
middle scattered-around. Also batc'tlama

86 dika tka, one-on-top-of-another pushed-over
was given as its name by another infor-

mant. By most Central informants it was called deer-back band,
pc6'-me6 ctot, though by one it was called simply white man's
design, masa'n tci, meaning that it was not an aboriginal pattern.
Its Eastern name is deer-back mark, bice'-ma6 kama.

_E_E_REMUusi Ill
n

87 88

Fig. 87 shows a pattern found in only one instance. By
Northern informants it was called daki'tka, scattered-around by
Central informants pce'-me6 ctot, deer-back band, or pce'-me6
base't ctot, deer-back ugly (or imperfect) band. Its Eastern
dialect name is bice'-yao, deer-teeth.

The rectangular design represented in fig. 88 is found occa-
sionally as a separate pattern worked in a colored fiber material
on the surface of the basket (pl. 21, fig. 3), or it may be worked
in white material in the center of a larger figure made of colored
fibers, as, for instance, a large triangular figure. In such a case,
the portion of the design appearing in this schematic figure in
black is, of course, white. The names given to this design are as
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fol]ows: by the Northern and Central Pomo, deer-back, bice'ma6
and pc.'-me6 respectively: by the Central Pomo, the modifying
terms tcadotcado teil, circular stuck-on, were added to pce'-me6 in
one case, and the term ptc6'yai, short (plural), was added upon
another occasion. By the Eastern Pomo the design was called
bu'-dile or biu'-dile winalihempke, potato-forehead or potato-fore-
head crossing.

89M
90

What may be called the negative of the design shown in fig.
88 is found in fig. 89. In all three of the Pomo divisions it is
called deer-back. From the Eastern Pomo the name potato-fore-
head was also obtained. This figure is of very rare occurrence.

Diamond shaped or square patterns (fig. 90) consisting of
small rectangles are occasionally found. One Northern infor-
mant called this pattern dapo'dapo, spotted, referring to the
whole mass of small rectangles as a unit. Central informants
spoke of it simply as deer-back, pc'me6, and Eastern informants
called it potato-forehead, bui'-dile.

91 92

Rectangular designs of slightly more frequent occurrence are
those in figs. 91 and 92. Here, as in other cases where designs
consisting of small squares or rectangles are concerned, the size of
the component rectangles governs the name. To both these pat-
terns Northern informants applied the names dapo'kka, large-
spots, bice'-mao, deer-back, and bitut'mtfl, ants, according as the
size of the rectangles varied from large to small. In the Central
dialect pce'-me6, deer-back, was the only elemental name obtained
for either of these figures, though various qualifying terms, such
as tci'ltail, stuck on (plural), ptc.'yai, short (plural), and katsu't-
tciiu, swelled, were used by different informants. By the Eastern
Pomro, a distinction similar to that among the Northern is made.
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A design of large rectangles is called bui'-dile, potato-forehead,
and one of small rectangles, t-l'ntiln, ants.

Small rectangles, arranged in the form of a zigzag as shown
in fig. 93, are occasionally found. The fact of the zigzag arrange-
ment of these elements seems not to have impressed the informants
in this case, though in the design seen in fig. 94, which is prac-
tically identical with that in fig. 93 except that double instead

93 94

of single rows of rectangles are used, they made mention of the
zigzag arrangement in almost all cases. In the case of the design
shown in fig. 93, the simple name deer-back, among the Northern
Pomo bic6'-mao, and among the Central Pomo pc6'-me6, was
given, while the name given by the Eastern Pomo was ants,
tfl'ntfln. In the case of the design shown in fig. 94 similar names,
but with zigzag added, were given. By Northern informants it
was called bitfl'mtfi tsiy6tsiy6ka, ants zigzag. By Central infor-
mants it was called pce'-me6 tslyftsly6, deer-back zigzag. East-
ern informants differentiated the patterns according to the size
of the rectangles comprising them, calling the comparatively large
rectangles bu'-dile dz!y6'dz1y6, potato-forehead zigzag, and the
small ones tui'ntiln dz1y6dz1y6, ants zigzag.

One of the more commonly occurring designs composed of rec-
tangles is that shown in fig. 95. This design often occurs alone

as a pattern covering the entire surface of
a basket. The diagonal rows of rectangles
are placed with more or less space between
them. In such cases, the design is almost
always called by the Northern and Central

Pomo deer-back, bice'-mao and pee-meo respectively. By the
Eastern Pomo it is called potato-forehead, bu'-dile. In case, how-
ever, the component rectangles are comparatively small, the name
given to this design by informants of all three divisions was ants,
bitfi'mtil in the Northern, and til'tt-in in both the Central and
Eastern. In addition to its use alone as a pattern proper, it is
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also frequently used as one of the constituent elements of a com-
plex pattern. Instances of this are found in figs. 34 and 36
which, however, do not occur so frequently as patterns similar
to that shown in fig. 55 in which a diagonal line of rectangles
runs through the middle of the pattern in the place here occu-
pied by the zigzag. Instances of such patterns occur on the bas-
kets of pl. 18, figs. 5, 6, and pl. 19, fig. 3. The names given it
under these circumstances in the different dialects are the same
as those used when it is employed alone as a pattern. It is
noticeable, however, that when employed thus, it is more frequent-
ly called deer-back or potato-forehead, probably due as much to
the fact that the other figures composing the design are compara-

96 98

tively larger than these rectangles as that they themselves are
actually very small. In one of the cases above mentioned, that
shown in fig. 36, the pattern is named by the Northern Pomo
dato'l kata xoltui bice'-mao bitcuitcai, design empty on-both-sides
deer-back small (plural) or dat.'! kata x6ltil bitilmtfi dat6l, de-
sign empty on-both-sides ants design. These differences in name
are due, as before stated, to the differences in size of the rectan-
gles, though the same figure may be named deer-back by one in-
formant and ants by another, according to the informant's per-
sonal conceptions of these particular elements of the pattern and
according as their relative sizes differ. Similar descriptive names
in which the rectangular element of the design is mentioned are
given by the Central and Eastern Pomo, who call it respectively
katca'-dalaui pce-me6 malada tcutwan, arrowhead-half deer-back
near stripe, and biu'dile xaga ko'nawa gadil, potato-forehead ar-
rowhead on-both-sides passing-along (plural).

Another example of this design combined with a different
element is shown in fig. 96, in which the rectangular part is the
principal element instead of one of the subordinate elements as is
most generally the case. Only one example of this pattern has
as yet been found. It was called by Northern and Central Pomo
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informants deer-back, but one Northern informant gave as its
full name bice'-mao tut diti'pka, deer-back side pointed.

In figs. 97 and 98 are shown designs consisting of single and
double rows respectively of rectangles so arranged that the rows
cross each other. The names in both these cases are the same, no
account being taken of the fact that one consists of single and the
other of double rows of rectangles. They are called by the North-
ern Pomo bit-l'mtil dat6i mina-date'kamiu, ant design crossing,
and bice'-mao mina-datekamui, deer-back crossing. By the Central
Pomo they are called pc6'-me6 ilnaLiil, deer-back crossing, and by
the Eastern Pomo bud'-dile wina'lihempke, potato-forehead cross-
ing, and til'ntuin winalThhempke, ants crossing. In crossing, these
lines of rectangles form hollow diamond shaped figures. The
ordinary figure of this shape is called by the Northern Pomo
turtle-back, kawi'na-tcldik and by the Central Pomo acorn-head,
pdiu'-cna and it is an interesting fact that some informants make
compound names out of deer-back or ants and turtle-back or
acorn-head as, for instance, pee-me6 pd-l'ena, deer-back acorn-cup,
thus not only naming the lines of rectangles which constitute the
elements of the pattern, but also mentioning the large figures
which these lines form.

One case of a design composed of lines of hollow rectangles
so arranged that they cross each other (fig. 99) was found. Two

Northern Pomo informants gave the name
kawl'na-tcldik, turtle-back, but this prob-
ably referred to the large hollow diamond
shaped figure formed by the crossing lines
rather than to the small hollow rectangles

themselves. One Eastern informant gave to this design the
name xaitsa'kai kama, which may be roughly rendered, stretcher
design.*

Rhomboidal Elements.
Quite common among Pomo designs are rhomboidal figures.

These may be variously arranged in single rows or in pat-
terns from two to four rows in width. The proportions of the
length and breadth of these rhomboidal figures vary greatly,

* The term stretcher as used here is explained above in the discussion of
the design in fig. 15.
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as do also their angles. The various forms in which these rhom-
boids occur are shown in figs. 100 to 113. Since these designs
stand mid-way between those composed of the rectangular figures
just treated, and the zigzag designs such as 148, etc., and since
they vary considerably in form and arrangement, there are con-
siderable differences in the names given them. By Northern
informants the rhomboidal design shown in fig. 100 was called

deer-back, bice'-mao, sharp-points, dati'pka,
and zigzag, tsly6'tsiy6. By Central infor-

i'ZLL7 AWIV AMV mants it was called crow-foot (or track),
kaa'i-kama, deer-back, pc6'-me6, and zigzag,
ka't1y6t16. By Eastern informants it was

called bice'-t6, deer-stand in. The connection is not very clear
and no satisfactory explanation could be obtained from the In-
dians as to this last name. It was also called xat!'yo't 'y6, zig-
zag, xaga'-diset, arrowheads-projecting, and ditip, sharp.

The design shown in fig. 101, which differs from that of fig.
100 only in having a heavy line bordering
the lower side of the double row of rhom-
boidal figures, was called by Northern

'°' Pomo informants datl'pka datsa'ibanem,
sharp-points broad-band, also by one infor-

mant, bice'-mao, deer-back. It should be remembered, however,
that the regular deer-back design is composed of rectangles and
it is probable that this informant did not here, as in the case of
the design shown in fig. 100, differentiate between the rectangles
and the rhomboidal figures. Central and Eastern informants
gave respectively the names kaa'i-kama, crow-foot (or track) and
bice-to ku'ta, deer-stand-in-small. But one instance was found
of this particular design.

The design shown in fig. 102 was found upon two baskets.
It differs from the last mentioned only in
having a line on each side instead of on but
one side of the double row of rhomboidal
figures. The names bice'-mao datsaibanem,
deer-back broad-band and ka'tsiy6tsiy6,

zig-zag, were given by Northern informants to this design. Central
informants all called it kaa'i-kama, crow-foot (or track). Great-
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er differences are found, however, in the names given it by East-
ern informants. It was called xat! 'yot! 'yo, zigzag, bice'ma6,
deer-back, biu-dile ts!y6'ts1y6, potato-forehead zigzag, and co bax
kama, east this mark, commonly spoken of as a "design from the
east. " One informant who frequently used this term maintained
that the patterns to which she applied it were actually extraneous
ones, introduced to the Eastern Pomo from the people living to
the east of them. Other informants, however, claimed that these
designs were original with the Pomo and that this name did not
imply that they were introduced from any other people.

103 104

One example of a design consisting of a quadruple row of long
rhomboidal figures such as that in fig. 103 has been found. One
name obtained for this design among the Northern Pomo was
bice'-mao, datsa'ibanem, deer-back broad-band. It was called
kaa'i-kama, crow-foot (or track), and kaa'i-kama kolai, crow-foot
(or track) long (plural) by Central informants, and Lal-a-pa,
goose-excrement, by Eastern informants.

Only one example has been found of a design consisting of a

quadruple row of very small rhomboidal figures, such as that in
fig. 104. This was called by the Northern Pomo kateak datsa'i-
banem, arrowhead broad-band. By Central informants it was
called kaa'i-kama, crow-foot (or track), and pdul'-cna, acorn-head
(or cup). The one name obtained for it in the Eastern dialect
was bice'-mao, deer-back.
A design consisting of long rhomboidal figures but so arranged

that they slant toward the left instead of toward the right (fig.
105) is occasionally found. This is called by the Northern Pomo

sometimes diti'pka datsaibanem, pointed
broad-band, though they are also called
bice'-mao, deer-back, bice'-yee-nat, deer-

105 breast-?, and datce'kka, said to be the name
of a game in which a long wooden or other

skewer is thrust through as many as possible of a string of fish
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vertebrae as the string is passing through the air. Central in-
formants called it kaa'i-kama, crow-foot (or track). Eastern
informants most often called it xat1"`y6'ti'y6, zigzag, though here
again the name c6'bax kama, east this mark, appears.
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Examples of double or triple rows of these rhomboids (figs.
106 and 107) pointing toward the left and bordered by heavy
lines have been found, although they are of very rare occurrence.
They are called by the Northern Pomo zigzag, ka'tly6tlyo, and
deer-back, bice'-mao. By the Eastern Pomo they are called either
zigzag, xat1'y6'tI'y6, or east this mark, oo' bax kama, and by the
Central Pomo they are called crow-foot (or track), kaa'i-kama.

The white rhomboidal design shown in fig. 108 was called by
the Northern Pomo informants datsa'ibanem dile dati'pka, broad-

band in-the-middle sharp-points. By Cen-
tral informants it was called kaa'i-kama,
crow-foot (or track), and by Eastern in-

108 formants bil'-dile xali, potato-forehead one
(or single), and xaitsa'k na xal'il't-lduk

kadabemli, stretcher and (or with) striped-watersnake going-
around (plural). This design is of very rare occurrence.

109 1 10

One case each of a white rhomboidal design (fig. 109) and of
a colored rhomboidal design (fig. 110) have been found. These
are usually called simply zigzag by the people of the three Pomo
divisions, under consideration, though among the Northern Pomo
the name dati'p dile katca'k kale ciden, sharp-point in-the-middle
arrowhead white lead, was obtained for the design shown in fig.
109. It is evident that the informant in this case took into ac-
count not only the white figures, which, to the minds of the other
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informants, constituted a zigzag, but also the dark sharp pointed
portion of the pattern as well.

slEmi,~II U2llllQ MIIIIlllX
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The unusual arrangements of rhomboidal figures such as ap-
pear in figs. 111 and 112 were found upon the same basket. The
former was called by Northern informants bice'-mao datsa'iba-
nem, deer-back broad-band. Both were called by Eastern in-
formants La'l-a-pa hna xalil' culdil kama, goose-excrement (or
with) blank lead mark, and co' bax kama, east this mark. Cen-
tral informants claimed that both these patterns were new and
had no regular Indian name, being simply called new fashioned
or white man's design, masa'n tel. The design of fig. 112 was
called by Northern informants bice'-mao dat6i dile kale cide'n,
deer-ba.ck design in-the-middle white lead.

113 it, S"I1

The design consisting of a pair of parallelograms placed so
that two of their oblique angled corners touch (fig. 113) has been
found on a very few baskets. This was called by Northern Pomo
informants datoi datipka, design sharp-points, and bie,'-mao
datoi, deer-back design. By Central informants it was called
kaa'i-kama, crow-foot, and ka'tlyotly6, zigzag, and by Eastern
informants usually dz!y6dz!y6 or xatl'yotl'yo, zigzag. Another
Eastern informant gave the name xama ditlp, mark sharp.
A single example was found of a design like that in fig. 114.

This was claimed by some informants to be a new fashioned or
white man's design. No Indian name was given by any of them
for it.

Linear Elements.

The designs shown in the six figures 115 to 120 are what may
be termed intermediate forms between angular figures of con-

siderable length and true linear figures. Patterns of this kind
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occur very rarely, one example only of each of these having thus
far been noted. They are often called by informants new-
fashioned or white man's designs, and, when given true Indian
names, are usually called striped or striped-watersncake. In the
case of the design shown in fig. 118, however, more descriptive

11 116 117R

118 ~~~~119 120

terms are employed by Northern and Eastern informants who
respectively call this design misa'kalak xMltu katca'k, striped-,
watersnake on-both-sides arrowheads, and kalil'tilduk hna bice-
ya6, striped-watersnake and (or with) deer-teeth. The design
shown in fig. 120 was called by Eastern informants xaga' dile
gaiya gadil xa'itsakai kama, arrowheads in-the-middle gaiya
passing-along (plural) stretcher m4rk.

Simple lines arranged in such a manner that they cross each
other (fig. 121) and form squares or diamond shaped figures are

occasionally found, but it happens more
frequently that these crossing lines are met
with in an elaborate crossing pattern where
they are in combination with other design
elements. When found thus alone, they

are sometimes called simply crossing. An example of one of
these simple crossing line patterns was called by the Northern
Pomo wina-date'kama, crossing or literally top-lie-on, by the
Central Pomo ilna'Liil, crossing, and by the Eastern Pomo wina-
lihe'mpke, which has the same signification. In another case
(fig. 233) which consists of crossing rows of a pattern formed
from the triangular elements shown in figs. 17, 18, 19, and 20,
the central space between the lines of triangles is left blank,
thus making a set of crossing white lines. This pattern was
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called by Northern informants arrowheads crossing, katea'k mina-
datekama, and arrowhead in-the-middle scattered-along-in-a-line,
katca'k dile dakIkIti'nka. By Central informants it was called
katea'-mtil iinaLifi, arrowhead-slender crossing. By Eastern in-
formants the name given was xalfi'ttiduk hna xaga'-daset winali-
hempke, strtiped-watersnake and (or with) arrowheads-barbed
crossing.

122 123 124

125
127

128 129

130

131

Straight lines of varying widths are frequently found on

Pomo baskets. These may be arranged horizontally, diagonally,
or vertically and may be placed so that two or three parallel lines
form a broad pattern unit, as well as so that each line stands by
itself. Examples of various arrangements of single or parallel
lines of varying widths are shown in figs. 122 to 131. When
used by themselves as patterns, these single or parallel linear
figures are usually called striped-watersnake by all informants.
Among the Northern Pomo the most common form of this name

is misa'kalak, though misa'kala and masakalak are frequently
found. Among the Central Pomo the name is the same with
phonetic variations, msa'kale. Among the Eastern Pomo, how-
ever, this snake has an entirely different name, kalil'tiXduk and
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kali't-lruk, of which the former is the more common. In addi-
tion to their independent use as the entire pattern of the basket,
these linear figures are found very frequently in combination
with other design elements, particularly in the complex diagon-
ally arranged triangular patterns, which are so prominent on
some forms of Pomo baskets. They may appear as lines of color
through the center of one of these complex patterns, as is the
case in pl. 22, fig. 5, or as white lines in this same position (pl. 28,
fig. 1). In either case, particularly in the former, they are called
striped-watersnake. In the latter case, however, they are not
infrequently called by the Central Pomo string, sle'ma or sle'mat.
Obviously, only the diagonal lines can be employed in the com-
plex triangle patterns above mentioned and in these cases more
than three parallel lines have not as yet been found, grouped
together. A single line in the middle of one of these complex
patterns is quite common. So far, no complex pattern horizon-
tally arranged has been found containing either colored or white
straight lines in its middle. It appears to make no difference
whether there be one, two, or three lines arranged together, the
names given are the same. The most commonly occurring of
these designs are the single narrow horizontal line (fig. 122) and
the single narrow diagonal line (fig. 127), the former being met
with very frequently as a pattern in full, the latter almost as
frequently as one of the elements of a complex pattern. The
broader single lines in both these arrangements (figs. 124 and
131) are found only occasionally. A pattern consisting of a
double narrow horizontal line (fig. 125) is found quite often.
The remainder of the various linear designs above referred to,
figs. 123, 126, 128, 129, and 130 are of comparatively rare occur-
rence.

In the cases of very broad linear designs such as those shown
in figs. 126 and 131, other names than striped-watersnake are
sometimes given. In the case of fig. 126, some Northern inform-
ants gave the name data'pka, signifying a large area, while one
Central informant called it katca'k-kalatkail, arrowhead-drawn-
out, and an Eastern informant gave xaga'datap, arrowhead-large-
area. The reason for the conception of this figure as a long
pointed arrowhead is most likely to be found in the fact that
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the design is worked vertically upon a curved surface, which
naturally tends to cause it to narrow and approach more or less
nearly a point at either end. Other informants, however, con-
sidered it simply a broad line. In the case of the design of fig.
131 the name given by one Northern informant was data'pka,
large area.

V K
132

The V-shaped design (fig. 132) has been found upon but a
few baskets and in these cases was not at all prominent. It was
always spoken of by Central informants as sunfish-rib, tsawa'l-
msak, but it differs materially from the true sunfish-rib design
as shown in figs. 224 and 225. Designs such as those shown in
figs. 132 and 133 are considered as more or less new and are
unnamed by some informants. The design shown in fig. 132 was
also called by Northern Pomo informants tsWke'ga, zigzag (?),
and dat6i' clket, design striped. By Central informants it was
also called ditel kalat. Ditel signifies design or pattern and kala't
is said to be applied to approximately parallel lines, such, for
instance, as those which might be made by the dragging of two
or three objects through the dust, which would result in lines not
entirely straight and parallel but approximately so. Eastern
informants also called this figure surnfish-rib, tsawa'l-misak, and
striped-watersnake, kal&'tilduk. The one case where the design
shown in fig. 133 occurred was on a rather coarsely woven basket
of three-rod foundation. In such a basket it is obviously impos-
sible to make a diagonal straight line, the nearest approach to
this being a succession of small rectangles, each overlapping those
nearest and projecting a little farther to the side than the one
below. These small rectangular figures are called deer-back by
the Northern and Central Pomo, and potato-forehead by the
Eastern Pomo. The names given by some informants to these
designs were simply deer-back, bice'-mao among the Northern
Pomo and pc&me6 among the Central Pomo, and potato-fore-
head, bud-dile, among the Eastern Pomo. In addition to these
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names, however, some of the Eastern informants also gave sun-
fish-rib, tsawa'l-misak, thus taking into account the angular
nature of the design. As before stated, however, most inform-
ants called the designs of both these figures new or white man's
designs.

\J 34 {.{{{{{{4135

The same statement applies to the peculiar linear designs
shown in figs. 134 and 135. These designs have been so far found
upon a single basket each and were not given Indian names by
most informants. The design shown in fig. 134 occurred, in the
one case where it was found, as the initial design on the bottom
of the basket shown in pl. 19, fig. 1, and informants gave it the
name caiy6'i, initial design. One Eastern informant also called
it bice'-ya6, deer-teeth, while another gave its name as caga'x-xe,
quail-plume. One Central informant called it simply ka'taiitcai,
which is said to mean separated (plural) (?). As is shown in
the illustration, but four of these figures occur in the circle of
design, thus making the spaces between them very considerable.
This undoubtedly accounts for this general name, which applies
not only to this case where the constituents of the pattern are
separated by considerable distances but also to all other designs
where the distances between component parts are large.

In fig. 136 is shown a cross which was universally said by the
Indians to be copied from the whites. It is a reproduction upon

the basket of the cross of the Roman Cath-
olic church, which has its churches in sev-
eral parts of the Pomo country as well as
a Franciscan Mission upon the southern

136 shore of Clear lake. By Central inform-

ants, most of whom embrace the Catholic faith, this design was
called karil's, clearly derived from the Spanish cruz. One East-
ern informant called it kama' bana, mark forked. This, like
most new designs, is found but rarely, and when used it is almost
always secondary to the main pattern as is the case upon the
basket shown in pl. 18, fig. 6.
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An odd design is represented in fig. 137. It was called by
Northern informants dasi'dasi-m-ul, scattered-around-in-a-circle,
also dato'l bly6bly6ka, design little-pieces, and dapo'dapoka,
spotted. By Central informants it was called tsawa'l-msak,
sunfish-rib, though ts!y6'ts1y6, zigzag, was also given. One East-
ern informant called it ts!y6'ts!y6-d!set, zigzag-projecting, though

137
L%8

most Eastern informants simply called it caiy6l, initial design,
since in the one case in which it was found it occurred as a circle
near the center of the bottom of the basket shown in pl. 16, fig. 6.

One case of the linear design in fig. 138 was also found. By
informants of all three Pomo divisions this was called new or
white man's design, but one Northern informant called it dika'tka
dat6l, pushed-over design.

Zigzag Elements.
Among the most frequently occurring Pomo designs are va-

rious forms of zigzags. The various forms and arrangements of
these zigzags are shown in figs. 139 to 194. Many of these, re-
gardless of whether they are arranged horizontally, vertically,
or diagonally and regardless of the thickness of their component
lines or of the angles which these lines make with one another,
are called simply zigzag by the informants of all the three Pomo
divisions here considered. The term zigzag, by which the In-
dians seem to mean almost any crooked line or object, is most
commonly rendered by the Northern and Central Pomo tsly6't-
sly6 and by the Eastern Pomo dz!y6'dz!y6. Different individ-
uals, however, vary from these forms so that dz!y6dz1y6 is occa-
sionally used by Northern informants, and ts!y6'ts!y6 is used by
informants of all three divisions. In addition to these variants
of the same term, which informants all claimed signify precisely
the same thing, there is a term which is virtually the same as the
above but preceded by ka or xa. Additional forms of these
terms are therefore ka'tsiy6ts1y6, katly6tly6, kati'y't 'y6, xatiy6-
tly&, and xat1 'y6 't 'yo. Ka or xa is never added before dz1y6'dz!y6.
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Informants seem not to be very clear in their own minds as to
the exact difference, if there is any, between ts1y6'ts1yo and
its variants, and ka'tly6tly6 and its variants. Some claim that
the former is a general term applied to almost any kind of
zigzag and that the latter is applied exclusively to the diagonal
zigzag consisting of a horizontal straight line with a neck, or ver-
tical straight line, much smaller and at right angles to the first,
such as that in fig. 170. Others maintain that it is the name of a
diagonal zigzag (fig. 176) in which both the horizontal portion
and the neck are the same width, but the neck is much shorter
than the horizontal portion. Some further restrict the term to
figures of this description, but those in which the horizontal line
and the neck meet each other at acute angles. However, none of
these definitions are adhered to at all strictly in the naming of
designs; some informants even using the latter set of terms as
names for various designs which are not arranged diagonally at
all. Close questioning has thus far failed to discover an exact
and uniform meaning for these names, and it has therefore been
deemed advisable to render both sets of term as zigzag. It has
been suggested that ka'tUyftly6 had reference to rippling water,
the idea no doubt arising from the fact that water is called in the
various Pomo dialects ka or xa, thus easily making water zigzag.
The Indians, however, maintain that ka't1y6t1y6 has no connection
whatever with water and that there is no place, as for instance
a riffle, in a stream or any point in a lake which bears this name.
In addition to the above mentioned names for zigzag designs they
are also called by some Northern and Central Pomo informants
tsly6'tsly6ka and by the Eastern Pomo dz1y6'dz1y6ka. Still
another term rendered by Northern informants as zigzag is tsako'-
tsak6ka, and a term of almost the same significance is dik6'tka,
which the same people translate as wavy. The term tsWke'ya
probably also signifies zigzag, though no entirely certain and
satisfactory translation has been obtained for it.
A zigzag design of very common occurrence is that shown in

fig. 139. It consists simply of a narrow broken line, the success-
ive parts of which meet each other in right or nearly right angles.
The names given this design are ts!y6'ts!y6 by the Northern and
Central Pomo and dz!y6dz!y6 by the Eastern Pomo.
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A few cases have been found of what might be termed the
negative of the design shown in fig. 139. This design, shown in
fig. 140, consists of a broad band or as it might otherwise be
conceived, a double row of large triangular features with a white
zigzag line passing through its middle. The name here is the
same as for an ordinary zigzag of colored material. In fig. 141 a

139~~~~~~~~1
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variant of this design is shown. This design is in all respects the
same as that in fig. 140, except that occupying the center of the
white zigzag space is a line in color. This becomes more of a
complex pattern and is, according to the universal Pomo custom,
given names indicative of this complexity: By the Northern
Pomo it is called dat5'l kata dile tsly6tsiy6ka, designr empty in-
the-middle zigzag. By the Central Pomo shorter descriptive
names are given: ts1y6'ts1y6 tcl lala, zigzag design in-the-middle,
or ts1y6'ts1y6 le'Lan, zigzag in-the-center. Eastern informants
gave this pattern the names kaca'icai kalilitiiduk dz1y6dz!y6, but-
terfly striped-watersnake zigzag, and xaga' dile gaiya kalfi'ttiruk
dzly6dzly6, arrowhead in-the-middle gaiya striped.-watersnake
zigzag.

142 143

Another form of horizontal zigzag, virtually the same as that
in fig. 139 except that it is comparatively very broad, is shown
in fig. 142. Its names are the same as for the zigzag of fig. 139.

The zigzag represented in fig. 143 differs from the last only
in that its angles are very acute. It is, however, specially named
by most informants. The Northern Pomo call it ts1y6'ts1y6ka
katca'k zigzag arrowheads, mina-datekama katcak, crossing arrow-

head, and dati'pka, sherp-points. Central informants called it
ts1y6'ts1y6 katea-mset, zigzag arrowheads-sharp, and katca'-mset,
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arrowheads-sharp. Eastern informants called it xaga' dzly6-
dzly6, arrowhead zigzag, and xaga'-diset, arrowhead-projecting.
As before stated, the general term zigzag is applied to this as well
as to other similar designs.

Figs. 144 to 147 show zigzags consisting of narrow lines, every
alternating one of which is vertical instead of both lines of each
pair having the same slant as in the designs just described. Of

144 145

146
147

these designs the one shown in fig. 144 was called by informants
simply zigzag. Those in figs. 145 and 146 were called not only
zigzag but by Northern and Central informants grasshopper-
elbow, cak6'-biya, and cak6'-piya, respectively. In the case of
the design shown in fig. 146 some Northern informants gave the
name katca' dile dz1y6dz!y6 ciden, arrowheads in-the-middle zig-
zag lead, while certain Eastern informants also gave the names
xaga' dile gaiya dzly6'dzly6 gadil, arrowhead in-the-middle gaiya
zigzag passing-along, and dz!y6dz1y6 x6'nawa xaga, zigzag on-
both-sides arrowheads. This design has been found in but a few
instances.

One case has been found of the design shown in fig. 147, to
which the name zigzag is applied by the people of all these Pomo
divisions. Also among the Northern Pomo the name dat6i dati'p-
ka dile dz!y6dz!y6 ciden, design sharp-points in-the-middle zig-
zag lead was found.

There are a number of rarely occurring zigzag designs consist-
ing of comparatively wide lines varying greatly in length. Some
are so short as to give the distinct impression of small rectang-
ular or rhomboidal figures hitched together by their corners,
while others are so long as to give the impression of true linear
figures. Various arrangements of designs of this kind are shown
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in figs. 148 to 154. Some, as that in fig. 154, have comparatively
long narrow necks or connecting lines, while others, such as those
in figs. 149 and 151 have none at all. To all of these, the general
term zigzag is applied by informants of all of the three dialectic
divisions under consideration. In the case of the design shown in
fig. 153 the name bice'-mao, deer-back, was also given by one
Northern informant, though he at the same time stated that it

148 149

15Z 153

was a new kind of deer-back design and not the regular aboriginal
pattern of that name. Another name given was kase'tka, sharp-
points. One Central informant gave the name pdui'-cna, acorn-
head (or cup), to this design. The design represented in fig. 154
was called by two Northern informants cakU'-biya, grasshopper-
elbow; by a Central informant kapo'kpoko kakaifttcom, spotted
kakaiu'tc6m, and by one Eastern informant bud'-dile, potato-fore-
head. All these designs are comparatively rare, some having so
far been found but once.

Fig. 155 shows a design found upon only one basket. North-
ern Pomo informants spoke of this as dzi-
y6'dz!y6 dile ciket, zigzag in-the-middle
stripe. Central informants called it tsiy6'-

155 tsly6 sibo kate6m, zigzag th-ree together;
and some Eastern informants gave the

names kalfi'tilduk na tsawal-misak, striped-watersnake and (or
with) sunfish-rib, and bfi'-dile dziy6dziy6, potato-forehead zigzag.
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In the first of these Eastern na;nes, the term striped-watersnake
refers to the heavy vertical lines, and sunfish-rib to the lighter
slanting ones.

156 157

There are certain patterns which may be termed compound
zigzags, that is, large zigzags which are composed of small zigzag
lines. Designs of this sort are shown in figs. 156 to 162, to all of
which the Indians gave the name zigzag, though to some of them
other names were given as well. All these designs, except those
in fig. 162, occur only as elements in complex pattern consisting
of a horizontal band of large triangles, such as is shown in fig. 25,
having the central space filled with one of these zigzag elements.
Such complex patterns, containing the design elements shown in
figs. 156 and 157, are called by the Northern Pomo dato'I kata
dile ts!y6'ts!y6 ciden, design empty in-the-middle zigzag lead, and
by the Eastern Pomo xaga' dile gaiya dz!y6'dz!y6 gadil, arrow-
head in-the-middle gaiya zigzag passing along (plural). No
translation was obtained from Central informants for such a pat-
tern as a whole, the component elements only being named.
Neither one of these designs occurs very frequently.

About as frequently the pattern shown in fig. 158 is found.
Owing to the fact that the zigzag portion
is white it is necessary to show the entire

"Mpliti pattern in order to give the zigzag itself.
The entire pattern here given is called by
the Northern Pomo dat6'1 kata dile

tsly6'tsly6ka, design empty in-the-middle zigzag. One informant
also gave the name cakU'-blya, grasshopper-elbow, on account of
the sharp angles of the figure. Central informants called this
pattern either simply zigzag, ts!y6'ts!yo, or blank zigzag band,
kalud' tsly6tsly6 ctot. Eastern informants called it arrowheads
in-th-e-middle gaiya zigzag, xaga' dile gaiya dz1y6'dz!y6. One in-
formant also called it zigzag-projecting, dz!y6'dz1y6-d!set.
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The design shown in fig. 159, while being an element in the
center of a broad band of design (pl. 16, fig. 4) is itself some-

what complex. Among the Central Pomo
its name is kapo'kpok ctot lala sle'ma tcui-
wan, spotted band in-the-middle string

ss stripe, and among the Eastern Pomo bice'-
to xam tfl'ntfin gadil, deer stand-in among

ants passing along (plural). The reason for the name ants ap-
pearing in this last case is that the white line in the middle of the
pattern, as is thown in the illustration above referred to, appears
more or less broken by colored fibers. No name was obtained
among the Northern Pomo for this particular portion of the pat-
tern, but it as a whole was called dat3'I kata dile katca'k daien,
design empty in-the-middle arrowhead collected.

160 161

In figs. 160 and 161 a simple zigzag arrangement of rhomboid-
al figures, in one case white and in the other colored, is shown.
Both these are called spotted, dapo'kp6ko, among the Northern
and Central Pomo. In addition, the design shown in fig. 161
is called by the Northern Pomo dato'I kata dile dase-se-tenka
design empty in-the-middle scattered along in a line, and dat5'I
dasetka, design crossing. By the Central Pomo it is called dapo'-
kp6ko lMLan katca, spots in-the-center arrowhead. By the East-
ern Pomo it is called kaca'icai biu-dile dzly6dzly6, butterfly potato-
forehead zigzag, xaga' dile gaiya xama paser gadil, arrowhead
in-the-middle gaiya mark tied-together passing along (plural),
and dz!y6'dz!y6 xaga xo"nawa dai, zigzag arrowhead on-both-
sides along. Both these figures occur quite frequently.

Two examples of the compound zigzag design shown in fig.
162 have been found. This is called zigzag among all three Pomo
divisions, but in addition it is called by the Northern Pomo
dz1y6'dz!y6 uiyill dana daie'nga, zigzag upward placed-close-to-
gether-in-a-row. By the Central Pomo it is also called ts!y6'ts!y6
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uinabiti, zigzag crossing, and by the Eastern Pomo kalel tsawa'l-
misak, nothing sunfish-rib.

One instance of the design represented in fig. 163 has been
found. This was called by informants of all three divisions new
or white man's design. It was also called zigzag by certain in-
formants. One Eastern informant also spoke of it as deer-back,
bice&ma6.

163 64

Another new or white man's design is shown in fig. 164. One
Eastern informant, however, called this kaitsa'kai kama, stretcher
mark, also the same informant said that it resembled the deer-
back design, but was unlike either one.
A few cases of zigzag figures arranged vertically have been

found. The names of such zigzags are in the main the same as
those for zigzags arranged horizontally or diagonally. Certain
informants, however, gave names other than zigzag and some
used qualifying terms in connection with the terms signifying
zigzag. The vertical narrow line zigzag (fig. 165) was called by

Northern informants cIke't dat6l, stripe de-
sign, and ha'ske datoi, tatto design, the
reference being to the zigzag figures which
are occasionally found upon the faces of

165 Pomo women. Tattooing, however, is com-
paratively rare among the Pomo, and when used usually consists
of from one to four straight vertical lines upon the chin and per-
haps one or two small horizontal lines at the corners of the mouth.
Zigzags are very rarely used by them in tattooing, although with
the Yuki immediately to the North, among whom tattooing is
more prevalent, they are quite common. Among Central infor-
mants this design was called striped-watersnake, msa'kale, as well
as zigzag, and among Eastern informants it was called kalfi'ttiduk
kaiyullal dabel, striped-watersnake upward stir (?).

Two cases of a design practically identical with the last, ex-
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cept that the line which forms the zigzag is very wide, have been
found. This design is shown in fig. 166 and also in pl. 18, fig. 5.

It is called by informants of all three di-
visions zigzag. Different informants of
each division, however, use different forms
of the term zigzag, some adding ka to the

166 ordinary names for zigzag, as was men-
tioned when first speaking of zigzag designs. Thus by the
Northern and Central Pomo respectively it is called ts!y6'ts6y6
and ka'tiyotly6, and by the Eastern Pomo dz!y6'dz1y6 and
xa't1 'y6t1'yo. In addition to these names, it is sometimes given
more descriptive ones, as, among the Northern Pomo il'yiul dana
tsly6tsly6, upward rub (?) zigzag; among the Central Pomo
tsiy6'ts!y6 uiyiil kaa tcuwan, zigzag upward daylight (?) stripe;
and among the Eastern Pomo kalh'tfiduk tW'y6ti 'yo, striped-
watersnake zigzag.

167 168

The pattern shown in fig. 167 and consisting of a band of
short broad zigzags was found upon one basket. In general, the
name given it is simply zigzag or zigzag band, though Northern
Pomo informants also gave the more descriptive term. tsly6tsly6ka
datsaibanem dile dapi'dapika, zigzag broad-band in-the-middle
small-figures. The idea of small-figures is not exactly clear in
the schematic figure here shown, in which the narrow white lines
appear as continuous. As a matter of fact, this design occurs on
a basket of plain-twined weave and the narrow white line is but
one stitch, or more properly but one warp stick in width, thus
making it more or less broken and giving the effect, not of a true
narrow white line but of a zigzag row of fine white dots. By
Central informants it was called ts!y6'ts!y6 iuyull kana, zigzag up-
ward close. One Central informant also called it tsawa'l-msak,
sunfish-rib.

Another one of these vertical zigzags is seen in fig. 168. This
design was called by Northern informants katca'k dase'tka dat6i,
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arrowhead crossing design, and by Central informants kaa'i-
kama kateltaimaul ctot, crow-foot (or track) interlocking band,
and also simply kaa'i-kama etot, crow-foot (or track) band.

169

172

170

173

171

,-

174
174,

Of diagonal zigzags, there are a comparatively large number,
some slanting very sharply toward the base line, others very
gradually, some with their component lines making right angles
with each other, others with their component lines making various
acute angles with each other, some with longer or shorter con-
necting lines or necks of various widths, and some with no con-
necting necks at all. These various diagonal zigzags are shown
in figs. 169 to 194. As before stated, there are two separate
terms applied to zigzags in each of the three Pomo divisions under

177175 176

178 180
.179

consideration, one being a compound of the other with the addi-
tion of ka or xa before it and certain phonetic changes within it.
The difference, if there be any, between these terms does not seem
clear to the Indians, so that within the same dialectic group, one
may be used by one informant and the other by another in speak-
ing of the same design. This is particularly noticeable in con-
nection with the diagonal zigzags as shown in figs. 169 to 180,
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which have connecting lines or necks. In practically all cases
each of these designs is called by both names by different infor-
mants speaking the same dialect. By the Northern and Central
Pomo they are called ts1y6'tsiyo, ka't!yot1yo and kat1 'y6't1 'yo,
while by the Eastern Pomo the names dzly6'dzlyo, xat1y6't1yo,
katly6'tiy5 and kati'yo'ti'y6 are used. The last four of these
terms are practically the same but the variations are very dis-
tinctly noticeable. By some Northern and Central informants
they are also called tsly6'tsly6ka and by some Eastern informants
they are called dzIy6'dzlyoka.

It is not feasible to illustrate with exactness each distinct form
of zigzag found, since practically no two are exactly alike in their
proportions, etc. Those here given are therefore types of their
respective classes and in such designs as are shown in figs. 169 and
170 considerable differences in the length of the horizontal lines
and of the connecting lines or necks are found. As these ap-
proach more nearly the form of rectangles with their corners
joined, such as those in fig. 95, they are sometimes differently
named by certain informants. For instance, some Northern and
Central informants named certain patterns, of which figs. 169
and 170 are the typical forms, deer-back, bice'-mao and pce'meo,
respectively, while Eastern informants named these same figures
potato-forehead and ants mark, biu'-dile and til'ntun kama, re-
spectively. The same is true of the design shown in fig. 172.
Similarly, one Central informant called the sharp angled zigzag
in fig. 179 deer-elbow, pc.'-piya and one Eastern informant called
the design shown in fig. 178 grasshopper-elbow, cako'-blya. The
very sharp angled zigzag represented in fig. 180 was also called
by Northern informants katca ui'yill dana daienga, arrowhead up-
ward rub (?) placed-close-together-in-arow, by Central infor-
mants katca'-mset ditcl, arrowhead-sharp design, and by Eastern
informants xaga'-daset dzly6dzly6, arrowhead-barbed zigzag.

The diagonal zigzag designs just mentioned are found in use
by themselves as entire patterns, but they are found perhaps more
frequently in combination with other design elements to make
complex patterns. The most commonly occurring of these
diagonal zigzag designs are the ones shown in figs. 174, 169, 172
and 180, named in the order of their frequency.
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In figs. 181 to 186 are shown a series of rhomboidal figures
of different proportions arranged in diagonal lines, forming zig-
zags. In all these, each one of the small rhomboidal figures is
so placed that two of its diagonally opposed corners touch similar
corners of the adjacent rhomboidal figures. To each of these de-
signs the general name zigzag is given but, in addition, certain
other names are given to some of them. The design shown in fig.
181 has been called by Northern informants bice'-mao, deer-back,

and in one case it was called katca'k, ar-
rowhead. By Central informants the
name katca'-mtil, arrowhead-slender was

181 given, while by some Eastern informants
the names bice'-mao, deer-back, bice-yao,

deer-teeth, bice' to, deer stand-in, and c,-bax kama, east this mark,
were given. This design is very frequently found combined with
large triangular design elements to form a complex pattern,
similar to that shown in fig. 55. Such a pattern is shown also in
pl. 17, fig. 5.

Similarly in the case of the design shown in fig. 182 Northern
informants sometimes called it dat6'! maa,
design acorn, bice'-mao, deer-back, and kat-
cak, arrowhead. Central informants some-
times called it kapo'kpoko, spotted and

182 Eastern informants gave the name bice'-to
kama, deer stand in mark. This desigin occurs quite frequently
as an element compounded with large triangular figures to form
a complex pattern. It is much less frequently met with, however,
than the design shown in fig. 181.

A few instances of the design shown in fig. 183 have been
found. In all cases it is the middle design
elements of a pattern of large triangles,
such as is shown in fig. 55. Names other

183 than zigzag were obtained for this, as fol-
lows: among the Northern Pomo dat6i

datl'pka, and dase'tka, design sharp-points and crossed respective-
ly; among the Central Pomo katca'-mtil, arrowhead-slender, and
co-ma ke'kama, east-place from mark; anad among the Eastern
Pomo datip, sharp pointed, also dz!yo'dz!y&-d1se't zigzag-project-
ing.
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A very few examples of the design shown in fig. 184 have been
found. The only names other than zigzag obtained for this de-
sign were found among the Central Pomo. One informant called
it katca', arrowhead, and another kaa'i-kama, crow-foot (or track).

185

The designs shown in figs. 185 and 186 have thus far been
found in but one case each. The one name, other than zigzag,
obtained for either of these was found among the Central Pomo,
where one informant gave pc'me6, deer-back, as another name
for the design of 186.

The peculiar zigzag seen in fig. 187 was given names as fol-
lows: by the Northern Pomo dzIy6'dz!yo or tsIy6'tsIy6, zigzag,
bii'-dile, potato-forehead, which it derives from the slanting rowsrn ~~~~~~~~~~188

1871

of small rectangles, and tsak6'tsak6ka, zigzag. By the Central
Pomo it is called tsIy6'tsIy6, zigzag; and by the Eastern Pomo
bud'-dile dzIy6'dz!y6, potato-forehead zigzag. This unusual pat-
tern was found upon but one basket.

Another peculiar pattern found upon a single basket is that
shown in fig. 188. This was called by informants of all three
of the Pomo divisions zigzag, but by Northern and Eastern infor-
mants it was also called bice'-mao, deer-back, and by Central in-
formants kaa'i-kama, crow-foot (or track).

Occasionally a crossing zigzag is found. Such a design is
shown in fig. 189. Designs of this kind were called by Northern
informants tsIy6'tsIy6ka kana daye'tkamfl, zigzag close meet
(plural); by Central informants ka'tly6t!yo u-naLfiu, zigzag cross-
ing; and by Eastern informants dzly6'dziy6 winallhempke, zig-
zag crosstng.
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The Z shaped designs represented in figs. 190 and 191 were
found upon only a few baskets. The former, in fact, was found
but once. It was called by Northern Pomo informants bice'-mao
datsa'ibanem deer-back broad-band; by Central informants kaa'i-
kama, crow-foot (or track); and by Eastern informants La]-a-pa,

190 191

goose-excrement. The design in fig. 191 was variously named by
different informants. By the Northern Pomo it was called
ka't1y6t1y6, zigzag, bice'-ma6 dat6l, deer-back design, dati'pka
datsaibanem, sharp-points broad-band, and ditce'kka, said to be
the name given to a game in which a wooden or other skewer is
thrust through a string of fish vertebrae as it passes through the
air. Central informants gave this design the names ka'tly6tly6
ctot, zigzag band, and kaa'i-kama, crow-foot (or track). In one
case also in which this design appears near the edge of a flat
plate-form basket it was called baiya'kaii, finishing design, this
being the name applied to almost any design near the border or
opening of a basket. This, however, is one of the rare instances
in which such a border or finishing design is not a row of small
rectangular figures. Eastern informants gave the names of this
design as dzlyo'dziy5 and kat 'y6't1'yo, both meaning zigzag,
xama' ditip, mark sharp, and co bax kama, east this mark. One
informant also called it xat!'y6t!'y5 x6toagan, zigzag, running
along-in-pairs.

The zigzag design shown in fig. 192 was found in use as the
central element of a complex diagonal pat-
tern of large triangles, similar to the pat-
tern shown in fig. 55. The entire pattern

192 was called by Northern Pomo informants
dato'1 kata dile kaa'i-kama daienga, design

empty in-the-middle crow-foot (or track) placed-close-together-
in-a-row. By another Northern informant the name tsiihii'n, for
which no translation was obtained, was given. Among the North-
ern, as well as among the Central Pomo this design element alone
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was called crow-foot (or track). Among the Eastern Pomo it
was given the name which has heretofore been roughly translated
as stretcher. Two names for the pattern as a whole were ob-
tained among informants of this division of the Pomo, xaitsa'kai
xo"nawa kaga gadil, stretcher on-both-sides arrowheads passing
along, and xaga' dile gai xaitsa'k kama, arrowheads in-the-middle
gai stretcher mark.

193 194

In figs. 193 and 194, both of which are of comparatively rare
occurrence, are shown two other designs which are usually called
by all informants zigzag. Some Northern informants have given
certain examples of these designs the name deer-back, bice'-mao
as have also some Eastern informants. Central informants
usually called them zigzag, though kaa'i-kama, crow-foot (or
track) was also used.

Diamond Shaped Elements.

Designs composed of diamond shaped figures with their long
axes horizontal, such, for instance, as those in figs. 195, 196 and

197 are quite frequently met with, the last,
however, being the least uncommon of the

4°'0*O'<404 three. The design shown in fig. 195 is
called by the Northern Pomo turtle-back,
kawi'na-tcidik, and by the Central and

Eastern Pomo kaw!'na-fltca and xana'dlhwa-k6-, respectively,
both terms signifying turtle-neck. One Eastern informant added
lik, signifying band, to the name turtle-neck. Central informants
also called this design acorn-head (or cup), pdul'-cna, though this
name is more frequently applied to the designs seen in figs. 196
and 197. One Northern informant called this design dati'pka
dat6l, sharp-points design, and one Central informant, who evi-
dently considered this a modern design, gave the name wada'ha
tel. Wada'ha was defined by this informant as the name given
to the Spanish game of cards and the design was said by her to
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have been taken from these cards. Most informants, however,
claimed this as an aboriginal pattern.

The design shown in fig. 196, consisting of lines crossing in
such a fashion as to inclose white diamond
shaped spaces, is named with regard to both
the crossing lines and the inclosed blank
areas. Here as elsewhere, the only means
of making a diagonal line is by a series of

small rectangular figures, which result in an irregular step shaped
line. These crossing lines of small rectangles are called by the
Northern Pomo bice'-meonmina-date'kama, deer-back crossing.
By the Eastern Pomo these lines are called bice'-ma6 winali-
hempke, deer-back crosing, or bud'-dile winalihempke, potato-fore-
head crossing. They may be conceived of as zigzag lines instead
of deer-back or potato-forehead designs, in which case their name
is dzly6'dzly6 winallhempke, zigzag crossing. One informant of
the Central dialect also called this design zigzag crossing, tsiy6'-
tsly6 -dnaLiji. Most Central informants, however, gave the name
acorn-head (or cup) pdui'-cna, referring more to the inclosed
diamond shaped spaces than to the lines themselves. Some Cen-
tral informants gave the compound name deer-back acorn-head
(or cup), pce'-me6 pdui-cna. Northern informants also named
the diamond shaped space kawl'na-tcldik, turtle-back, and East-
ern informants named it kana'dihwa-kU!, turtle-neck. One East-
ern informant gave the compound name kana'dihwak6i bu-dile
winalihempke, turtle-neck potato-forehead crossing.

In fig. 197 is shown a design which is practically the negative
of 196. By Northern informants this pat-
tern was called dat6'i kata dile kawi'na-
tcldik, design empty in-the-middle turtle-

197 back. Dat6'l kata refers to the triangular
figures along the sides of the pattern and

kawl'na-tcidik to the diamond shaped figures included between
these lines of triangles. These diamond shaped figures were also
called by another Northern informant dap6'kka, large-spots. Cen-
tral informants called this pattern simply pdui'-cna and pdul-cna
ctot, acorn-head (or cup) and acorn-head (or cup) band, thus
making no particular mention of the triangular figures of the
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pattern. Eastern informants gave the names kaca'icai winali-
hempke, butterfly crossing, which refers to the large triangular
figures, and dz!y6'dz!y6 x6ldabehmak, zigzag meet, referring to
the crossing white lines. The name bil-dili-li, potato-forehead
eye, was also given by some informants as the name for this pat-
tern.

The diamond shaped pattern shown in fig. 198 has been found
in but a few instances. It is generally con-
sidered by informants practically the same
as those in figs. 196 and 197. Certain

198 Northern informants gave the name da-
tl'pka xoltui dz1y6'dz!yo citen, sharp points

on-both-sides zigzag straight-band, the important part of the de-
sign according to the Indians being the lines bordering the dia-
mond shaped figures. Central informants noted these bordering
lines in a different way, calling them kamtitall-ui'l-ki1wi, killdeer-
eye-brow, a name said to be derived from the dark line over the
eye of that bird.

0,*O++ + O O O O
199 200

In figs. 199 and 200 are shown diamond shaped designs which
are of very rare occurrence. Both were called new or white
man 's designs by certain informants of all three dialects, but by
other informants Indian names were given, though all seemed
to consider them not aboriginal designs. Northern dialect in-
formants called the design of fig. 199 dapo'kka, large spots,
dati'pka, sharp points, and dat6l sisi'sisi, design small-figures. In-
formants of the Central division gave the names katca'-mtip,
arrowhead-slender, katca 6'pit-ai, arrowhead sharp pointed (plur-
al) katca kapokpoko, arrowhead spotted. In cases where these
figures occur singly or in what has been termed individual ar-
rangement, they were called kapo'kpoko tatul spotted single (or
one). Eastern informants also connected this design with the
arrowhead, calling it xaga'-miset, arrowhead-sharp. Northern
informants called the design shown in fig. 200 dat6i tcado'lai,
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design globular (plural). Some Central informants gave the
name katca kapo'kpok6, arrowhead spotted, while Eastern infor-
mants gave the name kama ditas, mark dot.

Diamond shaped figures arranged with connecting lines such
as are shown in fig. 201 were called by the Northern Pomo grass-

hopper-elbow, cakU'-bliya, as well as dise't-
ka, crossed, dat6l bIy6'bIy6, design little
pieces, and datipka, sharp points. Central

201. aand Eastern informants usually gave sim-
ply zigzag as the name of this design. One

Central informant, however, gave the name katca' lala tsly6'tsly6.
kaden, arrowhead in-the-middle zigzag follow-up, while one East-
ern informant gave xaga' dile dai dzIy6'dzIy6 gadil, arrowhead
in-the-middle along zigzag passing-along. This design has been
found upon only a few baskets.

4v>oO K00-0 000
202 2034

The design of squares in fig. 202 was called by the Northern
Pomo turtle-back, kawl'na-tcldik; by the Central Pomo turtle-
neck, kawIna-uitca, and acorn-head (or cup), pdul'-cna; and by
the Eastern Pomo turtle-neck, kana'd1hwa-k6l. One Eastern in-
formant also gave the name xaga' gauicaiyaiuhmak, arrowheads
interlocking (or sticking-through-between-one-another). Only two
examples have thus far been found of this design.

One example of the design of hollow squares shown in fig. 203
has been found. This was called by Central Pomo informants
pdu'-cna, ctot, acorn-head (or cup) band, and by Eastern infor-
mants bfi'-dile--li, potato-forehead-eye.

A couple of instances of a design like that in fig. 204 have
been found on baskets of the diagonal-twined weave. They ap-
pear as white line figures within a large triangle as is shown in
pl. 16, fig. 2. By Northern informants this design was called
dapo'dap6ka, spotted, or simply dali, the name usually applied
to the break in a horizontal band of design. Central informants
called it pdui'-cna, acorn-head (or cup), and tsIy6'tsTy6, zigzag.
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Eastern informants gave the name dz!y6'dz1yo winalihempke,
zigzag crossing.

In figs. 205 to 209 are shown five designs which are by North-
ern informants usually called turtle-back, kawl'na-tcidik, and by
Central and Eastern informants turtle-neck, kawl'na-iltca, and
kana'dihwa-kU! respectively. The design of fig. 205 is called by
the Central Pomo pdi'-cna, acorn-head (or cup) and on account

205 209

of the crossing lines which are of necessity composed of small
rectangular figures, the name pce'-meo, deer-back is also given,
sometimes the two being combined into pce'-meo pdfi-cna, deer-
back acorn-head (or cup); and Central informants also gave
pce'-meo finaliui, deer-back crossing. By Eastern informants bV'-
dile winalihempke, potato-forehead crossing, was given as one
name for this design. One Eastern informant gave as the name
of the design of fig. 207 kana'd1hwa-k6! dile diita'p gliwal, turtle-
neck in-the-middle wide-mark running-along. All the designs
called turtle-neck by Eastern and Central Pomo informants are
usually called turtle-back by those of the Northern dialect. One
informant, however, gave the name kawi'na-kO', turtle-neck, to the
design shown in fig. 209. Similarly, an Eastern informant called
the design of fig. 205 xana'dihwa-kidi, turtle-back.

The rectangular design with points shown in fig. 210 has been
called turtle-foot, kawlna-kama, and
kana'dlhwa kama. It was claimed by most
informants to be a new or white man's de-
sign. Some informants claim that there

21a is no design called turtle-foot, while one
Northern informant described a turtle-foot design, consisting of a
more or less circular figure with four or five projecting points
about it.
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Quail Plume Elements.
The designs shown in figs. 211 to 222 show various simple and

complex forms of the quail-plume design. These various designs
take their names from the club-shaped plume of the California
valley quail, Lophortyx californicus. The quail plume is called
by the Northern and Central Pomo caka'ka keya, and by the
Eastern Pomo cag'&'x-xe or caka'ga-ke. This is, on the whole,
the most common of the animal designs used by the Pomo and
is the only one to which the Pomo attach any realistic significance.
The element itself always bears the name quail-plume, but the
names of the complex patterns vary greatly according to the
many and varied other elements with which it is combined. In
fig. 211 is shown the most simple form of the quail-plume design,

in which the plain quail-plume figures ap-
pear uncombined with any other design

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 elements. In this particular and most
211 typical case the vertical line or stem of the

quail plume is narrower than the horizon-
tal line. In some cases, however, the two lines are of the same
width. In figs. 212 to 215 are shown four patterns composed
of quail plumes combined with straight lines. These were called
by the Northern Pomo simply quail-plume broad-band, caka'ga-
keya datsa'ibanem. By the Central and Eastern Pomo, however,

212 213

214 215

more descriptive names were given, as follows: striped-watersnake
band side quail-plumes, msa'kale ctot till caka'ga-keya, by the
Central Pomo, and striped-watersnake and (or with) quail-
plumes, xalii't-lduk na cag'a'x-xe, striped-watersnake in-the-mid-
dle gaiya quail-plumes, xalil'titduk dile gaiya caga'ga-xe, quail-
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plumes in-the-middle gaiya striped-watersnake, caga'ga-xe dile
gaiya kalii'tilduk, and striped-watersnake quail-plumes on-both-
sides passing-along, kalil'tilduk cakaga-xe k6'nawa gadil, by the
Eastern Pomo. Of these four designs, the one shown in fig. 214
is the most common, though none of them occur very frequently.

The design shown in fig. 216, which as been found but once,
was called simply quail-plumes. One informant stated that the
rectangular figure, in the middle was started for an arrowhead
but was never finished.

2['16
217

In fig. 217 is shown a design consisting of a large triangle
or arrowhead, the sides of which are bordered by quail-plumes.
This desig-n which occurs quite frequently was called by Northern
informants dati'1 kata xoltut cakaga-keya daien'na, design empty
on-both-sides quail-plum?es placed-close-together-in-a.-row, and by
the Central Pomo katea'-dalaul caka'ga keya kowaldakaden, ar-
rowhead-half quail-plumes following-on-the-outside, katca'-dalau
caka'ga-keya, arrowhead-half quail-plumes or caka'ga-keya katca,
quail-plumes arrowhead. In cases where the triangle is very
sharp-pointed, the name given was katca'-mset tol caka'ga-keya,
arrowh.ead-sharp on quail-plumes. The following names were
obtained for this design from Eastern informants: xaga' x3'nawa
caka'ga-xe gadil, arrowhead on-both-sides quail-plumes passing
along, xaga' dile gaiya caga'ga-xe xama, arrowhead in-the-middle
gaiya quail-plume mark, and xaga'na caga'ga-xe, arrowhead and
(or with) quail-plumes. A band or circle of these arrowheads
with quail plumes such as is shown in fig. 30, is occasionally found,
particularly on large woven baskets. The name given to such a
banded pattern is usually the same as the name of the single
triangle with quail plumes, except that sometimes by the Eastern
Pomo the name butterfiy instead of arrowhead is given to the
large triangles.

Diagonal rows of large triangles with quail plumes upon the
upper side of the row, as shown in fig. 218, are occasionally found.
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These are called by the Northern Pomo datiVi kata tuT caka'ga-
keya daienga, design empty side quail-plumes placed-close-to-
gether-in-a-row, and by the Central Pomo caka'ga-keya katca,
quail-plumes arrowheads. By the Eastern Pomo they are called
xaga' dile gaiya caga'ga-xe xama, arrowheads in-the-middle gaiya
quail-plumes mark.

218 219

Now and then crossing lines with quail plumes on their sides,
as shown in fig. 219, are found. These designs were called by
Northern informants dat6'1 datapan tiu caka'ga-keya daienga,
design large area side quail-plumes placed-close-toget7?her-in-a-row
and caka'ga-keya mina-datW'kama, quail-plumes crossing. Cen-
tral and Eastern informants also gave the name quail-plumes
crossing, in the first case caka'ga-keya ilnaLi-i, and in the second
caka'ga-xe winalhhempke.

Fig. 220 shows one of the more unusual quail-plume designs.
This was called by the Northern Pomo
tsly6'tsly6ka tul caka'ga-keya daienga, zig-

\ / zag side quail-plumes placed-close-together-
in-a-row. By another informant it was
called kale datsil'ttcika, white compressed,

and ditce'kka, the name of a game in which a slender wooden or
bone skewer is thrust through a string of fish vertebrae as it
moves through the air. By Central informants this design was
called, in addition to quail-plume, katca'k-kasfiltak, arrowhead-
long, and katca'k katfik, arrowhead elbow (?). Informants of
the Eastern dialect gave the names caga'ga-xe, quail-plume, caga'-
ga-xe gabil, quail-plume long, and xalui't-lduk kama, striped-
watersnake mark.

In figs. 221 and 222 are shown designs commonly called quail-
plume which also occur rarely. In addition to quail-plume, the
design shown in fig. 221 was called by one Northern informant
bita'mta, mosquito, and by another dik6'tka, which is another
name for zigzag, meaning in the strictest sense wavy. By one
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Central informant this design was called kaa'i-kama, crow-foot
(or track), and by another ctot mka'litcai, band scattered (plur-
al). One Eastern informant called this design caga'ga-xe batil

221 222

mahwak xama, quail-plumes batilmahwak mark. Some infor-
mants claimed both these designs to be modern or white man's
designs.

Miscellaneous Elements.

The design, resembling a zigzag, shown in fig. 223 was called
by some Northern informants and by all
Central informants kaa'i-kama, crow-foot
(or track). By Eastern informants the

223 names given were dziy6'dz!y6, zigzag, and
xaitsa'k xama, stretcher mark. This de-

sign, like the one in fig. 192, has thus far been found upon but
one basket and, also like that figure, occurs as the middle element
in a diagonal pattern of large triangles. The pattern as a whole
is called by the Eastern Pomo xaga' dile gaiya dz!y6'dzIy6 gadil,
arrowheads in-the-middle gaiya zigzag passing along, and dziy&-
dzly6 x6tcagan x 'nawa xaga, zigzag running-along-in-pairs on-
both-sides arrowheads. It was called by Northern informants
dato'l kata dile dat6l maa daien, design empty in-the-middle de-
sign acorn collect.

224 225

In figs. 224 and 225 are shown forms of a design commonly
called sunfish-rib, tsawa'l-msak by the Central Pomo. Northern
informants called the design of fig. 224 dat3'l bly6bly6, design
little-pieces, though most informants of all three divisions con-
sidered it a new or white man's design. These designs have been
found in but one instance each.
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In fig. 226 is shown a wing-like design called by some of the
Northern Pomo kata'talak-ca dat6l, bat's-arm (or wing) design.
This design has so far been found in only one case and was
claimed by Central informants to be a new or white man's design,
while Eastern informants gave it the name arrowhead or arrow-
head-half, xaga' or xaga'-daLail.

226 4 t i22 7

228

Fig. 227 shows a design which has also been found in but one
instance. By one Northern Pomo informant this design was
called kateak dase'tka, arrowhead crossing, and by another kat-
ca'-miset, arrowhead-sharp. One Northern informant gave the
name bear-foot (or track), bita'-kama, to each one of the five
large divisions or lobes of the figure. Eastern informants gave
the names xaga' daset arrowhead barbed, and bi'ya kama, elbow
mark.

There are occasional instances of star shaped designs with
from four to several points. Such a design, a six pointed star, is
shown in fig. 228. The largest number of points yet found is
ten. Designs of this kind were usually called zigzag by infor-
mants of all three divisions. One Northern informant spoke of
them as zigzag circle, ts1y6'ts1y6ka tcadamill. Central informants
gave also the names star and starfish, kaa'mil and steik, and one
Eastern informant gave the name star, fiyaho'.

229 231
230

The designs shown in figs. 229, 230 and 231 were, in most
cases, called new or white man's designs. Indian names, how-
ever, were given by several informants for these. One Northern
informant called the design in fig. 229 dato'l dTtaska, design
spotted. One Central informant called it kawl'na-iitca, turtle-
neck, and the names kalui' kama, blank mark, kaca'icai, butterfly,
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and yani'ya kama, calico (a term derived from the Spanish)
mark were also obtained. One Northern informant gave ki'-tana
datol crab-hand (or claw) design, as the name for the design
shown in fig. 230. The design shown in fig. 231 was called by
some Northern informants dati'pka dat6l, sharp-points design,
and katca, arrowhead, by some Central informants. One East-
ern informant called this design, kama' dagol, mark foolish (or
nonsensical).

There are various other new or white man's designs, such, for
instance, as those shown on the upper four figures of pl. 29,
which presents four different sides of the same basket. Here, al-
though there are many separate designs, there are no two alike.
Such designs are almost never given aboriginal names, but are
simply called new, new style, or white man's designs. Other ex-
amples of these white man's designs are shown in figs. 5 and 6
of the same plate. The terms signifying new among the Central
and Eastern Pomo are cuiwe' and ciwe' respectively. White man
is called in all three of the Pomo dialects here treated masa'n.
Base't is the term in the Central dialect meaning bad or ugly
and is often applied to an ill-shaped figure which resembles some
aboriginal design. Among these new fashioned or white man's
designs, the human figure such as is shown in pl. 18, fig. 4, is note-
worthy, as the Pomo formerly never used the human figure as a
decoration for their baskets. In addition to being called new or
white man's design, this figure is also sometimes called tca by the
Northern, tcate by the Central, and gauik by the Eastern Pomo,
all three terms signifying man.

PATTERNS.

As before stated, in considering Pomo basket designs and their
names, a sharp distinction must be made between the design ele-
ment, the simple elemental figure, and the pattern as a whole,
the more complex figure composed of one repeated or two or more
combined elements. In discussing the designs shown in figs. 1
to 231 design elements have been mainly treated, the various
forms of the same element being, as far as possible, shown in these
figures. The names of such design elements are very simple terms
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referring to animate objects, plants, natural or artificial objects,
and geometric figures. The terms applied to complex patterns
are compounded from these simple names of elements and are
not in the nature of true simple names but are more of descrip-
tive phrases which mention all the important elements constitut-
ing the complex pattern and give, in the main, the relation in
which each stands to the other.

Such complex patterns may be composed of a single element
repeated over and over again, as, for instance, superimposed rows
of triangles, such as are shown in figs. 22, 23, 24, and 45, super-
imposed rectangles such as are shown in figs. 75, 81, and 82, or
numerous parallel rows of rectangles such as those shown in fig.
95. Such a pattern is usually called by the name of the single
element of which it is composed and these names have been
treated in speaking of the design elements and their names. It
should, however, be noted that these names of elements do not
often occur unaccompanied by modifying terms, but usually have
associated with them such qualifying and descriptive terms as
crossing, double, and so on, descriptive of obvious peculiarities
of form, size, number or arrangement of the elemental designs
or of the larger figures formed by the combinations of elemental
designs. An example of this is shown in fig. 97, which may be
called either deer-back or potato-forehead crossing, or deer-back
or potato-forehead acorn-cup, the last name arising from the
diamond-shaped figure formed by the crossing lines of rectangles.

There are many complex patterns which are composed not of
a single repeated element but of two or more different elements
combined into a complex whole. Patterns of this sort are given
complex names in which the chief, at least, of the design elements
are mentioned, and the relations in which the constituent ele-
ments stand to one another are given, thus making the term by
which such a pattern is designated a descriptive phrase, rather
than a simple name. Informants differ somewhat in naming such
patterns, some giving names much more fully descriptive than
others; but none of them stop with a simple name such as is ap-
plied to a design element. The most skillful basket makers al-
most invariably give long descriptive phrase-names to their pat-
terns, while those who seem less conversant with basketry and
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basket-making neglect to mention in their names the finer dis-
tinctive features of the pattern. The complex descriptive names
must therefore be considered the typical and proper names for
such patterns.

Of these more complex patterns those consisting of large tri-
angular figures combined with various other elements are the most
common. These may occur either in a diagonal or a horizontal
arrangement, each of these methods being found in about equal
numbers.

DIAGONAL OR SPIRAL PATTERNS.

Triangles with Zigzags.

Among the diagonal patterns the double row of large isosceles
triangles with some form of zigzag through its middle is one of
the most common. Such patterns are shown in pl. 18, fig. 2, pl.
19, fig. 2, and pl. 22, fig. 1. Practically all diagonal patterns are
arranged so that if followed from the bottom of the basket up-
ward, they progress toward the left. The diagonal rows of tri-
angles which form the chief elements are therefore those shown in
figs. 18 and 20. Between these may appear almost any of the
various forms of zigzag shown in figures 169 to 175, and 178
to 180. Any such combination of these elements is usually called
by the Northern Pomo dato'I kata dile tsly6'tsly6 ciden, design
empty in-the-middle zigzag lead. Some Northern informants
gave the same name but omitted the last term. One informant
gave the name tsly6tsly6 data'pka, zigzag large-area upon one
occasion, and others gave dat6l kata dile cakU'-blya dat6i, design
empty in-the-middle grasshopper-elbow design, and dat6i kata
dile kaa'i-kama daien, design empty in-the-middle crow-foot (or
track) collected, in cases where the particular kind of zigzag used
to fill the middle of the pattern resembled the elemental designs
called grasshopper-elbow or crow-foot (or track) respectively.
Central Pomo informants gave these patterns the names katca
lala ka'tiy6t!yo teciwan, arrowheads in-the-middle zigzag stripe,
katlyftly6 mtca'k6lai leLan, zigzag mtcakolai in-the-center, ka'-
tly6tly6 katca, zigzag arrowhead, and katly6t!yo leLan, zigzag
in-the-center. Eastern Pomo informants gave xaga' dile gaiya
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dzly6dzly6, arrowheads in-the-middle, gaiya zigzag, xaga-daLau
xam dzly6'dzly6 ciidil, arrowhead-half among zigzag lead, and
dz!y6-dz1y6 xoa'nawa xaga, zigzag on-both-sides arrowheads. In
cases where the zigzag approaches nearly the form of the diagonal
line of rectangular figures called deer-back, the pattern may be
called xaga xam bic&'-mao, arrowheads among deer-back, or xaga
dile bice'-mao, arrowheads in-the-middle deer-back. Similarly,
if the zigzag is composed of figures resembling those called by the
Eastern Pomo goose-excrement, the pattern may be called xaga
dile gaiya Lal-a-pa kama, arrowheads in-the-middle gaiya goose-
excrement mark.

Of the combinations of triangles with zigzags above mentioned
the one shown in pl. 22, fig. 1 is probably the most common, while
that shown in pl. 18, fig. 2 is rarely met with. In this, there is
really a third element, the small sharp points which project in-
wards from the sides of the large triangles. These, however, were
not mentioned by any of the informants, the names given for this
pattern being the same as for a similar pattern without these
sharp points. Diagonal patterns composed of large triangles and
zigzags such as those just mentioned are usually found in baskets
of the twined weaves, though coiled baskets such as those shown
in pl. 18, fig. 2, and pl. 19, fig. 2 are occasionally found with
these patterns. Usually, these patterns have a single zigzag in
the center, though a few cases, such as the one shown in pl. 19,
fig. 2, have been noted where double zigzags are used.

Triangles with Rectangles.

Another diagonal pattern which is frequently found is the
double row of triangles with one or more rows of rectangular
figures, often squares, through its middle. Examples of such
patterns are shown in pl. 18, figs. 3, 5, 6, and pl. 19, fig. 1. These
patterns are called by the Northern Pomo dat6'i kata dile bit&mt&
daienga, design empty in-the-middle ants placed-close-together-
in-a-rowi, dat6'i kata dile datcedatcenka, design empty in-the-
middle datcedatcenka, dat'i kata dile clklkltinka, design empty
in-the-middle extending, and dapi'dapika katcak netak, small-
figures arrowheads throw. Central Pomo informants gave these
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patterns the names pce-me6 leLan katca, deer-back in-the-center
arrowheads, katca pce-me6 lala tecfwan, arrowheads deer-back in-
the-middle stripe, katca dalaui pcE-me6 malada tculwan, arrow-
head-half deer-back near stripe, and pcE-me6 katca, deer-back
arrowhead. Eastern informants called them xaga' xam tulntuln
giwal, arrowheads among ants running-along, xaga' xam tuintuin
dabel, arrowheads among ants stir (?), this name being applied
to a pattern in which the center is filled with a double row of
small rectangles. Other names are xaga' dile gaiya dz!y6dz1y6
kama, arrowheads in-the-middle gaiya zigzag mark, xaga' dile
gaiya tuintutn gadil, arrowheads in the-middle gaiya ants passing-
along, and biu'-dile x6'nawa xaga, potato-forehead on-both-sides
arrowheads. When the pattern consists of such elements as those
above mentioned but arranged in crossing lines as shown in pl.
19, fig. 3, the name crossing is added to the above mentioned
names, or shorter names mentioning the crossing of the lines of
the pattern are used, as, for instance, pce'-me6 katca ilnaLiui,
deer-back arrowkead crossing among the Central Pomo, and bu-
dil wlina'lihempke kama, potato-forehead crossing mark, among
the Eastern Pomo. In any of these patterns, the space between
the rows of large triangles may be filled either by a single or by
a double row of rectangles, usually worked out in the colored
fiber material as shown in pl. 18, figs. 5, 6, though sometimes in
white as in pl. 19, fig. 1. These patterns occur quite frequently
and are usually found on coiled baskets, being the only combi-
nation of diagonal rows of large triangles and other figures which
are met with at all frequently upon coiled ware.

It occasionally happens that there are more than two rows of
small rectangular figures occupying the central space between
the double row of diagonally arranged triangles. There are in-
stances where two or more rows of such a design element occupy
the center of a double row of triangles which itself occupies the
center of a double row of still larger triangles. Such a pattern
is found in pl. 17, fig. 6, where crossing lines of this elaborate
pattern are shown. Among the Northern Pomo such a pattern
is called in full dato'I kata dile kateak dile kale dapi'dapi diaenga
dat6i mina-datekama, design empty in-the-middle arrowheads in-
the-middle white small-figures placed-close-together-in-a-row de-
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sign crossing. By others it was given the shorter name bituimtfi
mina-datekama, ants crossing. Central Pomo informants gave
still simpler names for the pattern, as a whole, as, katca kapo'k-
pok6o naLidi, arrowheads spotted crossing. At the same time,
however, they named the constituent elements separately. The
large triangles on the lower sides of the crossing lines of the pat-
tern are called tca'l-katca, inward-arrowhead, and those on the
upper sides of the lines are called ko'l-katca, outward-arrowhead.
The inner combination of small triangles and little dots is called
tit'ntuin katca uinaLiiu lala, ants arrowheads crossing in-the-middle.
Eastern Pomo informants gave such names as xaga dile aaiya
gadil, arrowheads in-the-middle gaiya arrowheads passing-along,
xaga dile' gaiya tuintiun gadil, arrowheads in-the-middle gaiya
ants passing-along, wina'lihempke kama xam tuintuin, crossing
mark among ants, and kama' paser winalihempke, mark tied-
together crossing. By one informant only was the design called
zigzag. The name given in this case was simply dziyo'dz!y6
winalihempke, zigzag crossing. As was stated when speaking of
designs called ants (figs. 75 and 76), the name of such a design
is dependent upon the size of the constituent rectangles. In
the present case, these rectangles are very small indeed. In fact,
they are here so small that they consist of but a single woof
element each and are to be considered as mere dots of color on
the white background. It is just such design elements, extremely
small in comparison with the other constituent elements of the
pattern, that are called ants. In these elaborate patterns where
there is a double row of triangles within another double row of
still larger triangles there is usually found but the one design
element occupying the space of the central double row of tri-
angles. In some cases, on the other hand, there is nothing at all
placed here, the center being unoccupied except by a blank white
line. Such a pattern is called by the Northern Pomo dat6'i kata
dile katca'k daienga dile dakikitinka, design empty in-the-middle
arrowheads placed-close-togeth.er-in-a-row in-the-middle scattered-
along-in,a-line. By Eastern Pomo informants it is called
xalii'tiiduk hna xaga-daset, striped-watersnacke and (or with) ar-
rowheads-barbed, dile dagal kalii't-iduk teadim, in-the-middle
dagal striped-watersnake tcadim, and kali't-iduk kama dile,
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striped-watersnake mark in-the-middle. Shorter names were
given by Central Pomo informants, viz., katea-mtlp kama, arrow-
head-sharp-pointed mark, and katea-mti'l etot, arrowhead-slender
band.

Triangles with Rhomboids.

Among the more commonly occurring patterns on Pomo bas-
kets are those composed of two parallel rows of large triangles
with one or two rows of rhomboidal figures filling the space be-
tween them. Examples of such patterns are shown in pl. 16, figs.
2, 3, 5, and in pl. 22, fig. 3. Northern Pomo informants usually
gave the names dat6'! kata dile katca'k daien, design empty in-
the-middle arrowhead collected. Usually only triangular figures
are called arrowheads, but in this case the sharp pointed rhom-
boidal figures are sometimes so called by the Northern Pomo.
Another name for this pattern is dat6'I kata dile dat6'I maa ciden,
design empty in-the-middle design acorns lead; also dat6'I da-
ti'pka dile kateak daien, design sharp-points in-the-middle arrow-
heads collected. Central Pomo informants referred to these cen-
trally placed rhomboidal figures by the name spotted, kapo'kpoko,
and called the entire design katca lala kapo'kpoko tcuiwan, arrow-
heads in-the-middle spotted stripe, kapo'kpoko katca lala tculwan,
spotted arrowheads in-the-middle stripe, katca kapo'kpoko, arrow-
heads spotted, and kapo'kpoko lMLan, spotted in-the-center. In
cases where these rhomboidal figures are so arranged that they
very much resemble a zigzag, as in pl. 22, fig. 3, they are some-
times called by the Central Pomo ka't1y6t1y6 lala tculwan, zigzag
in-the-middle, or ka't1y6t!y6 lMLan, zigzag in-the-center, or the
name may be shortened to simply ts!y6'ts!y6 kama, zigzag mark.
One Eastern Pomo informant gave the name kapo'kpoko lala
slema tcuiwan, spotted in-the-middle string stripe, as the name of
the pattern of pl. 22, fig. 3, thus in this name taking into account
the presence of the narrow white line called string, while omit-
ting to mention the large triangles. Eastern Pomo informants
seem to have in most cases considered these diagonal lines of
rhomboidal figures as zigzags and they usually gave these pat-
terns such names as xaga' dile gaiya xa't1 'y6t!'y6 glwal, arrow-
heads in-the-middle gaiya zigzag running-along, xaga' kama
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dzly6dzly6, arrowheads mark zigzag, dziy6'dzly6 xo'nawa xaga,
zigzag on-both-sides arrowheads, and dziyo'dziy6-d1set, zigzag-
projecting. Certain of these patterns, however, some informants
did not consider as zigzags and gave such names as xaga' dile
gaiya bice'-yao, arrowheads in-the-middle gaiya deer-teeth, xaga'
dile gaiya bice-mao, arrowheads in-the-middle gaiya deer-back,
kaga' dile gaiya biceto kama, arrowheads in-the-middle gaiya
deer-stand-in-mark, dile gaiya xaga gaQcaiya&'hmak, in-the-
middle gaiya arrowheads interlocking, and xaga' dile gaiya La'l-
a-pa kama, arrowheads in-the-middle gaiya goose-excrement mark.
Patterns of this kind are confined almost entirely to twined
basketry.

Triangles with Triangles.
A diagonal pattern is occasionally found consisting of two

rows of large triangles with the space between them filled simply
with one or two rows of small triangles. Such a pattern is shown
in pl. 18, fig. 1. Patterns of this kind were called by Northern
Pomo informants dat6'! kata dile katea'k yo-wil, design empty
in-the-middle arrowheads downward, and dat6'! kata dile maa
ciden, design empty in-the-middle acorns lead. Central Pomo
informants gave the names katea'-mtil katca leLan, arrowheads-
slender arrOwheads in-the-center, and ctut' katca katca-dalaul
leLan, coiled-basket arrowheads arrowhead-half in-the-center.
Eastern Pomo informants gave the name xaga'-daLau dile xacai-
cai, arrowheads-half in-the-middle butterfly.

Triangles with Lines.
Baskets are occasionally found with patterns consisting of

rows of large trangles with the central spaces occupied by one
or more narrow lines. Such a pattern is shown in pl. 22, fig. 2.
Some Northern Pomo informants called this pattern dat6'i kata
dile kale cite, design empty in-the-middle white straight-lines. In
this pattern, however, the inner surfaces of the large triangles
are serrated, so that it gives the appearance of a set of small
triangular figures placed upon the sides of the large ones, which
accounts for the fact that some Northern informants gave the
names dato'l kata dile katca'k daien, design empty in-the-middle
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arrowheads collected, and dat6Yl kata tui katca'k daien, design
empty side arrowheads collected. One Central Pomo informant
gave the name katca' lala slema telyau, arrowheads in-the-middle
string tciyau, while another gave the name msa'kale kama,
striped-watersnake mark, and still another katca'-dalaui, arrow-
head-half. Eastern informants gave the names xalfit-uduk xs'-
nawa xaga kama, striped-watersnake on-both-sides arrowheads
mark, xali'tiidiik hna xaga-daset, striped-watersnake and (or
with) arrowheads-barbed, and xaga-daLafi-daset, arrowheads-
half-barbed.

Miscellaneous Patterns.

An unusual pattern is shown in pl. 22, fig. 2, in which short
zigzags fill the space between two rows of large triangular figures,
the zigzags being so placed that they are transverse to the gen-
eral direction of the diagonal pattern. Northern Pomo inform-
ants gave this pattern the names datb'! kata dile kaa'i-kama
daienga, design empty in-the-middle crow foot (or track) placed-
close-together-in-a-row, dat6'I kata dile dat6I maa daien, design
empty in-the-middle design acorns collected, and dat6l datl'pka
dile tsakotsakoka, design sharp-points in-the-middle zigzag. Cen-
tral dialect informants all gave this pattern the name kaa'i-kama,
crow foot (or track), stating that while they, in this particular
case named the white zigzags, because they were the most con-
spicuous, the name applied equally also to the small colored zig-
zags separating them. Eastern informants gave the names xaga'
dile gaiya dzIy6'dzIy6 gadil, arrowheads -in-the-middle gaiya zig-
zags passing-along, xaga' dile co bax gadil, arrowheads -in-the-
middle east this passing-along, xaga dile' gaiya Lal-a-pa kama,
arrowheads in-the-middle gaiya goose-excrement mark, and dzi-
y6'dzly6 x6tcagan xo'nawa xaga, zigzags running-along-in-pairs
on-both-sides arrowheads.

Crossing Patterns.

Lines of pattern so arranged that they cross each other are
found now and then upon Pomo baskets. Two such patterns,
shown in pl. 19, fig. 3, and pl. 17, fig. 6, have already been dis-
cussed. These are very elaborate, particularly the second, which
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is composed of three distinct types of elemental figures. While
crossing patterns are usually elaborate like these, much more
simple ones are sometimes found, such for instance as the one
shown in pl. 28, fig. 1, in which double rows of triangular figures
cross each other, the space between the triangles of each row being
entirely blank. Northern Pomo informants called this pattern
katca'k dile dakikitinka, arrowheads in-the-middle scattered-
along-in-a-line, and katca'k mina-datekama, arrowheads crossing.
Central informants gave the names katca'-mtil -anaLill, arrow-
heads-slender crossing. Eastern informants gave the names
kal&'tilduk hna xaga-daset winallhempke, striped-watersnake and
(or with) arrowheads-barbed crossing, and winalihempke dzly&-
dzly6, crossing zigzag. In the first of these two names, the tri-
angles are considered as arrowheads and the central line as the
striped watersnake design, both of which are the usual concep-
tions for these elements. In the second name, however, the in-
formants take no account of the white line in the middle but
consider the double row of triangles as a zigzag. Central Pomo
informants usually called plain white lines, such as are shown in
this pattern, string, but they for some reason took no account of
the white line through the middle of this pattern.

Bordering Triangles.
Upon many diagonal patterns composed of these large tri-

angles combined with other desigu elements there are rows of still
smaller triangles placed on the slanting outer margins of the
large triangles and at a little distance from them, so that a nar-
row white line separates the large triangle from the row of small
ones. Such rows of small edging or bordering triangles are
shown in fig. 55, and pl. 22, fig. 1, and pl. 16, fig. 2. These are
called by the Northern Pomo simply arrowhead, katca'k, or arrow-
head-sharp, katca'-miset. By the Central Pomo they are usually
called arrowhead-sharp, katca-mset, or arrowhead-slender, katca'-
mtil, and by the Eastern Pomo they are called arrowhead-pro-
jecting, xaga'-diset, or arrowhead-small, xaga-xfit. These large
triangles are also sometimes bordered with similar triangular
figures which are joined directly to the large figures, thus making
them a part of the large triangle itself. Two examples of such
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triangles, one a very acute angled figure, the other much less so,
are shown in pl. 18, fig. 3, and pl. 17, fig. 2. Both these points
are called by the Northern Pomo katca'k-kasetka, arrowheads-
sharp-points, by the Central Pomo katca'-mset, arrowheads-sharp,
and katca'-mtil, arrowheads-slender, and by the Eastern Pomo
xaga'-datip, arrowheads-sharp-points. Such points, particularly
the more acute angled ones, are found edging the insides of the
double rows of large triangles. In such cases, some informants
mentioned the sharp points themselves, while others mentioned
the white zigzag, which is the result of the presence of these
points in colored fibers. Some Northern informants gave the
names dat6'I kata dile dasl'daslka, design empty in-the-middle
scattered, and dat6i kata dile kateak daienga, design empty in-
the-middle arrowheads placed-close-together-in-a-row. Central
informants gave the name katca lala ts1y6'tsiy6 tculwan, arrow-
heads in-the-middle zigzag stripe, and Eastern informants gave
the names xaga dile gaiya xaga-daset xama, arrowheads in-the-
middle gaiya arrowheads-barbed mark, and xaga'-mlset xaga xs'-
nawa gadil, arrowheads-sharp arrowheads on-both-sides passing-
along.

HORIZONTAL OR BANDED PATTERNS.

Elaborate patterns arranged horizontally or in bands about
the surface of a basket, as was mentioned in the general discussion
of design arrangement, are met with very frequently, especially
upon baskets of the several twined weaves. They are, however,
found less frequently upon coiled baskets. Among the twined
baskets also these horizontal or banded patterns are much more

frequently found upon the large globose storage and cooking
baskets and upon the plate-form baskets used for sifting and as

general utensils, than they are upon burden baskets where the
diagonal arrangement prevails. Occasionally, of course, a bur-
den basket with a horizontally arranged pattern is found, as, for
instance, pl. 22, fig. 6, which shows zigzag and rectangular ele-
ments of different kinds, each element being itself repeated again
and again in the horizontal band about the basket, and none of
them being combined with any other. element into a complex
pattern. There are many of these horizontal patterns which,
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like the ones just mentioned, are composed of but a single ele-
ment or perhaps two simple elements. Such figures are seen in
pl. 17, fig. 3, in which the band near the top is composed of ele-
ments called quail-plumes and the lowest band is composed of
quail plume elements separated by a narrow line called striped-
watersnake. There are, however, many of the more elaborate
horizontal patterns, the majority of which are composed of a
double row of large isosceles right triangles such as is shown in
fig. 25 combined with various elements, such as rhombodial fig-
ures, triangles, rectangles, zigzags, and others. Three of the
more simple patterns composed of isosceles right triangles, the
spaces between which are filled with smaller triangles, are shown
in figs. 26, 27, and 31, and the names applied to them have been
given in treating the subject of triangular design elements. An-
other example of a banded or horizontal pattern formed upon the
large isosceles right triangles as a base, is shown in fig. 30, in
which these large triangles are edged or bordered with what is
called the quail-plume design. The names applied to this pat-
tern by various informants have also been given in the part of
this paper treating of triangular elemental designs. This pat-
tern is also found in the uppermost band about the basket shown
in pl. 16, fig. 4.

Triangles with Rhomboids.

One of the most commonly occurring of this class of horizontal
or banded patterns is the one in which the spaces between the
large triangles are filled with rows of rhomboidal figures. The
baskets shown in pl. 17, figs. 1, 4, and pl. 16, figs. 1, 4, show typical
examples of this pattern. Northern Pomo informants usually
gave these patterns the name dat6'l kata dile katca'k datsai-banem,
design empty in-the-middle arrowheads broad-band, or dat5'I kata
dile katca'k daien, design empty in-the-middle arrowheads col-
lected. In patterns in which the rhomboidal figures are white
instead of colored, as is the case in pl. 17, fig. 4, they were called
by some informants dato'i kata dile kale katcak daien, design
empty in-the-middle white arrowheads collected. Here again it
is worthy of note that the name arrowheads is applied to these
rhomboidal figures instead of being restricted entirely to triang-
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ular figures as is usually the case. Central Pomo informants
universally called these rhomboidal elements spotted, kapo'kpoko,
and usually gave as the name for this pattern simply spotted in-
the-middle, kap6'kpoko lMLan. Some called them spotted band,
kapo'kpoko ctot. Like the Northern Pomo, they also distin-
guished between the patterns with ordinary colored rhomboidal
figures and those with white rhomboids, calling the latter kalul'
kapokpoko ctot-blank spotted band. In the case of a pattern in
which the rhomboids appear with a white line running through
their middle as is shown in pl. 16, fig. 4, the Central Pomo gave
the name kapo'kpoko ctot lala sle'ma tcfuwan, spotted band in-the-
middle string stripe. Eastern Pomo informants gave this pattern
the names xaga dile gaiya bic-to kama gadil, arrowhead in-the-
middle gaiya deer-stand-in mark passing-along, bice-to xam tuin-
tuln gadil, deer-stand-in among ants passing-along. That these
informants gave the term ants in connection with these names is
due to the fact that the white line which runs through the middle
of the row of rhomboids is but a single stitch or warp stick wide,
and is, in consequence of its diagonal trend, not entirely contin-
uous but appears as a slightly broken line. Other names given
for these patterns were xaga' dile gaiya xama paser gadil, arrow-
heads in-the-middle gaiya mark tied-together passing-along, and
dzly6'dzly6 xaga x6'nawa dai, zigzag arrowheads on-both-sides
along.

Triangles with Triangles.

Another class of horizontal or banded patterns which occurs
quite frequently is the class of patterns which are combinations
of large isosceles right triangles with smaller triangles of various
kinds. Examples of these are shown in figs. 26, 27, and 28, and
in pl. 20. The small triangles which border the edges of the
larger ones are usually of the isosceles right triangle type but
may be set with their apexes in any one of the several possible
directions. The names applied to such patterns by the Northern
Pomo are dat6'1 kata dile katcak daienga, design empty in-the-
middle a-rrowheads placed-close-together-in-arow, and dat6'1 kata
x6ltil datl'pka, design empty on-both-sides sharp-points. In one
instance where fine broken lines similar to the ones shown in the
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center of the rhomboidal figures in the band of design second
from the top in pl. 16, fig. 4, occurred between the inner double
row of small triangular figures, the name given it by Northern
Pomo informants was dat6'1 kata dile katcak dile dapidapIka,
design empty in,-the-middle arrowheads in-the-middle small-fig-
ures. Central dialect informants called designs of this class
generally katca'-dalaul ctot, arrowhead-half band, or katca-dalaul
l&Lan, arrowhead-half in-the-center; and in the case of the par-
ticular pattern shown in pl. 20, katca'-mset, arrowhead-sharp, and
katca-mtil, arrowhead-slender. Eastern Pomo informants gave
the names xaca'icai dile gaiya xaga dz1y6dz!y6, butterfly in-th,e-
middle gaiya arrowheads zigzag, and xaca'icai winallhempke kalil-
tulduk koldaiya-uhmak, butterfly crossing striped-watersnake meet-
together. Some informants also gave such short names as xaca'i-
cai-diset, butterfly-projecting, and dz!yv'dz1yv-d1set, zigza,g-pro-
jecting.

Triangles with Rectangles.

Banded designs consisting of a row of large isosceles right
triangles, the spaces between which are filled with rectangular
figures as is shown in the broad middle band of pl. 17, fig. 3, are
occasionally found. These zigzag rows of rectangular figures are
usually single, but double rows are occasionally found. The
rectangles themselves may be of various proportions and here
again the names applied to them vary according to the size of
the rectangles in question, as has been already explained in treat-
ing of the design elements shown in figs. 74 to 98. In the cases
of the particular designs concerning which informants have been
questioned, this variation of the naming of the rectangular ele-
ments by different informants is worthy of consideration. Some
of the Northern Pomo informants gave to patterns of this class
the names dato'I kata dile datce'datcenka, design empty in-the-
middle datcedatcen,ka, and dat6'I kata dile dat6l maa ciden, design
empty in-the-middle design acorns lead. Another Northern in-
formant called the rectangular elements of this pattern bitimtiu,
ants, and another called them bice'ma6, deer-back. All Central
informants gave the name pce'-me6, deer-back, to these rectang-
ular elements, usually giving as the name for the entire pattern
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simply pce'-me6, ctot, deer-back band. Eastern informants gave
more descriptive names but with the same variation in the names
of the rectangular elements. The names applied to these pat-
terns by them were xaga' dile gaiya tuintiln gadil, arrowheads
in-the-middle gaiya ants passing-along, bu'-dile dzly6dzly6 xs'-
nawa xaga, potato-forehead zigzag on-both-sides arrowheads, and
biceto dile gadil xaca'icai, deer-stand-in in-the-middle passing-
along butterfly.

Triangles with Zigzags.

A few cases of a horizontal band of large triangles separated
from each other by white or colored zigzags such as those shown
in figs. 156, 157, and 158, and the upper broad band about the
basket shown in pl. 17, fig. 4, have been found, but these are on
the whole the most rarely occurring patterns of this general class.
Some informants gave simply the name zigzag to all such pat-
terns but some of the Northern Pomo gave the name dat6'1 kata
dile tslyotsly6, design empty in-the-middle zigzag, and some East-
ern informants gave a similar name xaga' dile gaiya dz!y6dz1y6,
arrowheads in-the-middle gaiya zigzag. White zigzags included
between the double row of isosceles right triangles such as is
shown near the center of the basket in pl. 23, fig. 2, are very
common. The name of such a design is in most cases the same
as that which is given above but some informants give grass-
hopper-elbow as the name for this sharp angled zigzag, as also
for such patterns as are shown in fig. 147.

PATTERNS COVERING THE ENTIRE SURFACE.

In a large measure, elaborate patterns are confined to spiral
and horizontal or banded arrangements, but there are certain
cases in which the entire surface of a basket may be covered with
a pattern which may be considered neither truly spiral nor

banded in its arrangement but which at the same time, if looked
at from another point of view, is not only both spiral and banded
but crossing as well. Such, for instance, are the patterns shown
in figs. 35 and 36, and also in pl. 22, fig. 4, and pl. 16, fig. 6.
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There are no special names used by the Indians for this partic-
ular arrangement, the names given to patterns of this kind being
the same as though they were arranged in any one of the ordinary
manners. Similar to these is the arrangement such as is shown
in pl. 16, fig. 3, which is generally considered by the Indians as
banded.

As before stated, there are various combinations of design
elements other than these elaborate patterns composed of isos-
celes right triangles and other elements, but typical examples of
practically all of the remainder of these combinations are shown
in the schematic figures given in the first part of this paper. To
attempt to show every combination and variation in minute de-
tail would be not only useless, since the names for similar though
not identical combinations are the same, but it would be wholly
impracticable as it would involve the illustration of a very great
number of baskets. Though they may bear the same names and
may be alike in all essential features, minor differences make it
almost impossible to find two patterns which are in all respects
identical. Nearly all of the more elaborate patterns have isos-
celes right triangles as the chief elements and typical examples
of these have just been given, together with their descriptive
names. The names of the less elaborate combinations, typical
examples of all of which are shown in the schematic figures above
referred to, are given in speaking of the various design elements.

ELEMENTAL NAMES.

There are in all fifty-four names of Pomo design elements
which may be classified as follows: animate objects or parts of
animate objects, plant names, names of artificial or natural ob-
jects, names of more or less geometric figures, miscellaneous
names, and names entirely of modern origin, or if of aboriginal
origin applied only to designs introduced in modern times. The
following table shows the total number of names of each of these
classes found in each of the Pomo divisions considered, the total
number of these names in common use in each of these three
divisions, and finally the total numbers found in all three divi-
sions and the total numbers in common use in all three divisions.
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Total number

N C E
Animate objects ............ 16 15 11
Plants ....................-........ 312
Artificial and natural

objects ........ 3 3 3
Geometric figures. 7 2 2
Miscellaneous.4 5 4
Modern .2 63

Totals. 35 32 25
Truly aboriginal names 33 24 22

Animate objects

deer-back
striped-watersnake

quail-plume

ant
butterfly
deer-teeth
turtle-neck
turtle-back

goose-excrement
grasshopper-elbow
killdeer eyebrow

crow foot (or track)
deer-elbow
sunfish-rib
mosquito
starfish
crab-claw
turtle-foot

bat's wing
bear-foot (or track)
deer-breast- I
deer-stand in
elbow

Plants
potato-forehead
acorn-head (or cup)
acorn
pine-tree
potato-forehead-eye

In common use Total in In common
all divisions use in all

N C E divisions
10 10 8 23 12
1 1 1 5 2

2 2 2
3 2 1
4 2 2
1 2 2

21 19 16
20 17 14

6
7
7
6

54
48

4
4
4
2

28
26

NAMES OF DESIGN ELEMENTS.

Northern Central Eastern

bice'-mao pc6'meo bic&'ma5
misa'kalak msa'kale kalf'ttiduk
masa'kalak kalfi't-iruk
caka'ka keya eaka'ka keya caka'ga-ke

cag' a'x-xe
bitii'mtui til'ntuin tuintuin
kaca'icai kaca'icai .xaca'icai
bice'-6 bice'-yao
kawilna-ki kawl'na-iltca kana'dihwa-kB
kawl'na-tcidik kana'dihwa-

kidi
La'l-a-pa

cak6'-blya cakW'-plya
kamti'ltali-fl

kIlwi
kaa'i-kama kaa'i-kama

pc6'-plya
tsawa'l-msak

bita'mta

kl'-tana
kawi'na-kama

kataltalak-ca
bita'-kama
bice'-yee-nat

blya'

tsawa'l-misak

st6'ik

kawl'na-kama kana'dIhwa-
kama

bice'-to
katui'k, pIya' biya', bi 'ya'

bil'-dile
maa-ka't6la
maa
kawa'ca

pdci-cna

bi'-dilb-fl
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Artificial

arrowhead
arrowhead-half
arrowhead-sharp
arrowhead-slender
inward-arrowhead
outward-arrowhead
arrowhead-sharp pointed
arrow-split open
arrowhead-projecting

string
game (played with fish

vertebrae)
stretcher

tattoo
star

Geometric

zigzag (by which is meant
almost any crooked line
or object)

wavy
large spots, spots
spotted

spot or dot
small figures

little-pieces

Miscellaneous

initial design
finishing design
empty
east-this-mark
east-place-from-mark
daylight (?)
door

Northern Central

katca'k katca'
katca'-dalaul
katca-mset
katca'-mtil
tca'l-katca
ko'l-katca
katca'-mtlp

datce'kka

ha'ske

tsIy6ottSIy
katiy6'tiy6
tsly6'tsly6ka
dzly6dzly5
tsak6'kak6ka
tsik6'ga ( 7)
dik6'tka
dapo'kka
dap6'dap6ka
dapo'kpoko
dap6'dapo
dita'ska
dita's
dapildapika
sisj,sisi
dapi'dapi
bly6'bly6
bly6'bly6ka

caiy6'1
baiya'kafi
kata'

sle'ma

kaa'mfil

tsly5'tsly6
ka't yotlyo
tsly6'tsly6ka

Eastern

kaga'
kaga'-daLaul
kaga'-miset

xaga'-mlLa&
xaga'-diset

kaitsa'kai
xaitsa'k
xaitsa'kai

flyaho'

tsIy6'tsIy6
xatly6'tiy6
dziyo'dziyoka
ciziy6dziy6'

dapo'kp6ko
kap6'kpoko

dita's

caiy1'i caiy6'i
baiya'kaui hi'baiyax

c6'-bax-kama
c6-ma-ke'kama
kaa'

da'ii, hamaka'm ham, ha'mda hwa
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Modern Northern Central Eastern
whiteman masa'n masa'n masa'n
new cujwe' ciwe'
cross karui's
cards (a game) wada'ha
calico yani'ya
man (human being) tca tcatc ka'Eik
design dat6'i ditcl', tcl
mark kama' kama' kama', xama'

Among these names there are two, elbow and daylight, which
should be disregarded, as they are doubtful translations and do
not appear to be logically connected with the designs to which
they are applied. In that case the total number of design names
in use would be fifty-two. In order to arrive at the total number
of truLly aboriginal names, six, which are due to white influence
and classified here as modern design names, should be subtracted,
thus leaving forty-eight aboriginal names.

So far as at present may be judged all these names are of
truly Pomo origin, there being no evidence now at hand of bor-
rowing by the Pomo from other people. No positive statements
can, however, be made upon this point until more knowledge is
available about the basketry of the peoples occupying the terri-
tory surrounding that of the Pomo.

Not all these names are used by the people of all three Pomo
divisions. There are ten pairs of names which may be consid-
ered as equivalents, as follows: deer-back and potato-forehead;
turtle-neck and turtle-back; goose-excrement and finishing de-
sign; grasshopper-elbow and deer-elbow; zigzag and wavy; large-
spots, spots, and spot or dot; small-figures and little-pieces; empty
and arrowhead; east-this-mark and east-place-from-mark. The
presence of these equivalent names accounts in part for what
appears superficially as a radical difference in designs in passing
from one of the Pomo divisions to another. Of fully equal im-
portance also are the differences in the qualifying terms used in
the different divisions and particularly the variations in the uses
of these qualifying terms by different informants. In addition
to these names which are equivalent in their application, there
are in each of these divisions a number which are not used in
either of the other divisions and which have no equivalents, so
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that the total number of names used by any one division alone
is very much below fifty-two. In fact the largest number used
by any one of the divisions is thirty-five, that used by the North-
ern. The Central and Eastern have respectively thirty-two and
twenty-five. If from these be subtracted the names due to white
influence and introduced in modern times, the Northern would
have but thirty-three, the Central twenty-six, and the Eastern
twenty-two names of strictly aboriginal origin. From the second
number should be also subtracted the two doubtful names above
mentioned, these occurring only in that division, thus leaving the
total for the Central division only twenty-four.

Among these names there are many which are rarely met
with. The number in common use among all three of the divi-
sions under consideration is but twenty-eight, and two of these
are names of modern origin, so that twenty-six truly aboriginal
names are the only ones applied to the majority of the designs.
Similarly each one of the divisions taken separately shows a com-
paratively small number of names in common use, the three
divisions having respectively twenty-one, nineteen, and sixteen
such names, of which one, two, and two respectively are names
of modern origin, leaving the total numbers of truly aboriginal
names in common use twenty, seventeen, and fourteen respec-
tively for the three divisions.
A notable feature of these terms is the predominance of ani-

mal names. As is shown by the above mentioned table there are
in all three of the divisions taken together twenty-three animal
names of which twelve are in common use, this being three times
as great a number as is found in any of the other classes of names
and nearly one-half the total number of names commonly in use.
In the main these names denote parts of the various animals,
though some are simply names of the animate objects themselves.
There are sixteen names of animate objects, as follows: deer,
striped-watersnake, quail, ant, butterfly, turtle, goose, grasshop-
per, killdeer, crow, sunfish, mosquito, starfish, crab, bat, bear;
and twelve terms relating to parts of the body, as follows: back,
plume, teeth, neck, excrement, elbow, eyebrow, foot (or track),
rib, claw (or hand), wing, breast (?). To these last should be
added three other terms which appear in plant names, namely:
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head, forehead, and eye, making a total of fifteen terms referring
to parts of the body. The remaining names which are commonly
in use have been here placed in four classes, in none of which
however is there any considerable number. While the number
of animal names commonly in use is twelve, the number of plant
names commonly in use is but two, of artificial objects but four,
of geometrical figures but four, and of miscellaneous objects but
four, thus showing a very great predominance of animal names
when compared with any one of the other classes.

As has already been shown, the various design elements are
given names of special signification, such as names of animals,
birds, plants, artificial objects, etc., but an inspection of the fig-
ures of the design elements and also of the patterns appearing
in the plates will show that the designs to which these names are
applied are not in most cases at all realistic. They are not in-
tended by the Indians to be so, as is shown by their statements
that they never attempted to represent realistically animals, trees,
flowers, mountains, stars, thunder, lightning, etc. The Indians
do not attach any realistic significance to them, except perhaps
to the quail-plume design (figs. 211 to 222), which they assert
really does look like the plume of the valley quail. It is also true
that the Indians do not attach any religious significance to these
figures. They are mainly decorative and seem in all cases to
have been named from some real or fancied likeness to objects
bearing the same names.

QUALIFYING TERMS.

The figures and plates and their descriptions show that, while
the Pomo have only a comparatively small number of elemental
design names, the variation in form and proportions of the de-
sign elements to which these names are applied is very great.
The lack of names of elements is, in a great measure, compen-
sated by the use of qualifying terms, which assists in differen-
tiating designs which are similar, yet quite distinct one from
another. These qualifying terms, which are applied chiefly to
elemental figures, though some of them are applied also to pat-
terns, may be divided into seven general classes. There are seven-
teen terms relating to form, five to direction, three to position,
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three to size, four to color, five to number, and four to quality.
There are also four terms of miscellaneous significance. The
following table shows these terms and the particular dialectic
divisions in which each is used.

QUALIFYING TE

Form
sharp
slender
barbed
sharp pointed, sharp point
sharp points.

projecting
pointed
wide mark
drawn out
large area

split open
forked
compressed
long

short
circular, circle
globular

Direction
inward
outward
upward
downward
from ( ?)

Position
above
lower
pushed-over

.RMS USED WITH ELEMENTAL NAMES.

ATorthern Central Eastern
diti'p, mise't mset diti'p, mise't

mtil
dase't
dati'p
dati'pka
kase'tka

diti'pka

kala'tkafl
data'pan
data'pka

datsui'ttclka

tcada'mfil
tcad6'lai

fl'yfil
yo'wil

dika'tka

dase't
o'pitai, mtlp dati'p

dise't

kala'tkau
dfitalp

data'p

miLa'ft
bana'

kasfi'ltak
k6'lai
ptec'yai
tcad6'tcado

bagi'l

tcal
kol

kaiyiila'l

ke (I)

naui
yo

Size
big
small bitcti'tcai

swelled or bulged

tia
kuit, kil'dja,
xuit
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Color Northern Central Eastern
black katse'
white kale'
blank kalil' xaLii'

Number
half balafi, balaui-ai, daLaui

dalau
both xsl xa'li
one (or single) ta'tfi
three sl'bS
eye-half fi'l-balafi

uii-balail-ai

Quality
ugly (or imperfect) baset
resembling i'tcai i'tcai
nothing xale'l
foolish (or nonsensical) dag6'l

Miscellaneous
coiled-basket ctu
throw n6'tak
stir (I) dabe'l
rub (?) dana'

Some of these terms are applicable to any and all design
elements, while others are used only in connection with one or
two. For instance, inward, outward, above, lower, slender, and
sharp are used only with arrowhead. Further, many of these
terms are used by the people of all three of the Pomo divisions
investigated, while others are restricted to perhaps a single divi-
sion. For instance, the terms inward, outward, above, and lower
when used as qualifiers of names of elements, are employed only
by the Central Pomo.

These qualifying terms show a predominance of terms relat-
ing to form, there being seventeen of them. This is to be ex-
plained by the fact that they are applied in most cases to single
figures, not to combinations of figures as are the qualifying terms
relating to patterns. The small numbers of terms of direction
and of position are noticeable, but are to be expected by virtue
of the fact that terms of these two classes belong logically with
patterns or the combinations of two or more figures.
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PATTERN NAMES.

Names of patterns, as has already been shown, are combina-
tions of the names of their constituent elements, together with
appropriate qualifying terms. In a great measure these pattern
names are constant and uniform within the limits of any one of
the Pomo divisions, so that the same phrase-name, consisting of
the accepted names of the constituent elemental figures and the
appropriate qualifying terms, is given in connection with any
particular pattern by all informants speaking the same dialect.
There are, however, very considerable differences in these phrase-
names within the same dialectic area, due to the individual con-
ception of the form or size of the design elements which go to
make up the pattern as a whole. For instance, one informant
might consider the small rectangles which form part of a pattern
as of sufficient size to be called deer-back, while another might
consider them so small as to require the designation of ants.
Another source of variety in these phrase-names and one which
is responsible for fully as great variation as this difference in
individual interpretation of form or size of the elemental figures
themselves, is the difference in the use of qualifying terms, of
which there are a large number.

QUALIFYING TERMS.

Just as the greater number of qualifying terms used in con-
nection with design elements are naturally descriptive of form,
owing to the fact that the elemental designs are in most cases
single figures, so the qualifying terms used particularly in con-
nection with pattern names are indicative of relative position
and spatial relations owing to the different combinations of ele-
mental figures which go to make up the patterns. The differen-
tiation of patterns depends largely upon the relative position
and spatial relations in which the constituent elements stand one
to another. As is shown in the following table, there are thirty-
four of these terms giving these relations, and also mentioning
the several methods of patterns arrangement employed by the
Pomo. Some of these terms are used by the people of but one
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of the Pomo divisions, while others are used by the people of all
three divisions. Those most commonly occurring are crossing,
in-the-middle, in-the-center, on-both-sides, collected, placed-close-
together-in-a-row, and (in addition to) side, and on.

In addition to this large number of terms relating to position
there are also qualifying terms relating to form and direction,
there being five terms in each of these classes. Of these the terms
band, broad-band, striped, and lead occur most frequently.

QUALIFYING TERMS USED WITH PATTERN NAMES.

Position
crossing

crossed
one on top of another
in the middle
in the center
on both sides

following on the outside

on the outside
running along in pairs
going around
going around and meeting

meet

collect, collected
connected
interlocking
together
tied together
placed close together in a
row

scattered along in a line

scattered around in a circle
scattered along
scattered around

scattered

separated
far-apart (')

Northern
dase'tka
minadate'kama
minadatekamfi
dise'tka
batcW'tama
dile'

X6'l-tfi

tcadi'mul
teacite'mfil
daiye'kamfi
daiye'tkamui
daie'n

kate'ltaimafi

daie'nga

dakikiti'nka
dase'setenka
dasi'dasi-miil
dakIkitin
daki'tka
dasi'dasi
dasildasi
dasi'dasika

Central Eastern
fina'Lifi wina'lihempke

la'la
le'Lan

dile'

k6' 'nawa
x6'"nawa

k6waldakade'n
k6waldakade'tan
kW'wal

x6tca'gan
kadabe'mli

k6ldaiyafl'hmak
x6ldabe'hmak

ete'ltele

katc6'm
gaficaiya'fihmak

pase'r

mka'litcai

kata'iitcai
taka'nma
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along dai
above, upper &'yi
close kana'
near mala'da
among xam
side tuil
stuck-on teil, tci'ltaui
on tol
and (or with) hua, na

Form
band etot lk
broad band datsai'-banem
straight band cite'n
stripe cike't, cike'tka tcuiwa'k

tcfiwa'n
straight line (or lines) cite'

Direction
passing along date'n gadi'l
running along giwa'l
extending, extended cikikiti'nka
follow up kade'n

kade'tan
lead cide'n cuidi'l

As has already been shown, the number of names of elemental
designs in common use among the Pomo when compared to the
number of elements themselves is comparatively small. In all
three of the Pomo divisions under consideration there are twenty-
six truly aboriginal names in common use, and in any one of
these divisions alone the number of such names does not exceed
twelve. However, by combining the names of all or, at least,
most of the elements in a complex pattern and by adding appro-
priate qualifying terms, the Pomo are able to produce descriptive
phrase-names, by which they can adequately differentiate the
most complex patterns. As before stated, however, these descrip-
tive phrase-names differ to a certain extent according to the
interpretation which the individual informant puts upon the
various elements constituting the pattern and to the individual's
conception of the relation in which these elements stand, one to
another.

When compared with the design names found among certain
other California peoples the Pomo have a large number, prob-
ably due both to linguistic diversity and variety of environment.
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In the previous pages the names in use by three of the seven
Pomo divisions only have been given, those of the other four
divisions not being now available. While the people of these
three dialectic divisions are quite closely related the differences
between any two are very considerable, even amounting in some
features of their speech to a true language rather than a dia-
lectic difference. Under such conditions the people of any one
of these divisions might from time to time modify a name held
in common by all three, originate a new name, or allow one of the
old ones to fall into disuse. In any of these cases the differences
in language and the consequent difficulties of communication
among the people would make the changed or new term slow to
spread from one division to another. This difficulty of trans-
mission would be still greater if the whole seven Pomo dialects,
some of which are much more remotely connected one to another
than the three considered, be taken into account. If the design
names used by the people of all seven of the Pomo divisions were
available it is probable that the present number, forty-eight, of
truly aboriginal names would be increased, possibly as much as
fifty per cent.

There are also very considerable differences in the topography
and in the environmental conditions existing in different parts
of the territory occupied by these three divisions of the Pomo.
Their territory extends from the ocean to the crest of the inner
or main range of the Coast Range mountains, and covers four
distinct topographical zones, as has been pointed out in treating
the topography of this region.* Under these conditions it is to
be expected that the basket desigus would be considerably af-
fected, as is the case with various other important features of
culture. Combining then these differences of natural environ-
ment with the linguistic diversity, conditions are given under
which it is to be expected that a considerable number of desigu
names would arise, and it is natural that the Pomo should have
fully as great a number of elemental names as any other people
inhabiting a like territory.

An inspection of the region inhabited by the Yurok, Karok,
* The Ethno-Geography of the Pomo and Neighboring Indians, Univ. Cal.

Publ. Arch. Ethn., VI, 8, 1908.
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and Hupa and of that inhabited by the Maidu is interesting in
this connection. The former may here be considered together
for, while they differ entirely in language, they live in contig-
uous territories and are a unit in culture. Their territory does
not show so great diversity of environment as that of the Pomo
but in their language they, like the Pomo, are in three groups.
While lexically these languages are entirely different the peoples
themselves mingled freely. In this respect, therefore, they are
similar to the three Pomo divisions under consideration and like
them collectively possess somewhere between forty and fifty de-
sign names.

The Maidu occupied a territory much larger than that of the
three Pomo divisions and also much larger than that held by
the three Northwestern peoples. They also are divided linguis-
tically into three dialectic groups and their territory like that of
the Pomo shows considerable diversity of topography and envi-
ronment, since it extends from the broad plain of the Sacra-
mento valley to the high Sierras. These great differences of
elevation, with consequent differences of temperature, flora, and
fauna, gave rise to an environment which, like that of the three
Pomo divisions, is very diverse and must have influenced design
names and other matters of culture to an appreciable extent. It
is therefore not surprising that among the Maidu also there are
in use something over forty design names.

Thus among the representatives of the three culture groups,
the three Northwestern peoples, the Maidu, and the Pomo, con-
cerning whose basketry there is information now available, and
among whom the conditions of linguistic and environmental
diversity are, to a considerable extent at least, comparable, the
numbers of basket design names seem to be about equal and to
range between forty and fifty.

In general, therefore, it appears that the Pomo possess fully
as great a number of elemental names as do the Indians inhabit-
ing any other territory of like extent, and it seems probable that
the number is considerably greater than that to be found among
other peoples with equal or greater territory but with more
uniform environmental conditions and with less diversity of
language.
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CONCLUSION.

The fiber materials employed by the Pomo in their basketry
are, with the exception of the bark of the redbud, taken from the
roots of such plants as the sedge, carex, and pine. For the foun-
dation material in coiling and for warp in twining the slender
stems of the willow are almost exclusively used, those of the hazel
being employed only in the extreme northern part of the Pomo
region.

The use of feathers and beads in the ornamentation of Pomo
basketry is one of its most characteristic features. The feathers
are employed either for outlining designs which appear in fiber,
or making the designs themselves. In the latter case the entire
surface of the basket is thickly covered in such a manner that
the background and pattern are brought out by the different
colored feathers instead of by the fiber.

In technique Pomo basketry is characterized by great variety.
Three different types, coiling, twining, and wickerwork, are
found. Of coiling there are two forms, single-rod and three-
rod; of twining there are seven, plain, diagonal, lattice, and two
forms of three-strand twining, and two forms of three-strand
braiding. While most other California peoples use one type of
technique almost exclusively, the Pomo alone to a slight extent
make use of wickerwork and employ very extensively both twin-
ing and coiling.

The forms also of Pomo baskets show great range. They
vary in shape from the very flat plate-form to almost perfect
spheres and to cones of various proportions. In addition to these
a special elliptical or boat-shaped basket, a form rarely met with
elsewhere, is quite frequently made by them.

The variety of pattern arrangements found among the Pomo
is very striking. The predominating arrangement, especially
upon twined baskets, is horizontal or banded. A considerable
proportion of the baskets have their patterns placed diagonally.
Comparatively few have patterns arranged so they cross one
another, or so as to cover the entire surface of the basket in the
manner shown in pl. 16, fig. 6. A very few coiled baskets have
a vertical or an individual arrangement of their patterns.
Symmetry in the disposition of the patterns is to a large extent
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lacking. Not only is there no such careful balancing of the parts
of the horizontal patterns as is found in Northwestern California,
but even such banded patterns possess a break in their continuity.
This may be either very small or of considerable size and filled
with a design quite different from that of the remainder of the
pattern. Obviously no symmetry is possible in the crossing and
individual arrangements. In the diagonal and vertical arrange-
ments, however, the patterns are so placed at three or four equi-
distant points as to be symmetrical.

The ornamentation of Pomo basketry consists of a great num-
ber of complex and varied patterns each composed of simple de-
sign elements, such as lines, triangles, rectangles, rhomboids, etc.
By various modifications of these simple elements a large number
of forms of any one class are available for combination to make
the complex patterns. By repeating a single element, or, as is
more often the case, by combining several, a very elaborate pat-
tern may be produced.

Similarly, the names applied to design elements and to pat-
terns are of two different kinds. The former are simple terms
derived from the names of animals, plants, artificial objects, etc.
and are given by reason of some real or fancied likeness of the
design to the object bearing the name. These simple names are
qualified by various terms descriptive of form, size, position,
color, etc. so as to be fairly exact designations. As patterns are
formed by combining various design elements, pattern names re-
sult from the combination of the names of the various elements
concerned. By means of additional qualifying terms the relation
in which these various elements stand to one another is indi-
cated.

It is thus not only possible to adequately differentiate the
most complex patterns one from the other, but by this combina-
tion of element names and qualifying terms pattern phrase-names
result which are so descriptive that it is possible for anyone ac-
quainted with the subject to form a mental picture of the pattern
from its name.

To these elaborate patterns composed of simple, largely geo-
metrical elements, provided with purely descriptive names based
upon some real or fancied likeness to objects bearing the same
names, the Indians do not attach any religious or symbolic sig-
nificance.
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GLOSSARY.*

ai, plural suffix used with adjectives (N, C).
badjo' tule (N).
bagi'l, long (E).
bag' o', tule (E).
ba'iya-hakU, cylindrical fish-trap (C).
baiya'kau, finishing design. Also used in speaking of long stitches such

as basting of cloth or in basketry, twining which covers two or
more warp sticks like that about the rims of the baskets shown in
pl. 21 (N, C).

bala'il, half (C).
bala'ii-ai, half [plural] (C).
bam, willow stem (N).
bam-sa'i, diagonal twining (C).
ba'm-siibii, three-rod foundation (N).
ba'm-tca, single-rod foundation (N).
bam-tilc', plain twining (N, C, E).
bana', forked (E).
bane'm, to set down or place an object (N).
base't, ugly [or imperfect] (C).
batco', tule (C).
batc6'tama, one-on-top-of-another (N).
bati, hazel (N).
bat!'bMom, hemispherical basket (N).
bati'lmahwak, 1(E).
bato', basketry seed-beater (E).
batsl'ya, yellowhammer (N).
batu', basketry seed-beater N, C).
bax, this (E).
bice', deer (N, E).
bice'-mao, deer-back (N, E).
bice'-6, deer-teeth (N).
bicW'-to, deer-stand-in (E).
bice'-yao, deer-teeth (E).
bice'-yee-nat, deer-breast-? (N).
bidji', burden basket [closely woven] (N).
bill'ya, red-winged blackbird (N).
bis-yem, bracken, a black basket material (N).
bita', bear (N).
bita'-kama, bear-foot [or track] (N).
bita'mta, mosquito (N).
bitcii'tcai, small [plural] (N).
bito'i-tsoi, burden basket [openwork of peeled rods] (N).
bitsui'l, small openwork storage basket (E).

* The alphabet used in this glossary is described in the present series of
publications, VI, 51, 1908 (Ethno-Geography of the Pomo Indians).
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bitfim'tu, ant (N).
blya', elbow (N).
bl'ya', elbow (E).
bly&'bly6, little pieces (N).
bly6'biy6ka, little-pieces (N).
bui, "Indian potatoes," by which is meant the bulbs, corms, and tubers

of the various species of bulbous and tubrous rooted plants in
which the Pomo region abounds (E).

bfi'-dile, potato-forehead. [According to some informants this term re-
fers to a protuberance on the upper surface of certain bulbs and
corms called "Indian potatoes." Some other informants claim
that the reference is to a protuberance on the under surface of these
" Indian potatoes. "] (E).

bui'-dile uil, potato-forehead eye (E).
buiga', burden basket [closely woven] (E).
buika'l, conical fish-trap (N).
bfim, starting knots used in twined basketry (N, C).
biixa'l, conical fish-trap (E).
ea, arm [or wing] (N).
ca'di, basket (E).
caga'ga, quail (E).
caga'ga-ke, quail-plume (E).
caga'ga-xe, quail-plume (E).
cag'a'x, quail (E).
cag' a'x-hak6i, quail-trap (E).
cag' a'x-ke, quail-plume (E).
cag' a'x-xe, quail-plume (E).
caiy6'i, inital design (N, C, E).
caka'ga, quail (N, C, E).
caka'ga-hak6i, quail-trap (N, C).
caka'ga-ke, quail-plume (E).
caka'ga-keya, quail-plume (N, Ct).
caka'ga-xe, quail-plume (E).
caka'ka, quail (N, C).
caka'ka-k6ya, quail-plume (N, C).
caka'n, openwork basket [culinary type] (N).
caka'n-tin, openwork basket [sifter type] (N).
cako', grasshopper (N, C).
cak&-blya, grasshopper-elbow (N).
cak&'-plya, grasshopper-elbow (C).
cala'p, openwork basket [sifter type] (E).
ca'-midje, truncated cone fish-trap (E).
ca'-mtce, truncated cone fish-trap (C).
cat, basket (E).
ca'tani, shell beads (E).
catco'm, juniper ( ) root, a white basket material (C).
cate'p, juniper (1) root, a white basket material (E).
cbui, coiling (C).
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cee't, twining (C);
cylindrical basket [small] (C).

cee't-tcibuiteibui, spherical basket (C).
cibfi', coiling (N).
cide'n, lead [verb] (N).
cike't, stripe (N).
cike'tka, stripe (N).
ciklkitin'ka, extending, extended. Applied to anything drawn out or

strung out for a great distance; also to anything unraveled (N).
eil, lark (C).
cI16', elliptical or boat-shaped basket (N).
cite', straight line; straight lines (N).
cite'n, straight band (N).
citsin', three-strand twining; three-strand braiding (N).
ciwe', new (E).
clyi'n, grape-vine, a binding material (N).
cna, head (C).
co, east (C, E).
cW'bax-kama, east-this-mark. A name applied by the Eastern Pomo to

certain patterns said by some to have been introduced into their
basketry from that of the people living to the east of them.

co'-ma, east-place (C).
c6-ma ke'kama, east-place from mark (C).
ctel'tele, connected, hitched together (C).
cti'n, grape-vine, a binding material (C, E).
ctot, band (C).
etui, coiling (C);

coiled-basket (C);
hemispherical basket (C).

ctii'-ptcl, basket of truncated cone form (C).
cfidi'l, lead [verb] (E).
cuisa's, diagonal twining (E).
cise't, diagonal twining (N).
cuw'e, new (C).
ciiwi'ri, three-strand twining; three-strand braiding (E).
cwi'tki, three-strand twining; three-strand braiding (C).
dabe'l, stir (1) (E).
dagal, I (E).
dago'l, foolish [or nonsensical] (E).
dai, along (E).
daie'n, collect; collected (N).
daie'nga, placed close together in a row. [When used in reference to

design.] In general, to collect a number of objects together in one
place (N).

daiye'kamui, meet [singular] (N).
daiye'tkamui, meet [plural] (N).
daki'kitin, scattered along; moving along (N).
dakikiti'nka, scattered along in a line (N).
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daki'tka, scattered around (N).
dako', willow hoop (C).
dako', willow hoop (N, E).
dala', plate-form basket (N, E).
dala'kan, plate-form basket [small] (N).
dala'ii, half (C).
daLa'fi, half (E).
dana', rub (?) (N).
dapi'dapi, small-figures (N).
dapi'dapika, small-figures (N).
dapo'dapo, spotted (N).
dap6'dap6ka, spotted (N).
dapo'kka, large spots, particularly if they are at considerable distances

from one another (N).
dap6'kpoka, spotted (N).
dapo'kpoko, spotted (N, C).
dase'setenka, scattered along in a line (N).
dase't, barbed; sharp points [two or more points] (N, E).
dase'tka, crossing (N).
dasi'dasi, scattered or scattered around (N).
dasildasika, scattered [either promiscuously or in a row] (N).
dasi'dasi-mfil, scattered around in a circle (N).
data'p, large area; wide mark (E).
data'pan, large area (N).
datapka, large area [of any shape] (N).
datce'datcenka, I (N).
datce'kka, the name of a game in which a wooden or other skewer is thrust

through as many as possible of a string of fish vertebrae as the
string is passing through the air.

datekama, lie-on.
date'n, passing along (plural).
dati'p, sharp point; sharp-pointed (N, E).
dati'pka, sharp points (N).
dat6'i, design (N);

mark of any kind (N).
datsa'i, broad (N).
datsa'i-banem, broad-band. Literally broad placed or put on. It is used

in reference to certain basket designs and is equivalent to broad
band (N).

datsii'tka, I (N9).
datsfi'ttcika, compressed. Strictly the compressing or squeezing of any

soft material (N).
daui, space or opening in a pattern, literally door.
dem, cylindrical basket [small] (N).
dika'tka, pushed over (N).
dik6'tka, wavy (N).
dile', forehead; in-the-middle (N, E).
disa'i, redbud, a red basket material (E).
disai-tO'ts, redbud, a white basket material (E).
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dise't, projecting; applied to any objects which stick up or project
prominently (C,E).

dise'ta, crossed (N).
dita's, dot, spot, daub (N, E).
ditas'ka, spotted or daubed more than once (N).
ditcl', design (C).
diti'p, sharp (N, E).
diti'pka, pointed (N).
diti'r, openwork storage basket (E).
djama', twining; wickerwork (1) (N).
djici'l, lark (N).
duika'l, wickerwork (E).
duita'p, wide mark; large area (E).
dziyo'dziy6, zigzag (N, E).
dziy6'dziy6ka, zigzag (E).
gadi'l, passing along (E).
gai, I (E).
gaii'-ce, willow root, a white basket material (E).
ga'iya, 1 (E).
gaiicaiya'Ohmak, interlocking (E).
gica'l, tule (N).
giwa'l, running along (E).
guica'l, tule (E).
gflci'li, lark (E).
guimui'Lui, spherical basket (E).
ha'i-dUkal, burden basket [openwork of unpeeled rods] (N).
haine'du, lattice twining (C).
hai-si'bo, three-rod foundation (C).
ha'i-tatu, single-rod foundation (C).
haWkU, conical fish-trap (C).
ha'l-tsawam, border-weave (or braid), literally toward (or at) the mouth

braid (C).
ham, space or opening in a pattern, literally end; also near the mouth

[used in reference to finishing designs and weaves] (C).
ha'mda, space or opening in a pattern, literally end of it (C).
hamaka'm, finishing design (N).
ha'ske, tattoo [refers to tattoo marks] (N).
hi'baiyax, finishing design (E).
hna, and [or with] (E).
hwa, space or opening in a pattern, literally door (E).
ika'l, burden basket [openwork of peeled rods] (C).
i'-pIka, feathered basket (N).
i'tcai, resemble, looks like (C, E).
iti't, openwork storage basket; wickerwork (1) (C).
kaa', daylight (1) (C).
kaa'i, crow (C).
kaa'i-kama, crow foot [or track] (N, C).
kaa'mfil, star (C).
kaca'icai, butterfly (N, C, E).



Barrett.-Pomo Indian Basketry.

kael'ltsiya, bluebird (E).
kadabe'mli, going around [plural] (E).
kade'n, follow up (C).
kade'tan, follow up [plural] (C).
kadi'-kiihuim, sedge, a white basket material (N).
kaga', arrowhead (E).
kaga'-daLaui, arrowhead-half (E).
kaga'-miset, arrowhead-sharp (E).
ka'ia, shell beads (N).
kaia'n, mallard (N, C, E).
kaitsa'kai, stretcher [see xaitsa'k] (E).
kaiy6'i, oriole (C).
kaiy6'yui, oriole (N).
kaiyila'l, upward (E).
kakaifitc6'm, I (C).
ka'k6i, cylindrical fish-trap (N).
kala'cfina, elliptical or boat-shaped basket (C).
kala'ia, redbud, a red basket material (C).
kala'ia-kat6, redbud, a white basket material (C).
kala'l, willow stem (N, C).
kala'l-sibo, three-rod foundation (C).
kala'l-yem, willow root, a white basket material (N).
kala't, approximately parallel lines (C).
kala'tkaud, drawn-out (N, C).
kale', white (N).
kale'-ce, digger-pine root, a white basket material (IN, C, E).
kale'l, nothing (E).
kalltc6'tco, bluebird (N).
kalfi', blank, space (C).
kali'ttiduk, striped-watersnake (E).
kalil'tfiruk, striped-watersnake (E).
kama, mark; foot [or track] (N, C, E).
ka'mtiltall, killdeer (C).
kamti'ltali-fii-kiiwi, killdeer-eyebrow (C).
kana', close (N).
kana'dihwa, turtle (E).
kana'dihwa-kama, turtle-foot (E).
kana'dihwa-kidi, turtle-back (E).
kana'dihwa-k6l, turtle-neck (E).
kap6'kp6ko, spotted (C).
kara'tc, redheaded woodpecker (E).
karil's, cross [derived from the Spanish cruz] (C).
kase'tka, sharp-points (N).
kasfil'tak, long (C).
kata', empty, blank, nothing (N).
kata'iitcai, separated [plural] (1); set-far-apart [plural] (?) (C).
kata'k, redheaded woodpecker (C).
kata'talak, bat (N).
kata'talak-ca, bat 's wing (N).
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kata'tc, redheaded woodpecker (N).
katca', arrowhead; also applied to the obsidian knife (C).
katca'-dalaui, arrowhead-half (C).
katcalk, arrowhead (N).
katca'-mset, arrowhead-sharp (C).
katca'-mtil, arrowhead-slender (C).
katca'-mtip, arrowhead-sharp-pointed (C).
katcoWm, together (C).
kate'ltaimaud, interlocking (N).
ka'tiy6tly5, zigzag (N, C, E).
katil'y'ti'y6, zigzag (C, E.)
ka't6la, cup (of acorn).
katsa'-kiihuim, sedge, a white basket material (E).
katse', black (N).
katsi'ya, yellowhammer (C).
ka'tsiy6tsIy6, zigzag (N).
kats&'ttcifi, swelled (C).
katil'k, elbow? (C).
kawa'ea, pine-tree (N).
kawin'a, turtle (N, C).
kawilna-kama, turtle-foot (N, C).
kawilna-kui, turtle-neck (N).
kawi'na-tcidik, turtle-back (N).
kawi'na-utca, turtle-neck (C).
ke, from (C).
ke'ya, plume or crest. Used in reference to the plume of the quail (N).
ki, crab (N).
kibui'k, coiling (E).
kl'cki, twining (E).
kid!, back, spinal column (E).
kil'-tana, crab claw [or hand] (N).
koho'l, mountain quail (N, C).
kWI, neck (E).
kol, outward. Used only in connection with such triangular elements as

those shown in figs. 18 and 19, and said to signify that in making
such a figure the work progresses constantly outward, i.e., away
from the middle of the pattern, by virtue of the fact that each
row of twining is a little longer than the one next below. Cf.
tcal (C) .

k3'lai, long [plural] (C).
k6ldaiya'fihmak, meet (E).
k6'l-katea, outward-arrowhead (C).
k6"nawa, on-both-sides (E).
kowal, on-the-outside (C).
k6waldakade'n, following on the outside (C).
k6waldakade'tan, following on the outside [plural] (C).
kfi, neck (N).
kfi'dja, small (E).
kuihfim', sedge, a white basket material (N, C, E).



Barrett.-Pomo Indian Basketry.

kuit, small (E).
khi'ta, small (E).
Lal, goose (E).
la'la, middle, in-the-middle, among (C).
La'l-a-pa, goose excrement (E).
le'Lan, center [geometric]; in-the-center (C).
li'bitsits, bracken, a black basket material (E).
lik, band (E) .
maa', acorn (N).
maa-ka'tWla, acorn-head [or cup] (N).
ma'-ce, willow root, a white basket material (C).
mala'da, near (C).
ma6', back (N).
mao'do-kit, bracken, a black basket material (C).
masa'kalak, striped-watersnake (N).
masa'n, whiteman (N, C, E).
ma'-yem, willow root, a white basket material (N).
meo', back (C).
midje', mortar basket (N, E).
miLa'il, split-open (E).
mille', redbud, a red basket material (N).
mille-to'i, redbud, a white basket material (N).
mina', over, upon (N).
mina'-datekama, crossing, literally top-lie-on (N).
mina'datekama, crossing. This term appears to differ from nina'dat&

kama in that it carries a plural idea, that of crossing endlessly (N).
misa'k, rib (E).
misa'kala, striped-watersnake (N).
misa'kalak, striped-watersnake (N).
mise't, sharp (N, E).
mkallitcai, scattered [plural] (N).
msak, rib (C).
msa'kale, striped-watersnake (C).
mest, sharp (C).
mtca'k6lai, 7 (C).
mtce, mortar basket (C).
mtil, slender (C).
mtip, sharp-pointed (C).
mto't, border finish (C).
muil, in a circle, circular (N).
na, and [or with] (E).
nasil', plate-form basket (C).
nat, I (N).
naui, above (C).
n&'tak, throw. Probably denotes long or extended (N).
O, teeth. Applied not only to teeth but also to anything with a sharp

edge or point (N, C).
6n'ma, basket (C).
o'pitai, sharp-pointed (plural).
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pa, excrement (E).
pase', openwork storage basket (N).
pase'r, tied-together, tied together in a bunch (E).
pee, deer (C).
pee'-me6, deer-back (C).
pce'-piya, deer-elbow (C).
pdul, acorn (C).
pdi'-cna, acorn-head [or cup] (C).
pika', basket (N).
plka'-tcad6l, spherical basket (N).
plya', elbow (C).
po, magnesite beads (N, C).
pol, magnesite beads (E).
ptcl', burden basket [closely woven] (C).
ptc6'yai, short [plural] (C).
ptsat, starting knots used intwined basketry (C).
sal, openwork basket, culinary (C).
sa'l-stin, openwork basket [sifter type] (C).
si'b5, three (C).
sika, basketry cradle (N).
sill', starting knots used in twined basketry (N).
slIi'x, starting knots used in twined basketry (E).
sisi'sisi, small figures (N).
sI'wa, mountain robin (N, C, E).
sle'ma, string (C).
sWeik, starfish- (C) .
sfi'kan, plate-form sifting basket (C).
tacjma, redbud, a white basket material (E).
ta'kan, cylindrical basket (C).
taka'nma, far apart (1) (C).
talW'ya, shell beads (C).
tana', hand, claw (N).
ta'-plka, feathered basket (N).
ta-s!'tWi, feathered basket (E).
ta'-st6l, feathered basket (C).
ta-tsaka't, bluebird (C).
ta'tii, one [or single] (C).
teaedj'mfil, going around and meeting [singular] (N).
tcaci'temiil, going around and meeting [plural] (N).
tcada'mfil, circle, circular (N).
tca'dim, I (E).
tcad6'lai, globular [plural] (N).
tcado'tcado, circular (C).
tcal, inward, toward. Used only in connection with triangular elements

such as those shown in figs. 17 and 20, and signifying that in mak-
ing such a figure the work constantly progresses inward toward the
middle of the pattern, by virtue of the fact that each row of twin-
ing fibers is a little shorter than the one next below. Cf. kol. (C).



Barrett.-Pomo Indian Basketry.

teal-katca, inward-arrowhead (C).
teama'ii, twining; burden basket [openwork of unpeeled rods] (C).
tel, design, mark, figure (C).
tcldi'k, back (N).
tcldi'yemfil, I (N).
tciga', lattice-twining (E).
teil, stuck on, hanging or stuck on the side or bottom (C).
tclyaii, I (C).
tcfiwa'k, stripe (C).
tcuiwa'n, stripe (C).
te'm-gata, abalone shell (N).
tWily plate-form basket [small] (C, E).
t ! i', lattice-twining (N).
ti'a, big (E).
tiri'-bugu, basket of truncated cone form (E).
tIya'l, yellowhammer (E).
to, stand in (E).
tol, on (C).
too'-pika, cylindrical basket (N).
tsai, jay (N, C, E); single-rod foundation (N, C, E).
tsada'r, half-cylinder fish-trap (E).
tsada't, half-cylinder fish-trap (C).
tsaga'tsagaii, oriole (E).
tsak6'tsak6ka, zigzag (N).
tsat't1o, robin (C).
tsawa'l, sunfish (C, E).
tsawa'l-mIsak, sunfish-rib (E).
tsawa'l-msak, sunfish-rib (C).
tsawa'm, border finish, literally braid (N, C).
tsawa'mk, border finish, literally braid (E).
tsik5'ga, zigzag (?) (N).
tsilj', redwinged blackbird (C).
tsit6k'tok, robin (N).
tsitW'tS, robin (E).
tsiwi'c, balrush, a black basket material (N, C, E).
tsly6'tsiy6, zigzag (N,C, E).
tsly6'tsiy6ka, zigzag (N, C).
tso'i, small openwork storage basket; burden basket [openwork of peeled

or unpeeled rods] (N, E).
tsuiba'ha, willow stem (E).
tsiihi'n, ? (N).
tsfi'Ll, redwinged blackbird (E).
tM, side (N).
til'ga, lattice-twining (E).
til, side (C).
tuilntfin, ants (C, E).
uili, eye (C, E).
u'l-balail, eye-half (C).
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fill-balafi-ai, eye-half [plural] (C).
fI'I-kfIwI, eyebrow (C).
uina'Liui, crossing (C).
uitca', neck (C).
hlyaho', star (E).
ilyil'-to, basket of truncated cone form (N).
ii'yui, above, upper, up (C).
ii'yiil, upward (N).
wada'ha, the Spanish game of cards (C).
wil, abalone shell (C).
wmna', top, over (E).
wina'lihempke, crossing (E).
xaca'icai, butterfly (E).
xaga', arrowhead (E).
xaga'-dIset, arrowhead projecting (E).
xaga'-miLafi, arrowhead-split-open (E).
xa'i-kall, single-rod foundation (E).
xa'i-kat6li, basketry cradle (E).
xaitsa'k, a stretcher made by twining green withes together and used

for carrying an injured person, as for instance one injured while
hunting at a distance from the village (E).

xaitsa'kai, stretcher (E).
xai-xa'li, plain twining (E).
xai-x6'mka, three-rod foundation (E).
xala'cfina, elliptical or boat-shaped basket (E).
xale'l, nothing (E).
xa'li, one [or single] (E).
xaLfi', blank, space (E).
xam, among (E).
xama', mark, foot, track (E).
xana'dihwa, turtle (E).
xa'tIy5tIyo, zigzag (E).
xati'y6'tI'y6, zigzag (E).
xa'xoi, cylindrical fish-trap (E).
xe, plume or crest, used in reference to the plume of the quail (E).
x61, both (N).
xo'ldab6'hmak, meet (E).
x6'l-tf, on-both-sides (N).
x6' nawa, on both sides (E).
x6tca'gan, running along in pairs (E).
xfit, small (E).
yanm'ya, calico (a term derived from the Spanish).
ya6, teeth (E).
yee, breast (N).
yll'-cat, feathered basket (E).
yA, lower, down (C).
y6'wil, downward (N).
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 15.

Figure 1.-Starting knot with two pairs of warp sticks crossed and the weft
elements passing diagonally to the angles formed.

Figure 2.-Starting knot with weft elements forming a cross with arms
parallel to the warp sticks.

Figure 3.-Starting knot with no other fastening than the ordinary twining.

Figure 4.-Starting knot having two pairs on the outside and one pair in-
side.

Figure 5.-Starting knot with four warp sticks in each direction.

Figure 6.-Starting knot with three warp sticks in each direction.

Figure 7.-Complicated lattice twining employed upon baby baskets.

Figure 8.-Twining upon multiple warp used in border finishing.

Figure 9.-Starting knot in which warp sticks are first joined by twining
and then crossed.
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UNIV. CALIF. PUBL. AM. ARCH. ETHN.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE 16.

Figure 1.-Plain twined cooking basket. Horizontal arrangement of trian-
gles with rhomboids. No. IVB 7P02.*

Figure 2.-Diagonal twined, spheroidal basket. Diagonal arrangement of
large triangles bordered by small ones with rhomboids in
parallel rows between them. No. IVB 7269.

Figure 3.-Diagonal twined cooking basket approaching spheroidal form.
Banded arrangement of diamond shaped designs. No. IVB
7280.

Figure 4.-Plain twined cooking basket. Small rhomboids crossed by a
white line placed between horizontal rows of large triangles.
No. IVB 7283.

Figure 5.-Diagonal twined cooking basket. Diagonally arranged triangles
with rhomboids between. No. IVB 7286.

Figure 6.-Diagonal twined basket decorated with valley quail plumes and
white shell beads. Triangles so arranged as to appear either
diagonal and parallel, or diagonal and crossing. No. 1-366.
X 14

* All numbers other than those of the series IV B refer to baskets in the
Museum of the Department of Anthropology of the University of California;
those of the series IV B refer to baskets in a collection made by the author
and now the property of the KEnigliches Museum fur Volkerkunde in Berlin.

[BARRETT] VOL. 7, PL. 16
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 17.

Figure 1.-Plain twined storage basket. Banded pattern composed of large
triangles with rhomboids between. No. 1-3013. X 'A2-

Figure 2.-Lattice-twined storage basket. Horizontally arranged triangles
bordered by small ones. White shell beads are attached to the
basket by means of the twining material itself. No. IVB
7270.

Figure 3.-Plain twined cooking basket. Banded arrangement of quail
plume designs. The dau appears in the middle band. No.
1-367. X lh.

Figure 4.-Lattice-twined storage basket of spherical form. The upper
bands of triangles have white zigzags and the lower ones
rhomboids. No. 1-3069. X 1/6.

Figure 5.-Diagonal twined basket. Diagonally arranged triangles, rows of
rhomboids between. No. 1-3030. X V5.

Figure 6.-Diagonal twined cylindrical cooking basket. A crossing ar-
rangement of triangles within triangles which enclose small
rhomboids. No. 1-3022. X 1/8.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 18.

Figure 1.-Coiled, spheroidal basket. Diagonal arrangement of triangles
within triangles. No. IVB 7235.

Figure 2.-Coiled, flaring funnel-shaped basket. Triangles with projecting
points diagonally arranged with zigzags between. No. 1-3018.
X Y8.

Figure 3.-Coiled, globose basket. Diagonally placed large triangles bor-
dered with very acute small ones having a row of rectangles
between them. No. IVB 7255.

Figure 4.-Coiled, globose basket showing the human figure introduced
under European influence. No. 1-434. X ½/-,.

Figure 5.-Coiled, globose basket. Vertically arranged zigzags and diag-
onally arranged triangles with rectangles between. No. 1-337.
x 5.

Figure 6.-Coiled, globose basket. Rows of small rectangles enclosed by
large triangles diagonally arranged. The cross shown has
been copied from a church. No. 1-3072. X Y.

2
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EXPLANATION OF PLAT-E 19.

1 igure 1.-Coile(d oii single-rod foundation, truneate(-cone-shaped basket.
Diagonally arrangedl (louble row of trianigles with white rect-
angles between. An iriitial (desigin is showxn on the botton.
No. 1-3058. X 1/4.

F'igure 2.-Coiled, truncated-c one-sliape(d basket. Diagonal arrangement of
triangles with a (douLble r'ow of zigzags between. No. 1-3012.
X 'Io.

Figure 3.-Coiledl, hemispherical basket. Crossing (diagonal rows of tri-
anigles with row-s of small rectangles. The human figuire, a
motive of late origin, is introdu-efl. No. 1-3074. X %/1

Figure 4. Coiled, elliptiael basket decorate(l 1vitlh redI feathers of the wood-
pecker and( groups of shell beads. Vertically placed[ pattern.
No. I-VB 7'218.

F1igure 5.-Coiled, elliptical basket with featlhers and abalone shell pendants
attaclhed. Pattern vertically arranged. No. TVB 7217.

Figure 6.-( oiled, elliptical basket. A zigzag patteln (liagonally placedI.
No. IVB 7224.
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EXPIANArATION OF PLATE 20.

A eeremonial basket used by shamans for the storage of sacred objects.
Cloiled on single-rod foundation, elliptical in form with hori-
zontally arranged patterns. No. 1-3009. X 1/5.
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UNIV. CALIF. PUBL. AM. ARCH. ETHN.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE 21.

Figure 1.-Coiled basket completely covered with feathers which form de-
signs. Triangular abalone pendants are attached. No. IVB
7212.

Figure 2.-Coiled basket with patterns worked in the feathers which en-
tirely cover it. A bail and pendants of shell are added. The
opening is provided with a row of quail plumes. No. IVB
7207.

Figure 3.-Coiled basket of single-rod foundation, elliptical in form. The
horizontal bands are interrupted and rectangles arranged in
a white triangle. No. IVB 7222.

Figure 4.-Coiled basket completely covered with variously colored feathers
presenting the pattern. No. IVB 7209.

Figure 5.-Feather-covered, coiled basket. The opening has a continuous
row of shell beads. No. IVB 7208.

Figure 6.-Coiled, elliptical basket decorated with feathers and beads.
Crossing triangles extend over the bottom as well as the sides.
No. IVB 1719.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 22.

Closely twined conical burden baskets.

Figure 1.-Diagonal twined with a hoop-bound opening. Diagonally ar-
ranged triangles with zigzags between. Small, bordering tri-
angles appear. No. 1-3016. X 1/0.

Figure 2.-Diagonal twined and hoop-bouncd. Triangles diagonally arranged
with zigzags.

Figure 3.-Diagonal twined. Pattern of diagonally arranged triangles with
a row of white rhomboids. No. IVB 7272.

Figure 4.-Diagonal twined. A border triangle so repeated as to appear
in horizontal bands, diagonal parallel rows, or diagonal cross-
ing rows. iNo. IVB 7271.

Figure 5.-Diagonal twined. Triangles, and rhomboids diagonally arranged.
No. lVB 7274.

Figure 6.-Plain twined. Rectangles and zigzags arranged in horizontal
bands. No. IVB 7273.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 23.

Figure 1.-Lattice-twined, plate-form, winnowing basket. Banded rows of
triangles and rhomboids intentionally interrupted by a dif-
ferent design. No. IVB 7298.

Figure 2.-Lattice-twined, plate-form, winnowing basket. Horizontally ar-
ranged patterns. No. IVB 7295.

Figure 3.-Plain and lattice-twined mortar. The horizontal band of tri-
angles with rhomboids between them show an interruption.
No. IVB 7311.

F3igure 4.-Plain and lattice-twined mortar in position. A hoop bound to
the opening makes it rigid. Nos. 1-19, 1-2762, 1-3033. X l.

Figure 5.-Plain and lattice-twined sifter provided with a string loop.
Horizontal arrangement of rhomboids with an interruption.
No. IVB 7305.

Figure 6.-Plain twined sifting basket with a peg for holding it. No.
1-10607. X lh.

6
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 24.

Figure 1.-Wickerwork seed-beater. No. 1-4102. X %.

Figure 2.-Baby basket, provided with a carrying strap, thongs and cord
for lacing the child in, and a hoop to hold the covering away
from the child's head. No. 1-2362. X 1/11.

Figure 3.-Plain twined shallow basket. No. 1-405.

Figure 4.-Plain twined seed-beater. No. 1-714.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 25.

Figure 1.-Plain twined openwork basket. No. 1-450. X Y8.

Figure 2.-Plain twined openwork storage basket decorated with beads.
No. 1-4125. X Y8.

Figure 3.-Lattice-twined, hemispherical basket. No. 1-4101. X Y8.

Figure 4.-Plain twined on a multiple foundation. No. 1-4109. X Y8.

Figure 5.-Plain twined openwork basket. No. 1-4110. X s8.

Figure 6.-Three-strand twined hemispherical openwork basket. No.
1-4470. X Vs._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 26.

Figure 1.-Plain twined openwork burden basket. No. 1-2593. X 19.

Figure 2.-Plain twined openwork burden basket. No. 1-3025. X 1'A.

Figure 3.-Plain twined openwork storage basket. No. 1-3029. X 1A9.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 27.

Figure 1.-Openwork basket for catching woodpeckers. No. 1-2607. X 1/15.

Figure 2.-Long openwork basket set in a fish-wier as a trap. No. 1-2581.
X 1/15.

Figure 3.-A fish-trap used in shallow water. No. 1-2597. X 1j5.

Figure 4.-A fish-trap used in connection with a wier. No. 1-2605. X Y1,5
Figure 5.-A trap used for catching fish in muddy water. The hand is in-

serted in the opening above to remove the fish. No. 1-2603.
XI15-

Figure 6.-A trap provided with a conical mouth to prevent the escape of
the fish. No. 1-2587. X /15.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 28.

Figure 1.-A crossing pattern composed of double rows of triangles found
on a closely twined burden basket. No. IVB 7279.

Figure 2. A vertical arrangement of arrowhead designs. No. IVB 7226.

Figure 3.-Plain twined openwork quail trap. Nos. 1-2588, 1-2589, 1-2592,
1-2599.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 29.

Figures 1 to 4.-Four views of the same basket showing an individual or
independent disposition of the designs. No. IVB 7241.

Figure 5.-Vertical arrangement of patterns. No. IVB 7259.

Figure 6.-An isolated design. No. IVB 7256.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE 30.

Figure 1.-Twined border. No. 1-2604.

Figure 2.-Twined border having the appearance of braiding. No. 1-3040.

Figure 3.-Border with warp sticks turned down and caught under the last
round of twining.
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